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PREFACE
When the United States Railroad Administration decided in the spring of 1918 to enter upon

its car and locomotive building program, one of the problems which early came before the Com-
mittee on Standards for Locomotives and Cars and the Central Advisory Purchasing Committee
was the selection of draft gears to be used and the allocation of orders among the several manu-
facturers. The Committee on Standards and the Purchasing Section were both embarrassed,

owing to a lack of definite and positive knowledge as to the relative merits of the different gears

as well as the relation between mechanical value and cost. Much information on the subject of

draft gears was presented by the various manufacturers, but a comparison of the information

presented soon developed the fact that each manufacturer had prepared his information on a basis

of his own selection and that it was impossible to correlate or co-ordinate the various tests in any

comparable manner. The reports of the Draft Gear Committee of the Master Car Builders' Associa-

tion and the files of the mechanical associations failed to give any definite information on the

subject.

In the absence of real information, the Committee on Standards adopted the wording of the

M.C.B. specification for draft gears for Class III and Class IV tank cars which provides that the

gears purchased shall have a "minimum capacity of 150,000 lb." The committee later defined this

requirement in the following words:

"A 150,000 lb. draft gear should be defined as one that will sustain a drop of

16 in. (including travel of the gear) of a 9,000 lb. weight without shearing the rivets

of one or both lugs which are to be secured to suitable members by nine % in. rivets

of .15 carbon or under, driven in -ft in. holes."

When gears were tested under this requirement, it was found that no useful information was

obtained. Gears of widely varying characteristics and excellence passed the prescribed test and

it was soon appreciated that the specification requirement as well as this test were useless in

obtaining draft gear information.

When this absolute dearth of reliable knowledge on the subject was fully realized by the

Committee on Standards and the Purchasing Committee, they joined in requesting the Inspection

and Test Section of the Division of Operation to conduct such a series of tests as would determine

the mechanical value of each make and type of friction draft gear then regularly offered for sale

to railroads.

In addition to the various tests which have been completed and which are given in the report,

the Section had definite plans made for train operation tests and service tests. Had the time been

available and had circumstances permitted, the Section would have completed these tests.

It is much to be regretted that conditions on the railroads throughout the country during the

war and immediately thereafter prevented the carrying out of these tests and this, to a degree,

operates to render the present work inconclusive.

The information covering the tests which have been made on new gears is definite and final.

To a limited degree, tests were made on gears which had seen considerable service but the

service tests themselves and the train operation tests were not made for the reasons given.

It is much to be hoped that arrangements will be made to complete the full series outlined by

the Section and thereby render available accurate information concerning the action of gears in

train operation and the ability of each type of gear to stand up in service. With this added

information, mechanical officers and purchasing agents would be able to equate value and cost and

to understandingly purchase a definite amount of protection for a definite amount of money.



If the present report does no more, it gives reliable and entirely comparable and imbiased

ralues for new commercial gears of the various types. The values given should supplant the

widely variant figures frequently given out in the past as a result of inaccurate, unscientific or

incomparable tests.

Attention should be called to the fact that this report must be used as a whole in order to

obtain accurate and definite information concerning the draft gears. The picking out and exploit-

ing of an idea shown here or there throughout the test and which favors one or the other of the

draft gears tested, should be heartily discouraged and those who use the report should guard them-

selves against errors of this kind. The pros and cons of all gears must be thoroughly balanced

by those who are looking for the truth.

In the chapter entitled "Grading of Average Commercial Gears" will be found the only place

where personal opinion has in any manner entered into the report. The assignment of the number

of points of excellence to the various functions of the gears is on the basis of the ideal gear and

engineers who study the work may not entirely agree with this assignment.

Attention is also called to the fact that on plate 69 where these points of excellence are used

to rate the various gears, a column covering wearing qualities has not been included. Engineers

will, of necessity, record their opinions and observations as to wearing qualities and in so doing

may materially change the grading of the gears as shown on this table.

In making these tests the path was entirely unbroken, the trail was unblazed. It was necessary

to avoid many previous methods of testing that are erroneous and misleading. It was also

necessary to forget at the outset the values of the several gears as generally reported and accepted.

It was necessary to lay aside all prejudices and personal preferences.

With one or two exceptions the tests were welcomed by the draft gear manufacturers, and

their full co-operation was freely given.

The importance of the type and design of the draft gear attachments is often not fully

appreciated. The report covering the tests of attachments and of reinforced and unreinforced

wooden car construction gives, probably for the first time, reliable figures for the comparison of

these features of construction, and also gives some slight hint of the wealth of information on

general car construction that can be developed from actual impact tests, if carefully made and

reported.

Acknowledgment is made of the services and hearty co-operation of Messrs. B. W. Kadel,

E. M. Richards and L. H. Schlatter in the active conduct of the test in the field as well as the

working up of the data contained herein.

C. B. YOUNG,

,
Manager of the Inspection and Test Section of the

Railroad Administration during Federal Control.

Chicago, 111.,

January 20, 1921.



DRAFT GEAR TESTS OF THE U. S. RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION,
INSPECTION AND TEST SECTION

The draft gear tests of the United

States Railroad Administration were origi-

nally undertaken at the request of the Com-
mittee on Standards for Locomotives and
Cars and the Central Advisory Purchasing

Committee for the purpose of determining

the relative merits of the several com-

mercial gears in order that mechanical ex-

cellence and costs might be evaluated. The
Inspection and Test Section, as a prelim-

inary to any work, carefully studied all

of the common methods of testing draft

gears. Letters on the general subject were

also addressed by the section to all of the

draft gear manufacturers and to a large

number of prominent mechanical officers

of the roads, the replies to which showed

a wide difference of opinion, not only as

to the proper method of testing draft gears,

but as to what performance should be ex-

pected from a gear.

A comparison of the many test reports

submitted, showed an entire inconsistency

in results, supposedly obtained under sim-

ilar conditions. It became evident that

a test of all gears under exactly the same

conditions, removed from any proprietary

influence, was essential, and also that the

tests should be conducted in such a man-

ner as not only to determine the compara-

tive value of the several gears, but to ob-

tain all the exact information possible with

respect to draft gear action, and to ex-

tend the study as far as possible toward

the ultimate determination of the ideal

draft gear. With such a program in view,

the co-operation of the A. R. A. Committee

on Draft Gears was felt to be desirable,

and upon invitation from this section, this

committee has taken an active part in the

test work and in analyzing and compiling

the results.

The present report covers in a rather ex-

tensive manner the action and comparative

merits of the various gears when con-

sidered from the viewpoint of impact and

buffing. The opportunity for the investiga-

tion of draft gears in train starting and sim-

ilar operations has not developed as was

hoped for, so that it is impossible at this

time to present definite information in this

latter respect. It is desired accordingly,

that this report, which compares the sev-

eral commercial gears and deals extensively

with the question of cushioning and absorb-

tion, shall be considered only as a part of

an extended investigation into the action

of draft gears, not only in buffing and im-

pact, but also in train starting and hand-

ling.

The full investigation of draft gears

should include not only the laboratory and

impact tests of the present report, but also

a wide range of train operation tests and

service tests, from the results of which

should ultimately be determined:

1. The minimum amount of movement

necessary between cars for starting trains,

and whether this movement may be free

slack, as between coupler knuckles, or

whether it should be resisted movement.

2. Whether the beginning of draft gear

compression should be an easy movement

or a stiff movement, and whether there

should be an initial compression to prevent

movement from slight shocks.

3. The effects of recoil and what amount

of release force is desirable.

1 —
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4. The desired capacity, travel, and ulti-

mate resistance of the gear, as well as the

shape of the curve representing draft gear

resistance for both buffing and train start-

ing.

5. The coupler horn clearance and coup-

ler shank clearance.

6. The life, together with the rate of

wear and loss in gear capacity attending

it, that should be expected from an accept-

able draft gear, as well as the setting of a

measure, either in time, mileage, or loss of

capacity, when a draft gear should be re-

moved from the car and be repaired or

scrapped.



DRAFT GEAR TESTING

The following discussion on the general
subject of draft gear testing is given for
the benefit of any who may be called upon
to do similar work in the future.

It is important to have a full knowledge
of the condition of each test gear before
putting it into a test. Check measure-
ments should be made, such as spring
heights, barrel or housing dimensions, in-

itial spring compression, initial friction

compression, absolute free height, absolute

friction height, and solid height, keeping
a record of possible travel at any of the

previously mentioned gear heights. By
having such a record it will later be pos-

sible to check up the gear conditions and
to know whether any loss in travel is due
to set of springs, wear of friction mem-
bers or deformation of parts of the gear.

Depreciation in any of these respects

should be reported in equivalent loss in

coupler or gear travel.

It is important to protect the friction

surfaces of test gears from any grease, rust

or moisture. Even the handling of the

friction faces with bare hands may leave

enough grease or moisture on them to

lower the gear capacity. After taking a

new gear apart it should be reassembled

with the parts always in their original re-

lationship, and the gear should then be

operated not less thein ten times before mak-

ing a regular test. Any rust on the fric-

tion surfaces should be removed by sand

papering, and the gear should then be oper-

ated not less than twenty times if compara-

ble and consistent results are to be ob-

tained. This does not mean that the fric-

tion faces of draft gears do not have de-

posits of rust and other foreign material

on them in service, but is given as a rule

for conducting comparative tests of new
gears.

In testing draft gears, the gear should

not be loaded beyond the solid point. Few
gears will stand much service beyond their

normal capacities, especially under the

drop machine. The determination of the

solid point, however, is often quite di£B-

cult. Sometimes the spring coils, or other

internal gear parts, will go solid be-

fore the gear is fully closed. The
result is that a greater load or drop is

required to fully close the external

portions of the gear than would be re-

quired if normal action obtained through-

out. The static test is best suited to accur-

ately fix the limit of normal gear closure.

In tests of other characters, such as the

drop test, the gear should be closed only

to the travel determined from the static

cards as the limit of normal gear action.

All gears, irrespective' of construction,

should be set up and restrained in a suit-

able testing frame, corresponding in dimen-

sions to the draft gear pocket in the car.

The frame should be so designed that the

influence of its yield will be minimized.

The gear should rest in the frame upon
pieces of metal corresponding to the stop

faces of the gear draft lugs or other stop

member. A striking plate of the same size

as the coupler butt should be placed on

top of the gear for receiving the blow. This

will develop whether or not the gear con-

struction is substantial enough to receive

the coupler butt forces in service. Where
followers are regularly used with a gear,

they should, for comparative purposes, be

set up with the gear in the testing frame.

In all respects service conditions should be

simulated in the testing frame, as in no

3 —
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other manner will the weak or strong points

of a gear be shown. It is more convenient

to test gears such as the Miner, Westing-

house and similar types without a frame,

but a frame is necessary for some other

gears, such as the Cardwell, and in any

impact testing the yield of the frame, no

matter how carefully constructed, may
slightly increase the results. It is there-

fore only fair that all gears should be

tested under similar conditions.

On the subject of heating but little needs

to be said. It is not often that a gear will

be operated fast enough to heat it suffi-

ciently to affect the results unless a wear

test or endurance test is being made. In

such a test the gear should not be allowed

to become more than just warm to the

hand.

It is a noticeable fact, however, that if

a friction gear is brought for testing from
a cold place into a warm room, the capacity

will be low; and if brought from a warm
room to a colder outside atmosphere,

the capacity will be higher. This is due

to the deposit of moisture on the colder

metal, or the abstraction of moisture from
the friction surfaces of the warmer metal,

as the case may be. In general the hu-

midity of the air is a decided factor in

testing, and an instance is known of a de-

preciation of 20 per cent in a gear which

could be explained in no other manner.

Another point of interest is that when a

gear is to be given a static test without a

frame, and the free height of the gear is

greater as set up than the pocket length in

the car, the gear should first be compressed

to slightly below the pocket dimension and

then released to the exact pocket length.

The compression test should then start

from this released point.

In impact testing, where the load passing

through the gear to the supporting device

is measured or compared, the gear should

never be tested beyond the closing point.

This rule applies particularly to rivet

shearing tests and oar-impact tests. It

should be remembered that after a gear

goes solid its normal functioning ceases,

and further testing is only of the gear

housings or barrel. Hence in over-solid

testing the greater deformation of a weaker

gear barrel offers additional protection to

the rivets for the time being, and also offers

more yield in the car tests. Any consider-

able repetition of such over-solid blows

would, however, shortly destroy the gear.

On the other hand, a sturdy gear will usu-

ally shear the rivets at the first over-solid

blow and will similarly produce a sudden

change in car velocity, but the sturdy gear

will not be so quickly destroyed. In prac-

tice, no one would knowingly use a weak
draft gear in order to protect draft lug

rivets, but draft gear tests are frequently

made with this object in view. A weak
gear barrel will show up well enough
for the few over-solid blows given it in a

laboratory, but will shortly be depreciated

or destroyed from the repetition of such

blows as occurs in service. In fact, if a

gear of sturdy design should shear the yi

in. rivets at say a total fall of 16 in., it

would be entirely practical to increase this

figure several inches by simply reducing

the thickness of the barrel or other part

receiving the solid blow. For a full knowl-

edge of the functioning of a gear it is neces-

sary to know only its capacity up to the

point of closure and the character of its

action within that capacity. Any yield or

cushioning beyond the solid point is due

to deformation or spring of the heads or

barrel, and is obtained only at the ex-

pense of strength and life of the gear.

The suggestion is frequently made that

all gears be tested to determine the point

where a force of say 500,000 lb. is set up

in the sills. On the face this would appear
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to be entirely reasonable and a proper test

for the grading of gears. But for the same

reasons as before, a premium would be

placed upon a weak gear construction.

Furthermore, it is a fundamental principle

of mechanics that there can be no force set

up in any structure greater than the re-

sistance offered by the structure. It there-

fore follows that if a gear were constructed

with an ultimate strength value of 400,000

lb. it would be physically impossible to

apply 500,000 lb. through it to the car.

Hence, the only over-solid draft gear tests

that should be made are those that will

discover the weakness of a gear rather than

credit it with false merit. The destruction

and endurance tests are the only over-solid

draft gear tests known that will correctly

rate the gears in this respect.

Another practice from which wrong con-

clusions are often drawn is that of testing

gears against sills of different sizes and

conditions. It is not fair to set up one

gear on heavy channels and another on light

channels, as again, the force developed

will depend upon the yield and the resist-

ance offered by the channels. Thus if a test

were made upon 20-lb. channels it would

be unreasonable to expect as high a force as

upon 30 lb. or 40 lb. channels, for not only

is there a greater yield of the channel, but

the elastic limit of the material in the

lighter channels might be reached and

passed, which would preclude the possibil-

ity of reaching as high a force as might

be shown in the heavier channels. In other

words, it is impossible to put more load

into the light channels than they will stand,

as the force is limited by the resistance of

the structure supporting the gear.



THE TEST PROGRAM

The following general program was de-

cided upon for the present tests as offering

the best means of investigating the com-

parative action of the gears:

9,000 lb. Drop Tests—Solid Anvil.

Closing gears by drops of 1 in. in-

crements.

Recoil tests.

Investigation of influence of foreign ma-

terial on friction surfaces.

Investigation of rivet shearing tests.

Destructive tests.

Static Tests.

Closing gears at a rate of }i in. per

minute.

Closing gears at a rate of % in. per

minute.

Closing gears at a rate of 3 in. per

minute.

Car Impact Tests.

Calibrated gear in one car only, solid

buffer in another car..

Calibrated gears in both cars.

In general three each of 18 different

types of draft gears are embraced in the

tests. The table of Fig. I has been pre-

pared to identify the gears and to give

other data of prime interest in connection

with them. Fifty-nine gears in all were

used because of gear failures developing

during the test as follows:

Westinghouse NA-1 gears No. 4 and No.

5 failed in the slow static test.

Sessions K gear No. 9 failed in the slow

static test.

Bradford gears No. 43 and No. 44 failed

in the drop test.

!l



DESCRIPTION OF GEARS

All of the gears in the test, with two
exceptions, are of such dimensions as to

go into the standard 9% in. x 12% in. x

24% in. draft gear pocket and no gears

were included except such as had been

developed to the state of being in use, at

least to a limited extent, on one or more
railroads. To properly identify the several

gears a brief description and an analysis

of each of the types will be given.

Westinghouse Type D-3

Gears No. 1, 2 and 3

This is the well-known friction draft

gear of the Westinghouse Air Brake Com-
pany, and is the same gear as applied to

as wear equivalent to Yg in. coupler move-

ment has occurred, the gear and the fric-

tion members will be loose in the car.

The malleable iron friction barrel has

a plurality of V-shaped ways on its in-

terior surface and the composite segments

or splines, eight in number, are wedged

outwardly into these ways to produce fric-

tional resistance against longitudinal

movement of the splines. The gear is ar-

ranged with a pressure-limiting feature, so

that when a predetermined load has been

applied to the friction wedge, the follower

comes directly into contact with the outer

ends of the splines and additional wedging

is prevented. On release the friction strips

are arranged to be started serially so that

Fig. 2

—

Westinghouse D-3 Gear

25,000 of the United States Railroad Ad-

ministration cars. It has a nominal travel

in the car of 2-7/16 in. the first % in. of

which is spring travel, the remainder be-

ing friction travel. In addition to this the

gear is placed in the car under % in.

initial spring compression. Thus as soon

sticking will be less likely to occur. No
provision is made for taking up wear and

lost motion in this gear.

Each gear is made up of a total of 32

parts, 25 of which are subject to wear,

one of these being the barrel or housing.

Considerable grinding and other machine

7 —
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work is done on this gear so that it may
be termed a finished gear. It is not self-

contained but can fall apart when dropped

from the car, although it is assembled at

the factory and shipped and applied as a

single unit. A peculiar feature of this

gear is that should wear equivalent to % in.

coupler movement occur, the wedging ac-

tion would cease except for a slight amount

resulting from the tapered ways of the

barrel. After this the gear would be sub-

stantially a spring draft gear.

The gear has a friction spring value of

19,500 lb. and an additional independent

release spring value of 6,000 lb. The pre-

liminary spring has an active value of

14,800 lb. The friction area of this gear

no additional metal being presented for

this load.

The nominal length of the gear is 20y8

in., so that two followers of 2^4 in- thick-

ness are required for it. The gears as

furnished weigh on the average about 200

lb. each, or 400 lb. per car, to which must

be added for comparative purposes four

followers per car, weighing 71 lb. each,

giving a per car weight for this gear of

684 lb.

Westinghouse Type NA-1

Gears No. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8

This new gear of the Westinghouse Air

Brake Company is made with a cast steel

barrel of rectangular cross-section. The

Fig. 3

—

Westinchodse NA-1 Gear

increases as the gear closes, additional

metal of both the moving and the stationary

elements coming into contact. The solid

blow on this gear is carried by the same

metal that resists the frictional movement.

friction elements comprise one series of

stationary plates and another series of rela-

tively movable plates alternating there-

with, the plates being loaded through a

set of central wedge members. Four fric-
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tion springs are used, in addition to one

central release spring. All five of the

springs are duplicate and the gear has a

friction spring value of approximately

17,000 lb. plus an additional release spring

value of approximately 4,300 lb.

This gear has an absolute free length of

23-7/32 in. and is held to a compressed

normal length of 22% in. by means of a

key arrangement. The gear is thus under

an initial compression of 27/32 in. in the

car. The first 7/64 in. of this is spring

compression and the remainder is friction

compression. This means that the friction

elements can wear an amount equal to

47/64 in. coupler travel before the friction

parts of the gear become loose. The ca-

pacity of the gear, however, will begin to

depreciate as soon as any wear takes place.

The gear has a nominal travel in service

of 3 in.

The parts of the gear are held, when

new, in compressed position by means of

the key arrangement and hence the gear

is self-contained. Wear of the friction

parts, however, will cause the movable

friction plates to loosen, so that they can

be lifted out of the gear barrel. Consid-

erable fitting and grinding is done in the

manufacture of this gear. There are a

total of 28 pieces per gear, 12 of which

are subject to wear, these latter being small

parts, however, and easily renewable.

There is no wear on the barrel of this gear

and no wear at any point that cannot be

compensated for by the insertion of simple

plate liners. Any permanent set or short-

ening of the friction springs will produce

loss of capacity and slack and this cannot

be taken up by the liners.

The friction area of this gear is constant

for all points of its travel, the pressure per

square inch increasing as the gear is com-

pressed. On the stationary friction ele-

ments the same area is in engagement at

all times. The engagement portions of the

moving plates change at all points of the

travel of the gear. The solid blow comes

on the side walls of this gear, at places

not highly loaded by the frictional resis-

tance of the gear, so that for the solid blow

at least some additional metal is presented.

The gear as manufactured is 22% in.

long, so that one 21)4 in. follower is re-

quired with it. These gears as furnished

weigh on the average about 368 lb. each,

or 736 lb. per car, to which, for compara-

tive purposes must be added two followers

per car, weighing 71 lb. each, giving a per

car weight for this gear of 878 lb.

Sessions Type K
Gears No. 9, 10, 11 and 12

This is the well-known Sessions gear as

manufactured by the Standard Coupler

Company and as used on 50,000 of the

United States Railroad Administration

cars. The bellmouth friction box is of

drop forged steel, the friction blocks being

of cast iron. The spring barrel is a section

of steel tubing. The gear has a nominal

travel of 2-1/16 in., the first % of which

is spring travel and the remainder friction

travel. The gear is put into the car under

approximately % in. initial spring com-

pression, but no friction compression, the

friction elements being loose when the gear

is first applied. This gear has a friction

spring value of approximately 23,000 lb.

No separate release springs are used.

Each gear consists of eight parts, four

of which are subject to wear. Wear of the

parts cannot be taken up except by re-

newal of parts. The gear is not self-

contained but will fall apart when removed

from the car. But little fitting or grinding

is done in the manufacture of this gear

and it is usually shipped loose, to be as-

sembled in the car. The friction area of

the gear increases as it is compressed and

the solid blow is delivered upon the same
metal that receives the friction load.
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The normal length of this gear is 20%
in., requiring two 2^/^ in. followers with

each gear. The average weight of one gear

is 252 lb., or 504 lb. per car, to which must

friction springs, having a combined value

of 30,000 lb. These springs are gradu-

ated, the inner coils being shorter than the

outer coils.

Fic. 4

—

Sessions Type K Gear

be added for comparative purposes, four

followers per car, weighing 71 lb. each,

giving a per car weight for this gear of

788 lb.

Sessions Jumbo

Gears No. 13, 14 and 15

This is a heavier gear, and of 3 in. nomi-

nal travel, recently developed by the

Standard Coupler Company. In general,

it follows the same principle of wedge

blocks as the older Type K gear of this

company, there being changes, however,

in the angles of the wedge blocks. The

gear also includes both followers, being

24% in. nominal length.

The friction box is of drop forged steel

and the spring barrel of cast steel with a

closed bottom. There are six double coil

The friction box, spring barrel, spring

plate and center friction block are held

together as a self-contained unit by means
of a rivet and key arrangement. The side

friction blocks and the follower are loose,

however, so that the gear is not entirely

self-contained.

Each gear has a total of 22 parts, five of

which are subject to wear; three of these

are the cast iron friction blocks, the other

two being the drop forged friction box and
the drop forged follower. The gear has
but little fitting or grinding done on it.

The solid blow is taken by the same metai

that carries the friction load, and wear will

slightly reduce the value of the gear to re-

sist solid blows. The friction area of this

gear increases slightly as the gear is com-
pressed.
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The free length of this gear is 24^ in.,

hence the gear is put in the car under

Ys in. initial compression, all of which is

spring compression, the friction elements

being loose when the gear is first applied

to the car. Of the 3 in. gear travel,

when new, the first 3/16 in. is spring

travel, at which point the friction blocks

first become tight. The remainder is fric-

tion travel. The average weight of one

of these gears is 433 lb. and as no extra

followers are required the comparative per

car weight is 866 lb.

Cardwell Type G-25-A

Gears No. 16, 17 and 18

This is the regular pattern Cardwell

gear of the Union Draft Gear Company,

but with the parts slightly modified to give

seven contained friction members of cast

iron. The customary transverse spring ar-

rangement is used, with malleable iron

spring-seat nuts threaded on the ends of

the spring rod. The free length of this

gear is 25-11/16 in. as against a pocket

length of 24% in., so that the gear as as-

sembled in the car is under an initial fric-

tion compression of 1-1/16 in. This

means, in other words, that the gear can
wear an amount equal to 1-1/16 in.

coupler travel before actual lost motion in

the gear occurs. Of course, the ultimate

resistance of the gear as well as its ca-

pacity will have been reduced, but it is pos-

sible to recover this in a large measure by
adjusting the exposed spring-seat nuts.

There is in addition to this an initial spring

compression of % in. so that each spring
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pres?ion curve at the beginning of the gear

travel.

The gear has no independent release

springs and the friction springs have a

value of approximately 29,900 lb. When a

solid blow comes on this gear some addi-

tional metal is presented to receive it.

Cardwell Type G-18-A

Gears No. 19, 20 and 21

This is the regular Cardwell gear of the

Union Draft Gear Company, designed

to fit in the standard 24% in.

draft gear pocket and of 3-3/16 in.

nominal travel. The remarks in general

Fig. 6

—

Cardwell Type G-2.5-A Gear

The friction casings, which alone receive

the solid blow, are castings with ratlier

thin v.-alls. There are a total of 20 parts

per gear, nine of which are subject to

wear. Seven of the wearing members are

of cast iron and two are malleable iron,

the latter being the main friction casings or

followers. This gear is not self-con-

tained but must be built up in the car. It is

probably the most diEEcult of the gears to

apply. All of the parts are rough with

but little grinding or fitting done to them.

The normal length of this gear is 24%
in. and no followers are needed. The aver-

age weight of one gear is 440 lb., giving

a comparative per car weight of 880 lb.

concerning the Cardwell Type G-25-A

gear are applicable to this gear also. Each
gear has a total of 20 parts, nine of which
are subject to wear, seven of these being of

cast iron and the other two being the main
malleable iron heads or followers.

The gear has a free length of 2.5^4 in. as

against a pocket length of 24% in. so that

the gear, as assembled in the car is under
an initial friction compression of % in.,

meaning that when wear equivalent to %
in. coupler travel occurs the friction ele-

ments become loose in the car. The springs

are in addition under a combined initial

compression of a % in., or 3/16 in. per

spring. The value of the friction springs

is approximately 29,900 lb. The nominal
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length of this gear is 24% in. and no fol-

lowers are required. The average weight

of one gear is 440 lb., giving a comparative
per car weight of 880 lb.

The relative performance of this gear

and of the Cardwell G-25-A should be of

interest inasmuch as the only difference

in the two gears is in the length of the

travel. All of the parts of both gears are

the same except the two heads or follow-

ers and these are designed in the case of

the G-25-A gear to take up the first 7/16
in. of travel as compared with the G-18-A

gear, giving heavier initial compression

but leaving the ultimate resistance prac-

advantage of having the friction elements

held in positive engagement during a

longer period of wear. Whether or not

high initial resistance prevents wear that

may otherwise occur from the multitude

of slight movements of the easier mov-

ing gear may also be indicated by service

tests of these two gears.

Miner Type A-18-S

Gears No. 22, 23 and 24

This is a slightly modified arrangement

of the well-known A-18 gear of W. H.

Miner and is the design as applied to
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The barrel of the gear is of malleable
iron and contains, by an interlocking ar-

rangement, the two double coil friction

springs and malleable iron spring plate or

follower. The regular drop forged, hard-

ened friction shoes, three in number, are

used, with the central wedge of cast steel.

The Miner rollers, three in number, and
of 1 in. diameter tempered tool steel, are

interposed between the central wedge and
the friction shoes to allow greater friction

pressures with possibly no greater tend-

ency of the gear to stick. The entire fric-

tion pressure is transmitted through these

rollers.

As applied to the car the main springs

are under an initial compression of % in.

and the preliminary spring of % in. The
function of this preliminary spring should

not be confused with purely spring gear ac-

tion, as the A-18-S gear starts off immedi-
ately as a friction gear of high initial re-

sistance. Inward movement of the fric-

tion shoes is resisted first by the prelim-

inary spring and subsequently by the main
spring. Wear will increase the movement
of the friction shoes upon the preliminary

spring and decrease the movement upon the

main springs. The travel of this

gear should remain practically con-

stant, irrespective of wear, and as wear

occurs the friction shoes, which in the new
gear extend % in. outside of the friction

barrel, will protrude farther because of the

spreading action resulting from the pre-

liminary spring. This will continue until

wear equivalent to % in. coupler move-

ment occurs when the friction shoes will

extend l^g in. outside of the barrel and

the shoes will then loosen. Up to this

point however, the full travel of the gear

will be realized as friction travel, although

the capacity and ultimate resistance of the

gear will be reduced. It should be pos-

sible, however, to compensate for wear

by inserting one or more ring washers be-

tween the inner ends of the friction shoes

and the spring cap or followers, thereby

recovering the movement upon the main
springs and restoring the original capacity.

The gear has a main spring value of ap-

proximately 42,000 lb. and in addition a

preliminary spring value of approximately

5,300 lb. It is held to the correct length
and as a self-contained unit by means of a

single % in. retaining bolt. The gear has

a total of 18 parts, four of which are sub-

ject to wear, one of these being the main
barrel or cylinder. Wear on this part will

reduce its ability to withstand solid blows.

The friction area of thisr gear increases as

the gear is compressed. The gear has con-

siderable grinding and fitting done to it

during its manufacture.

The normal length is 22% in. so that

two followers are required per car. The
average weight of one gear is 346 lb., to

which must be added for comparative pur-

poses the weight of the two followers,

giving a comparative per car weight of

834 lb.

Miner Type A-2-S

Gears No. 25, 26 and 27

This is a slightly modified arrangement

of the A-2 gear of W. H. Miner, the nom-
inal travel being 2J^ in. The gear has the

regular malleable iron cylinder with three

hardened, drop forged friction shoes and a

single cast steel central wedge, the cus-

tomary rollers of the Miner design being

interposed between the central wedge and

the friction shoes. One double coil fric-

tion spring is used. The rollers, three in

number, are of tempered tool steel 1 in. in

diameter by 3 in. long. The rollers in

this gear, as in the A-18-S gear, are not

directly cushioned by the springs, but re-

ceive the entire friction pressure.

The absolute free length of this gear is

21 in., but it is . held compressed to its
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normal length of 20^ in. by the retain-

ing bolt. The gear is thus under an in-

itial friction compression of y^ in. Before

this much wear could occur, however, or

if wear equivalent to % in. of coupler

movement should occur, the inner end of

the central wedge would strike the spring

that it is applied to the car as a single unit.

This gear has a friction spring value of ap-

proximately 22,800 lb. It is also fitted

and bulldozed during the process of man-

ufacture. The average weight of one of

these gears is 207 lb. and there are re-

quired two followers with each gear, weigh-

Fic. 8—Miner Type A-2-S Gear

cap, and the gear would then become

purely a light capacity spring gear and

further wear would be arrested. In this

gear, as in the A-18-S, the total travel of

the gear can never be reduced by wear, al-

though the capacity and ultimate resistance

will be decreased. The friction shoes will

also extend farther out of the barrel as

wear progresses.

The gear has a total of 13 parts, four of

which are subject to wear, one of these

being the main barrel or cylinder. The

friction area of this gear increases as the

gear is compressed. The solid blow is

taken upon the same metal that receives

the friction load and wear will materially

weaken the cylinder for taking care of the

solid blow. The gear is self-contained so

ing 71 lb. each, giving a comparative per

car weight of 698 lb.

National Type H-1

Gears No. 28, 29 and 30

This is a new gear of 2^/4 in. nominal

travel, manufactured by the National Mal-

leable Castings Company. A central fric-

tion column with four ways in it is cast

integral with the one follower of the gear.

In these ways are four friction segments

or shoes. The other, or movable follower,

is arranged to wedge these shoes inwardly

into the ways of the column and as the

gear is closed the longitudinal movement

of the shoes is resisted by a single coil

friction spring that surrounds the friction
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column below the wedges. Four inde-

pendent corner posts of 1% in. diameter

steel are provided to receive the solid blow

so that this force is received on entirely

different metal. An independent release

spring surrounds each of these corner posts.

The gear is held to any desired length and

as a self-contained unit by means of two

}i in. rods with castle nuts.

All of the principal parts of this gear,

including the friction members, are made
of Naco Electric steel, the corner posts

being of tempered knuckle pin steel. All

of the friction members are hardened. The
gear has a friction spring capacity of ap-

proximately 29,200 lb. and an additional

release spring capacity of approximately

16,000 lb. The absolute free length of

the gear is 24-25/32 in. so that it is put

into the car xmder 5/32 in. initial com-

pression, all of which is friction compres-

sion. The gear can thus wear an amount

equal to 5/32 in. travel or the spring take

a set of 5/32 in. before the friction shoes

become loose in the car. The capacity of

the gear, however, will begin to depreciate

as soon as any wear takes place.

An interesting feature of this gear is

that on release, the first action is a tendency

to shift the friction shoes outward from

their engagement with the center friction

column, thus allowing greater pressures

with possibly no greater tendency to stick.

This is accomplished by having the bear-

ing of the shoes upon the spring seat at

a subtracting angle. Bronze pressure pads

are provided for the contact spots on the

spring seat and the outer head. These are

not subject to wear, but to pressure only.

The outstanding feature of this gear is that

the friction elements are wedged inwardly,

the outward reactions all being included in

the box-shaped movable follower. There

is no wear upon this member and wear

should not noticeably affect the strength

of the gear. Wear can be taken up by

means of ring washers beneath the friction

spring.

The friction area of this gear is con-

stant, the pressure per square inch increas-

ing as the gear is compressed, the entire

bearing surface of the friction blocks

sliding along the ways or flutes in the

center column. This gear has a total of

26 pieces, 5 of which are subject to wear,

one of these being the main center column.

Considerable grinding, fitting and working

constitute a part of the manufacture of

this gear and it may be termed a finished

gear.

The normal length is 24% in., so that

no followers are required. The average

weight is 428 lb. or a comparative per

car weight of 856 lb.

National Type M-1

Gears No. 31, 32 and 33

This gear is similar in construction to

the National Type H-1, the most notice-

able difference being that but two release

springs are used instead of four as in the

H-1 gear. Otherwise the same description

of parts, materials, and operation serves

for both gears. The nominal gear travel

is 2j4 in.

This gear has a friction spring value of

16,700 lb. and an additional release spring

value of 9,100 lb. The free length is 251/8

in. so that it is put into the car under %
in. compression, the first 5/16 in. of which

is spring compression, the remainder,

3/16 in., being friction compression. Thus

the gear can wear an amount equal to 3/16

in. coupler travel before the friction shoes

become loose in the car. There are a total

of 26 pieces per gear, five of which are sub-

ject to wear and one of these being the main

center column. As in the H-1 gear, the

wearing surfaces are of hardened steel and

are constant in area.
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weight of one gear is 386 lb. or a compara-
tive per car weight of 772 lb.

Waugh Plate Type

Gears No. 48, 49 and 50

This is the well-known plate gear of the

Waugh Draft Gear Company. As included

in the tests each gear was made up of four

sets of plates in series, each set consisting

of 15 spring steel plates J4 in- by 6 in. by
11% in. Half oval followers of cast steel

are supplied at each end, and two sep-

arators and one full oval complete the

gear proper. In addition, however, two

guide plates or wear plates, are supplied

a total of 65 parts, or 67 parts including

the wear plates.

In this gear it is difficult to give a rela-

tive per car weight because of the differ-

ence in yoke dimensions required. Each

gear weighs 420 lb. without the two wear

plates, which latter will weigh about 30 lb.

each. Yoke spacers should then be added,

so that a comparative per car weight of

960 lb. has been allowed for this gear.

Christy

Gears No. 51, 52 and 53

This gear is under development by the

American Car Roof Company. It had not,

Fig. 13

—

Waugh Plate Gear

for each gear, these being bolted or riveted

to the draft sills to fill out the 12% in.

sill spacing and to hold the parts of the

gear in alignment.

The nominal length is 24% in. and the

nominal travel 2j4 in- The gear has a

friction area of great extent and it is hardly

probable that wear would ever materially

reduce the travel or capacity. If the

spring plates should take any permanent

set, however, the travel and capacity of the

gear would be decreased. Every gear has

up to the time ofl the be^ginning of the tests,

been developed to a commercial stage and
has been included in these tests only upon
the request of the mechanical department

of one of the railroads. The gear, which

has a nominal travel of 2^ in., follows

in general the better-known Sessions prin-

ciple of wedge blocks, except that the cen-

ter block is made in halves with a roller

between them to form a fulcrum. Wear is

to be compensated for by using a roller of

a larger size.
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The outstanding feature, and the point

wherein it differs from all other gears in

the test, is that the frictional resistance of

the gear is compounded. In most draft

gears the friction movement is obtained,

and to a greater or less degree the fric-

tional resistance is controlled by the direct

2% in. less length than the outer coil.

The friction spring has a total value of

27,000 lb. No separate release springs

are used. The friction box and spring

barrel are in one piece, of cast steel, with

a removable head bolted on the spring

end of the barrel. All of the parts of this

Fig. 14

—

Christy Gear

compression of springs. In this gear the

outer, or main friction members, are re-

sisted, not by the spring directly but by
other friction members, and these latter are

then resisted by the spring itself, the fric-

tional resistance being thus multiplied.

This should result in a gear of very high

resistance but may also result in uncertain

and uncontrolled resistance.

The frictional resistance of the gear is

thus compounded by having the inward

movement of the halves of the center wedge

block seat upon and expand the additional

pair of friction shoes which press upon

the inner faces of the spring portion of the

barrel. These last named friction shoes

rest upon and compress the friction spring

which is graduated, the inner coil being of

gear are exceedingly heavy, the walls of

the spring barrel, for example, being of

1 in. stock. The gear has a total of 28
parts, 8 of which are subject to wear,
among these being the main cast steel bar-

rel or housing. The gear is not self-con-

tained but the friction members can fall

out when the gear is removed from the

car. The solid blow is taken upon the

same metal that receives the friction load

and wear will reduce the strength and
value of the gear to resist solid blows.

The friction area is practically constant,

although some new surfaces are constantly

coming into bearing and others going out

of bearing as the gear is compressed.

The absolute free length is 22-7/16 in.

as against a pocket length of 22% in., so
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that the gear in the car is under but 1/16
in. initial compression. Upon very slight

wear, therefore, or set of the springs, the

friction members will be loose. The aver-

age weight of one of these gears is 442 lb.

and having a nominal length of 22%
in. there must be added to this the weight

of two followers per car, giving a compar-

ative weight of 1026 lb. per car.

Harvey Friction Springs

Gears No. 54, 55 and 56

These are the regular interwound Harvey
friction springs as manufactured by

the Frost Railway Supply Company.
Each gear, as included in the tests,

consisted of two of these springs

set in twin fashion, side by side.

The free height of each interwound

spring group is 8 in., and so wound as to

allow 2 in. of movement from this height,

thus having a nominal travel in the car of

1% in. Each group has a plain centering

Fig. 15

—

Harvey Friction Springs

coil of % in. diameter bar wound on a

2% in. diameter mandrel and of 7V^ in.

free height. In receiving the solid blow

the main, or inner, of tihe two specially

shaped friction coils goes solid. This bar

is made with flattened contact faces to re-

ceive the solid blow.
This type of gear will not work in the

standard pocket without special housings.
The average weight of a group of these

springs is 52 lb. or 208 lb. per car. It is

difficult to give a comparative per car

weight but in order to compare the ar-

rangement with the other gears of the test

there has been added eight followers, each
9 in. by 12 in. by iy2 in., weighing 45 lb.

each, two yoke abutments, weighing 40 lb.

each, and four rivets for the yoke abut-

ments, weighing 51^ lb. each, giving a

comparative per car weight of 670 lb.

A. R. A. Class G Springs

Gears No. 57, 58 and 59

Regular A. R. A. Class G draft springs

drawn from ordinary railroad stock have
been included in the tests. Each gear as

numbered above was composed of two
complete inner and outer coil springs,

tested in twin fashion.

The details of each spring group are as

follows:

Outer Coil

1-9/16 in. diameter bar.

8 in. outside diameter coil.

7% in. free height.

5}^ in. solid height.

Inner Coil

1 in. diameter.

4% in. outside diameter coil.

7y2 in. free height.

5J4 in. solid height.

Each group has thus a possible deflection

of 2% in. at a load of 30,360 lb. or a de-

flection of 2% in. per gear at a load of

60,720 lb. The average weight of a group

is 55 lb. or 110 lb. per gear. To this is

added for comparative purposes the same

parts as for the Harvey springs, giving a

comparative per car weight of 682 lb.



SELECTION AND CONDITION OF TEST GEARS

At the beginning of these tests the vari-

ous manufacturers were asked to furnish

gears for test purposes, so that the gears

as tested were in each instance procured

directly from the proprietor, with full

knowledge on his part that they were for

test purposes. Whether or not gears of

average manufacture were furnished must

be decided from previous or additional ex-

perience with the several gears and from

a knowledge of the manufacturing practices

of the concerns. Unless a definite state-

ment to the contrary appears in this re-

port it is to be understood that gear con-

ditions and performances as developed dur-

ing the tests are in accordance with what

is believed to be average conditions.

Immediately upon receipt of a test gear

it was given a test number and then taken

apart. The parts were marked, and meas-

ured for comparison with the manufactur-

er's drawings and for later comparative

tests measurements. The gears were reas-

sembled with the parts in their original

positions and were given a definite amount
of preliminary drop test work to condi-

tion them for the regular tests.

Westinghouse D-3

Gears No. 1, 2 and 3

These gears as received were in good
average condition and conformed very

closely to the dimensions as given on the

manufacturer's drawings. The gears had

not been built up of maximum dimension

parts to produce unusual capacity. The
customary practice of machining and

grinding certain parts had been followed

and the gears had been worked in the bull-

dozer as is the regular practice in their

manufacture. They showed also slight in-

dication of drop test work but not an ex-

cessive amount. The results obtained in

the tests agree very well with results ob-

tained in other tests of the same gear, par-

ticularly in routine acceptance tests of

gears for United States Railroad Adminis-

tration cars.

Westinghouse NA-1

Gears No. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8

These gears do not have as much ma-

chine work done on them as in the case

with the Westinghouse D-3 gear, but are

carefully fitted and assembled. The gears

as received appeared to be in average con-

dition and for the rougher character of the

work, agreed very closely with the draw-

ings. The gears had been bulldozed and

had undoubtedly been under the drop test-

ing machine. The bulldozing, it is under-

stood, is a regular process in their manu-
facture and the drop test work had not

been extensive. The gear parts were not

over size and the results of the tests in gen-

eral are believed to be representative of

the action of the average product.

Sessions K
Gears No. 9, 10, 11 and 12

These gears are furnished commercially

with but little finishing, it being the man-
ufacturer's practice to gage the parts and

grind the friction blocks when necessary to

bring them to gage or to smooth up the

bearing surfaces. The gears as received

represented average workmanship and
conditions and showed evidence of having

been under the drop machine for a few
movements. The results of the tests in

general are comparable with previous tests

24 —
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of the same gear, particularly in routine

acceptance tests of gears for United States

Railroad Administration cars.

Sessions Jumbo

Gears No. 13, 14 and 15

These gears as received represented av-

erage workmanship and condition. They
showed slight evidence of having been un-

der the drop test machine for a few move-

ments at some previous time, although the

friction surfaces had a light coating of rust

on them when received. The results of the

tests are believed to be representative of

the commercial gear.

Cardwell G-25-A

Gears No. 16, 17 and 18

These gears as received were in average

condition as to workmanship and showed

indications of having been under the drop

machine. The springs furnished with the

test gears were of excessive length, the av-

erage free length being 10-1/16 in., where-

as the drawing dimension is but 9^^ in.

Widi all the parts properly assembled on

the spring rod, the springs from the draw-

ings should be under 3/16 in. compression

while with the gears as finished the springs

were under % in. compression. When as-

sembling the gears in the frame for testing,

with a pocket of the same length as in the

.car, it required the extreme efforts of two

men working on an eight-foot wrench to

screw up the spring nuts. It is noted also

that the average drop test results obtained

from these gears are greater by slightly

more than 4 in. than the average results

obtained in routine acceptance tests of the

same gears for United States Railroad Ad-

ministration cars, whereas with all other

gears used on United States Railroad Ad-

ministration cars the average of the test

gears was lower than the average of the

commercial gears. The lowest capacity

gear of this type in the present tests was

more than 3 in. greater than the highest

capacity gear of the same type found in the

United States Railroad Administration ac-

ceptance tests. It is therefore believed that

the results obtained for these test gears are

not representative of what may be expected
from flie regular product as furnished com-
mercially.

Cardwell G-18-A

Gears No. 19, 20 and 21

These gears were received in average con-

dition as to workmanship, and the parts

conformed more closely to the drawings
than in the case of gears number 16, 17 and
18, although they averaged above the
drawings. The individual variations,

however, would probably be accepted as

within manufacturing limits. The averages
are believed to more nearly represent the
true value of the commercial gear than
those obtained from test gears number 16,
17 and 18. These gears were submitted
near the close of the test program.

Miner A-18-S

Gears No. 22, 23 and 24

These gears as received were in good
average condition as to workmanship and
material and the parts conformed closely

to the dimensions as given on the draw-
ings. They showed evidence of having
been given some slight work, at least in the

bulldozer, this being a part of the regular

process of manufacture. The results ob-

tained in these tests are in harmony with

those of other tests and the gears as tested

are believed to be representative of the

commercial product.

Miner A-2-S

Gears No. 25, 26 and 27

The condition of these gears as received

corresponds with that of the Miner A-18-S

and the test gears are believed to be repre-

sentative of the commercial gears of this

type.
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National H-1

Gears No. 28, 29 and 30

These gears as received conformed
closely to the drawings' dimensions, and
the results obtained are comparable with

results obtained in other tests of this gear.

They showed evidence of having been

worked under a drop machine or in a bull-

dozer, the latter being a regular operation

in the manufacture of the gear. The re-

sults of the test are believed to be repre-

sentative of the gears as furnished com-
mercially.

National M-1

Gears No. 31, 32 and 33

These gears as received were in the

same general condition as those of the Na-
tional H-1 type and the results, which con-

form to results of other tests, are believed

to be representive of the commercial prod-

uct.

National M-4

Gears No. 34, 35 and 36

The condition of these gears as received

corresponds with that of the other Na-
tional gears, and is believed to be repre-

sentative of the commercial product.

National M-4

Gears No. 34, 35 and 36

The condition of these gears as received

corresponds with that of the other National

gears and is believed to be representative

of the commercial product. These gears

were submitted near the close of the test

program.

Murray H-25

Gears No. 37, 38 and 39

These gears as received were in average

condition except that they had been given

considerable work under the drop machine.

In one case the friction surfaces were badly

galled and scored. While the Murray gear

is furnished commercially of rough cast-

ings and while these test gears had prob-

ably been given more conditioning than

any other gears in the test, yet the results

are not believed to have been influenced

by it, especially as they are just slightly

below the average of routine acceptance

tests of the same type of gears for United

States Railroad Administration cars.

Gould 175

Gears No. 40, 41 and 42

These gears as received conformed

closely to the manufacturer's drawings and

appeared to be in good average condition

except that a coating of grease was found

in the interior of the gears, upon the top

surfaces of the wrought steel follower

plates that rest upon the main coil springs.

The bottom ends of the friction wedges, as

well as the lower ends of the leaf springs,

bear upon the top surface of this plate and

have a lateral motion thereupon. The
main friction surfaces were free from

grease. This condition was reported to the

manufacturers, who disclaimed all knowl-

edge of the presence of the grease, and at

their direction the parts were cleaned and

the gears placed in a condition satisfactory

to their representative, who inspected them
upon invitation. These test gears had been

given some slight preliminary work but

not immediately before shipment, as one

of the gears had a light deposit of rust

upon the friction surfaces. The results of

the tests are believed to be representative

of the action of the commercial product.

Bradford K
Gears No. 43, 44, 45, 46 and 47

The undeveloped state of this gear makes

it impossible to compare the test gears
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with the commercial product. The hous-

ings showed porosity and contained numer-

ous small checks. A. R. A. Class F springs

were sent in mistake for the Class G
springs called for in the drawings. The
gears were accordingly set up with Class

G springs drawn from regular railroad

stock. Several variations from the draw-

ings were found. These gears are to be

furnished commercially of rough castings,

without any bulldozing or other working,

and the test gears as received were in this

condition, never having been operated be-

fore shipment.

Altogether, the test results from these

gears are not satisfactory. It is felt that

avoidable defects in workmanship and de-

sign are responsible, at least in part, for

the breakage of gear parts that will be

noted as the report proceeds.

Christy

Gears No. 51, 52 and 53

This is an undeveloped gear which has

never been furnished commercially, so

that comparisons are impossible. It is un-

derstood that the gears are designed to be

furnished regularly of rough castings. The

test gears, however, had all of the friction

surfaces machined and almost the entire

external surface of the barrel had been

shaped off to give true surfaces and correct

dimensions. The springs averaged % in.

less in length than called for on the draw-

ings and the gears themselves averaged ap-

proximately % in. less in length than the

drawing dimensions, so that % in. of free

slack would have been present in each car

with these new gears applied. The gears

also had % in. less of travel per gear than

called for on the drawings. The drawing

dimensions for the roller for the center

wedge block are 1 in. in diameter by 6%
in. long. In the three gears as received,

the rollers were found to be of the follow-

ing diameters:

Gear No. 51—% in. diameter.

Gear No. 52—§| in. diameter.

Gear No. 53

—

1-^ in. and ly^ in.

diameter (tapered)

.

This finding at once raises the question

as to whether in repairs the correct size of

roller would be used and whether, in fact,

it would not be frequently omitted en-

tirely. The condition of the gears of this

type indicated that this company was not

in a position to furnish commercial gears.

Harvey Friction Springs

8 IN. X 8 IN.

Gears No. 54, 55 and 56

The spring groups constituting these

gears conformed reasonably close to the

drawing dimensions except for the plain,

inner coil centering springs which averaged

7-Jf in. in free height instead of 71^ in.

as shown on the drawings. The results of

the tests are believed to be representative

of the commercial product.

A. R. A. Class G Springs

Gears No. 57. 58 and 59

The G springs used for the test were of

ordinary carbon steel, oil tempered, drawn

from regular railroad stock. The follow-

ing tabulation will give the comparison of

the test springs with the specification re-

quirements of the American Railroad Asso-

ciation:
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9,000 LB. DROP TESTS

After measuring the test gears and reas-

sembling them with their parts in their

original positions, the 9,000 lb. drop tests

were made. Except for a few gears that

were added at a later date, the original se-

ries of drop tests was made at the Mt. Clare

shops of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

After the car-impact tests at Rochester, the

seime gears were submitted to a second se-

ries of drop tests under the Pennsylvania

Railroad machine at Altoona for check

purposes, at which place the last few gears

also were given their original drop tests.

The drop tests were in all instances made
with the gears supported upon a solid an-

vil, a heavy plate casting being inserted

instead of the springs regularly used be-

neath the anvil of the Baltimore & Ohio

machine. Before beginning the drop tests

of either of the above series each gear was

given a certain amount of preliminary

work to insure the proper seating of the

parts. The uniform practice was followed

of first determining the drop test value of

each gear, by dropping the weight from 1

in. free fall and then increasing the fall

by 1 in. increments, until the closing point

was reached. The gear was then given 10

blows from 1 in. below the solid height,

which usually resulted in building up the

capacity of the gear slightly. After this

preliminary work the regular drop tests

were made, the tup being again dropped

through heights increasing by 1 in. incre-

ments until the closing point was reached,

as evidenced by flattening or shearing of

lead records. In the case of gears such as

the Harvey springs the solid point was pre-

viously determined from a preliminary

static test and this point worked to in the

drop test.

Two drop test diagrams have been re-

produced for each type of gear to show
the amount of gear closure at successive

drops. These are shown in Figs. 18 to 35

inclusive, at the end of the chapter on

static tests, along with the static diagrams

for the same gears. The information for

plotting the drop test diagrams was ob-

tained during the first series of drop tests

by causing the tup to drive a nail into the

end of a wooden post, the penetration of

the nail denoting gear closure for each suc-

cessive drop. The diagrams have been

plotted to the exact points recorded, with

no averaging or smoothing up of the

curves. The regularity of gear action can

thus be seen and in such a test this is of as

much, if not more -interest than the general

trend of the line.

Some of the drop test figures obtained in

these tests are higher than usually reported

for gears of the same type. The care taken

to have all surfaces in good condition and

the uniformity of testing conditions in-

sures that the present results are compar-

able with each other. In general through-

out this report the drop tests are reported

in terms of "total fall," this being the free

fall plus the penetration or actual travel

of the gear. Some confusion has existed

heretofore in this respect but it is proper

to express these results in total fall rather

than free fall if the true drop test capaci-

ties are to be compared.

The recoil of the 9,000 lb. weight was

also measured by means of a special slide

on the side of the drop machine. The

quantities as tabulated are for the total re-

coil of the weight above the lowest point

reached by it in closing the gear. The

drop test capacity, foot pounds of work

29
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done, is accordingly represented by the

potential energy in the weight at a height

corresponding to the total fall required

to close the gear. The energy given out

by the gear upon release is denoted by the

amount of recoil of the weight. The work

absorbed is found by subtracting the en-

ergy of recoil from the "work done," or

the total energy required to close the gear.

A discussion of the individual perform-

ance of the gears in the drop test follows:

Westinghouse D-3

Gears No. 1, 2 and 3

The action of these gears under the drop

was entirely satisfactory. The initial flat-

ness of the curves shows the result of the

preliminary spring action and the curves

as a whole indicate that the gear action is

reasonably consistent throughout the en-

tire range. The average total fall of the

9,000 lb. tup required to close a new gear

of this type, when in good condition, is

taken at 19.8 in., and the total recoil of

the weight at 3.8 in. These figures are ar-

rived at by averaging all of the drop test

results for these gears, the same practice

having been followed for each gear unless

a statement to the contrary appears.

Westinghouse NA-1

Gears No. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8

The drop test results on these gears are

not quite so regular as on the older West-

inghouse D-3 gear, but while the diagrams

are more irregular, the action in general is

good. The results also are considerably

higher, hence it cannot be expected to find

as regular action as in the lighter gear.

Gear No. 8 showed slightly less in capacity

than any of the others of this type. No
breakage or failure of any kind occurred

during these drop tests. The average total

fall required to close a new gear of this

type, when in good condition, is taken as

26.0 in., this being the average value of

the three gears taken through the test. The

total recoil is taken at 3.4 in.

Sessions K
Gears No. 9, 10, 11 and 12

The drop test diagrams for these gears,

while not so smooth, are yet good for a

gear of such short travel. In gears No. 9

and No. 10 the spring barrels began to

scale before the gears went solid; in the

case of gear No. 9 this began at 13 in. free

fall, and in the case of gear No. 10 at 12

in. free fall. Failure of the gears had

therefore begun before closure and hence

the tests are not satisfactory. The average

total fall required to close a new gear of

this type, when in good condition, is

taken as 18.8 in., this being the average

value of the three gears taken through the

test, and the total recoil at 4.3 in.

Sessions Jumbo

Gears No. 13, 14 and 15

This gear showed considerably more ca-

pacity and at the same time more uniform

action under the drop test than the previous

Sessions K gear. The spring barrel of gear

No. 13 developed a crack during this test.

The average total fall required to close a

new gear of this type, in good condition,

is taken at 28.1 in. and the total recoil at

5.2 in.

Cardwell G-25-A

Gears No. 16, 17 and 18

The action of these gears under the drop

was good, the diagrams being especially

smooth and regular. The cast iron friction

blocks formed decided depressions in the

malleable iron heads, however, and a crack

developed at one corner of one of the fric-

tion blocks, while in the final drop tests at

Altoona one of the side friction members
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was broken in halves. The average drop

for the test gears of this type is 21.1 in.,

but as heretofore explained, it is believed

that these test gears are not representa-

tive, the average drop test results obtained

in United States Railroad Administration

acceptance tests being 16.6 in. The gear is

therefore credited with a value midway be-

tween these figures, or 18.9 in. total fall

required to close an average new gear when
in good condition. The average total re-

coil to be expected is taken at 2.8 in.

Cardwell G-18-A

Gears No. 19, 20 and 21

This gear showed smooth and regular ac-

tion under the drop, and the diagrams are

entirely satisfactory. The springs of gear

No. 20 took a slight set during the drop

tests. The average total fall required to

close a new gear of this type, in good con-

dition, is taken at 19.6 in. and the total

recoil at 1.5 in.

It is interesting to note that whereas

from the mechanics of the two types of

Cardwell gear, the G-18-A should be of

higher capacity than the G-25-A, yet the

average results obtained from the test gears

show 1.5 in. more fall required for the

G-25-A than for the G-18-A. This shows

further warrant for the action taken in al-

lowing a reduced drop test value for the

G-25-A gear.

Miner A-18-S

Gears No; 22, 23 and 24

The drop tests of these gears were satis-

factory and the diagrams denote especially

uniform gear action for all ranges. This

is particularly noticeable because of the

fact that the gear has a travel of but 21/^

in. The average total fall required to close

a new gear of this type, in good condition,

is taken at 19.9 in. and the total recoil at

4.6 in.

Miner A-2-S

Gears No. 25, 26 and 27

These gears did not show so regular

under the drop as the previous Miner gears

but the diagrams are good. The drop ca-

pacity, however, is low, the average total

fall required to close a new gear of this

type, in good condition, being 13.2 in.

The total recoil is taken at 3.8 in. In

gear No. 25 the main spring went solid

during this test.

National H-1

Gears No. 28, 29 and 30

This gear developed an unusually high

capacity under the drop and while the dia-

grams are not entirely smooth, yet, con-

sidering the amount of fall and the short

travel of 2^ in., the gear action is good.

The average total fall required to close a

new gear of this type, in good condition,

is taken at 31.2 in., and the total recoil

at 4.6 in.

National M-1

Gears No. 31, 32 and 33

The drop tests of these gears did not

produce diagrams proportionally as

smooth as those of the previous National

gears, considering their lower capacity.

The diagrams, however, show reasonably

uniform gear action. The average total

fall required to close a new gear of this

type, in good condition, is taken at 19.2 in.,

and the total recoil at 3.4 in.

National M-4

Gears No. 34, 35 and 36

The action of this gear under the drop

was very similar to that of the National

M-1 just described. The average total fall

required to close a new gear of this type,

in good condition, is taken at 21.5 in.,

and the total recoil at 2.4 in.
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Murray H-25

Gears No. 37, 38 and 39

These gears, while not of high capacity,

showed the most regular action of any fric-

tion gear tested. The diagrams are un-

usually smooth and indicate consistent ac-

tion throughout the full range of the gear.

Considerable chafing and wear occurred

during the closures under the drop. Upon
removing one of the heads a cloud of dust

could be blown from the friction sur-

faces. Unquestionably, this wear would

soon deteriorate the gear. The average

total fall required to close a new gear of

this type, in good condition, is taken at

17 in., and the recoil at 3.3 in.

Gould 175

Gears No. 40, 41 and 42

These gears showed good action under

the drop except for the fact that in each

instance the plates of the friction spring

took a slight permanent set. The gears

showed high recoil and because of this

feature it was difiScult to keep them in posi-

tion on the anvil. The average total fall

required to close a new gear of this type,

in good condition, is taken at 18.1 in. and

the total recoil at 7.1 in.

Bradford K
Gears No. 43, 44, 45, 46 and 47

The drop testing of these gears was diffi-

cult and unsatisfactory. The springs went

solid before the heads of the gears came

together and gears No. 43 and No. 44

failed by splitting the heads. The fail-

ures were undoubtedly due to this spring

condition, as extremely high forces are set

up in this, as in most friction gears, if the

springs go solid before the gear is closed.

Gear No. 45 also developed a cracked head

during the drop test. It is noticeable that

the portion of the head immediately back

of the coupler butt, in buffing, is not prop-

erly supported. Another serious point is

that in several instances the heads pinched

and stuck in the frame on release. These

gears showed low capacity and high recoil

under the drop, their action being very

little different from that of a spring gear.

The average total fall required to close a

new gear of this type, in good condition,

is taken at 10.8 in. and the total recoil at

5.3 in.

Waugh Plate Type

Gears No 48, 49 and 50

These gears gave reasonably smooth dia-

grams in the drop test but in each instance

the plates took a permanent set. The drop

capacity is low and the recoil high. The
gear is of especially easy movement at the

beginning of its travel. The average total

fall required to close a new gear of this

type, in good condition, is taken at 13.9 in.

and the total recoil at 7.6 in.

Christy

Gears No. 51, 52 and 53

This gear was very erratic under the

drop, and the action is not at all satis-

factory. The gears as tested were shorter

than the pocket dimension and this clear-

ance allowed the wedge roller to get out

of position upon recoil. The total fall re-

quired to close the test gears ranges from

14.3 in. to 26.3 in. It is therefore difficult

to set an average value, but in the absence

of better uniformity the three results have

been averaged and the total fall set at 19.6

in. for this gear. The total recoil is taken

at 5.1 in.

Harvey 8 in. x 8 in. Springs

Gears No. 54, 55 and 56

Each of these gears as tested consisted of

two Harvey 8 in. x 8 in. springs, set side
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by side upon the anvil. The gears showed

but little capacity under the drop, although

the action was regular. In the case of gear

No. 55 the springs took a slight permanent

set. A total fall of 9.5 in. has been set as

the drop test value of this gear (two com-

plete springs) and the total recoil is taken

at 4.2 in.

A. R. A. Class G Springs

Gears No. 57, 58 and 59

Each of these gears as tested consisted of

two A.R.A. Class G springs, set side by

side upon the anvil. The springs showed

low capacity in the drop test, but the action

was' smooth throughout the range of the

springs. A total fall of 5.8 in. has been

set as the drop test value of two Class G
springs, working either in twin or tandem

fashion, and the total recoil is taken as

4.1 in.

Summary of 9,000 Lb. Drop Tests

The table. Fig. 16, has been prepared to

show a summary of the drop tests, and the

following paragraphs will explain the sev-

eral columns of this table:

Column 1 is self-explanatory.

Column 2 gives the nominal travel as

called for on the manufacturer's drawings.

Column 3 identifies the test gears by

number.

Column 4 gives the actual travel ob-

tained from the gears in the drop tests. In

cases where the free length of the gear is

less than the standard pocket dimension

the actual travel has been given and an ex-

planatory note made in Column 14.

Column 5 gives the actual free fall of

the 9,000 lb. weight required to just close

the new test gears. These figures do not

include the travel of the gear.

Column 6 gives the actual total fall re-

quired to just close the new test gears and

is obtained by adding the quantity in Col-

umn 5 to the actual travel as given in

Column 4.

Column 7 gives the actual recoil of the

9,000 lb. weight from the fall indicated in

Column 6. The recoil is from the lowest

point reached by the weight when the gear

was just closed.

Column 8 indicates the work done by the

9,000 lb. weight falling through the

heights given in Column 6.

Column 9 represents the energy ab-

sorbed by the gear, based on the work done

as given in Column 8, less the energy of

recoil (Column 7).

Columns 5 to 9 give the individual re-

sults actually obtained with the test gears.

Columns 10 to 13 give average or modi-

fied results of a similar character, such as

may be expected from gears of the same

type, as they are manufactured and fur-

nished commercially, with no selection for

test purposes.
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STATIC TESTS

Immediately upon the completion of the

drop tests the same two gears of each type

were closed in a testing machine at a speed

of Ys in. per minute. Readings were taken

for each 1/10 in. of compression, the

closure being continuous, with no stops

except where sudden changes in load oc-

curred.

In many gears, when being closed at a

slow speed, the resistance will build up at

an abnojmal rate, and shortly, from some

reason such as the elasticity of the parts, a

sudden readjustment will occur. In many
instances this is accompanied by a loud re-

port that may be best described by use of

the word "bombardment." Invariably such

readjustment results in a sudden reduction

of the load. When a bombardment oc-

curred during the tests, the machine was

stopped until a full record of the condi-

tions could be obtained. In plotting the

static test diagrams the actual results have

been used, all bombardment actions being

shown, and no curves having been aver-

aged or smoothed out, as is frequently done

in plotting such diagrams. No gear should

be condemned, however, solely because of

the presence of bombardments or irregular

action in the static tests, for some gears,

while showing very irregular static

diagrams, and even total failtire in this

slow test will yet show excellent results

in both the drop test and the car-impact

tests. Bombardments are conceded to be a

normal action of many types of gears in

slow static testing.

The car-impact tests show that when cars

are coupled at a velocity of four miles per

hour, each of the two opposing draft gears

begins to close at a rate of 2112 in. per

minute (176 ft. per min.) and that the

closing rate gradually falls off until it is

zero at the point of maximum gear closure,

this corresponding with the point where

both cars are of equal velocity. The aver-

age rate of closure at four miles per hour

impact is approximately 1400 in. per min-

ute; the static test rate of % i"- P^r minute

exists for less than 1/100 in. of gear move-

ment. Results of slow static tests cannot

therefore be compared with service or im-

pact tests. The static is the simplest and

the easiest draft gear test to make, and it is

probably understood by the average me-

chanical man better than any other. It is

unfortunate, therefore, that it is not more
reliable, but as will be seen as the various

tests are discussed, it is usually misleading

and cannot be employed for comparing the

merits of different draft gears.

The practice of rating gears upon a sup-

posed ultimate resistance such as, for ex-

ample, "a 200,000 lb. gear" or "a 350,000

lb. gear," is to be discouraged. Due to the

limited travel of draft gears it is necessary

that the ultimate resistance of the gear be

high if cars are to be handled at switching

speeds above two miles per hour. The man-
ner in which this ultimate resistance is

reached is of great importance. It will be

seen in some of the static cards that while

the ultimate resistance is high, yet at the

beginning of the diagram it is extremely

low and becomes really effective only dur-

ing the last quarter of the diagram. This

means not only that the gear is of low
capacity for its ultimate resistance, but that

the final rate of building up the force is

too high and will set up imdesirable vibra-

tions in the car structure. The ultimate

resistance of a gear cannot, therefore, be
wholly indicative either of capacity or of

cushioning value, capacity being a product

of the average force and travel, and cush-

— 36 —
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ioning being dependent upon the rate of

building up of the force as well as the

magnitude of the force itself.

Static test diagrams have been plotted

for closures at the rate of % in. per min-

ute and are reproduced in Figs. 18 to 35,

inclusive, at the end of this chapter, on the

same sheets with the drop test diagrams.

The same gears were also partially closed

at the rate of % in. per minute and at an

average rate of 3 in. per minute, for com-

parison. These three closures were made
in immediate succession so that the condi-

tion of the gear had not changed.

A discussion of the individual perform-

ance of the gears in the static tests follows

:

Westinghouse D-3

Gears No. 1 and 2

The action of these gears during com-

pression was smooth and regular, with an

occasional clicking, but no noticeable fall-

ing off in load. On the release, in each in-

stance some slight tendency to stick was

observed. No failure of any parts of the

gears occurred in these tests. The effect of

the preliminary spring action is noticeable

in both diagrams, but in neither instance is

there shown the customary flattened top to

these curves, which ordinarily results from

the functioning of the pressure limiting

feature.

Westinghouse NA-1

Gears No. 4 and 5

The static test was attempted on two

gears only of the above type, gears No. 4

and No. 5. This was made at a speed of Ys

in. per minute and in each instance the re-

sistance built up to such an extent at this

slow speed that the gears were destroyed.

The failures occurred by bulging and

shortening of the barrel and by breaking

the supporting ends, off the stationary fric-

tion plates or spacers. In each instance

the gears failed to such an extent that they

were eliminated and gears No. 6 and No. 7

substituted for the further tests. No at-

tempts were made to conduct static tests on

gears No. 6 and No. 7.

These failures in the slow static test at a

speed of % in. per minute do not neces-

sarily disqualify the type of gear, as in the

later car-impact tests the average rate of

gear closure was approximately 1450 in.

per minute, or 11,500 times as rapid as in

this static test Furthermore, these high

resistances were not found in the car-im-

pact tests.

Sessions K
Gears No. 9 and 10

Two gears only of this type, gears No. 9

and No. 10, were subjected to the static

test, as one of them, gear No. 9, failed in

the test. This failure was similar to that

of the previously discussed Westinghouse

NA-1 gear and the same remarks apply.

The failure was by bulging and shortening

of the barrel and bending and elongation

of the friction box. The friction faces after

the test were found to be badly galled and

drawn. This gear was eliminated and gear

No. 11 substituted for the tests.

The action of these Sessions K gears in

the static test was unusual. This gear

usually bombards badly and often requires

sledging to keep it moving when being

subjected to static tests. In the present in-

stance the action was smooth and without a

single bombardment. On attempting to

release gear No. 10, however, it was found

to be stuck, and sledging was resorted to

in order to start the release. From this on

the release line was smooth. After this

test the friction surfaces of the gear were

found to be galled and drawn. Such action

indicates that either the friction blocks or

box were made of extremely soft material.
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Sessions Jumbo

Gears No. 13 and 14

The performance of these gears in the

static test was typical of static tests gen-

erally. Gear No. 13 developed many light

bombardments. Gear No. 14 creaked con-

tinually while being compressed, but

showed no falling oif in load of any mag-

nitude. The action of both gears on re-

lease was good. The fact that one of these

gears showed so much greater ultimate re-

sistance and capacity than the other in this

test is undoubtedly due to the condition of

the friction surfaces.

Cardwell G-25-A

Gears No. 16 and 17

These gears closed reasonably smoothly

in the static test, there being a continual

creaking but no falling off in load of any

magnitude. In each gear a small corner

was broken off of one of the triangular

friction blocks during this test. After the

test the friction surfaces were found to be

somewhat galled. Gear No. 16 stuck at one

point on the release, but snapped loose,

and the remainder of the release was

smooth. These gears each had a very heavy

initial compression and this is shown in the

beginning of the curves.

Cardwell G-18-A

Gears No. 19 and 20

The action of these gears in the static

test was good, there being no bombard-

ments, but a continual creaking. The re-

lease was steady and the friction faces after

the tests were in good condition. Gear No.

19 had a heavier initial compression than

gear No. 20, and this is reflected in the

curves.

Miner A-18-S

Gears No. 22 and 23

These gears in the static test showed

smooth action both on compression and re-

lease, there being neither bombardments

nor creaking. The friction faces after the

tests were in good condition. The heavy

initial compression of these gears is evi-

dent in the diagrams.

Miner A-2-S

Gears No. 25 and 26

The action of the two gears of this type

tested was quite different, as can be seen

from the diagrams, gear No. 25 being of

much less ultimate resistance and capacity

than gear No. 26. In the drop tests imme-
diately preceding, however, the two gears

were of equal capacity. The action of both

gears was smooth except near the closing

point of gear No. 26, where the load be-

came irregular. No bombardments or

creaking accompanied this change in load.

On release the action was smooth in both

instances. Both gears had heavy initial

compression.

The results obtained from the static tests

of these two gears illustrate forcibly a fact

frequently noticed: that a slight change in

the condition of the friction surfaces may
not materially affect the action of the gear

in the drop test and yet entirely change the

results in the static test.

National H-1

Gears No. 28 and 29

The static tests of these gears are espe-

cially interesting. Gear No. 28 showed a

very low ultimate resistance when being

closed at a speed of y^ in. per minute and

in the succeeding tests, as the closing speed

was increased the resistance increased; be-

cause of this the three compression lines
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are shown on the static diagram. In the

case of gear No. 29, the resistance at % in.

per minute built up beyond the capacity

of the 600,000 lb. testing machine. Yet in

the drop tests the two gears were of prac-

tically equal capacity. This action was

undoubtedly due to friction surface condi-

tions that could not be detected, and the

results further confirm the idea that a

slight deposit upon the friction surfaces

may materially influence the static tests,

but that higher speed tests may not be af-

fected to the same degree. This is of spe-

cial importance when it is considered that

in service the highest draft gear capacity is

needed at the highest closing speeds.

Two bombardments occurred during the

closing of gear No. 29. The release of both

gears was smooth.

National M-1

Gears No. 31 and 32

The action of these gears in the static

test was good. Two slight bombardments

occurred during the closing of gear No. 31,

but none in the case of gear No. 32. The

release of both gears was smooth.

National M-4

Gears No. 34 and 35

These gears bombarded during the static

tests and in each instance a bombardment

occurred near the point of closure, so that

the resistance had no opportunity to again

build up before the end of gear travel was

reached. The figures given in Column 5

of the table. Fig. 17, are for the maximum

resistances, namely, 358,000 lb. and 349,-

000 lb. The results in Columns 3 and 4,

however, are for resistances at the end of

gear closure. It will be understood that in

another test bombardments might occur at

other points or even disappear entirely.

Murray H-25

Gears No. 37 and 38

The action of these gears in the static

test was regular and smooth, there being no
bombardment or creaking. The release

also was smooth and positive. These static

cards are among the smoothest and most

regular obtained from friction gears.

Gould 175

Gears No. 40 and 41

These gears in the static test closed by
means of a continued series of light bom-
bardments, as reproduced in the diagrams.

At the beginning of the release a tendency

to stick occurred in each gear, this being

reflected in the release curves.

Bradford K
Gears No. 45 and 46

The static tests of these gears, while

smooth and regular, show but little re-

sistance for a friction gear, and practically

no friction. The release is positive, but of

such a character as to indicate very little

absorption of energy.

Waugh Plate Type

Gears No. 48 and 49

The action of these gears was smooth

and regular. Gear No. 49 showed prac-

tically no resistance during the first l/^ in.

of compression. The release was positive

and smooth. Each of these gears took a

permanent set of approximately % in. dur-

ing the static test.

Christy

Gears No. 51 and 52

These were the most erratic gears in the

static tests. Gear No. 51 gave one violent

bombardment after another, and also stuck
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at one point on the release. Gear No. 52

stuck on the compression and could not be

closed in the 600,000 lb. machine. The
barrel of the gear started to fail and the

final yield shown in the curves is not due
entirely to movement of the friction parts,

but partly to shortening of the barrel. The
friction surfaces were found to be badly

galled and drawn after the test.

Harvey 8 in. x 8 in. Springs

Gears No. 54, 55 and 56

Each of these gears as tested consisted of

two 8 in. X 8 in. Harvey springs set side by
side in the testing machine. It will be

noticed that most of the resistance is in the

later portion of the travel and increases

abruptly. One heavy bombardment oc-

curred -during the test of gear No. 55, this

incidentally showing that the Harvey
springs are actually friction mechanisms.

The release lines, which are smooth and

regular, also show that friction is present.

The absorption, however, is low.

A. R. A. Class G Springs

Gears No. 57, 58 and 59

Each of these gears as tested consisted of

two 8 in. X 8 in. Class G springs set side by
side in the testing machine. The diagrams

obtained show typical coil spring action,

there being a slight amount of absorption

due to hysteresis and to the friction of the

free ends of the spring against the faces of

the testing machine.

Summary of Static Tests

The results of the static tests are shown

in the table, Fig. 17. For comparison

there are shown also the results obtained

in the drop test and the later car-impact

tests for the same gears. It will be noticed

in general that the resistances as given are

in excess of figures commonly reported for

gears of the same types. This may be due

to the fact that the friction surfaces in these

tests were in good condition and that all

gears had identical treatment. The follow-

ing description of the several columns of

this table will serve to explain it more

fully:

Column 1 is self-explanatory.

Column 2 identifies the test gears by

number.

Column 3 gives, for a closing speed

averaging 3 in. per minute, the ultimate or

maximum resistance of the gear at the

point where the gears just closed or where

normal gear action ceased. Columns 4 and

5 give the ultimate resistance, at closing

speeds of % in. and i/g in. per minute. An
asterisk (*) in any of these columns de-

notes that the maximum resistance as tabled

was developed before the gear was closed, a

bombardment or other cause reducing the

resistance at the point of closure. It will

be understood that the capacity of the test-

ing machine would not admit of complete

closures at the 3 in. and % in. speeds. The
results have been extended proportionately,

however, so that the tabulated results rep-

resent complete gear closures.

Columns 6 and 7 give the work done and

the work absorbed by the gears in the static

test at the % in. per minute closure.

Columns 8 and 9 give for comparison

the work done and work absorbed by the

same gears in the drop test.

Column 10 gives a computed resistance

for the drop test. This figure has been ob-

tained by proportioning the resistances to

the foot-pounds of work done in these two
tests. Thus in gear No. 1, the static test at

Ys in. per minute gave an ultimate resist-

ance of 190,000 lb. with 18,434 ft. lb. of

work done. In the drop test the work done
was 13,875 ft. lb.; hence on the same basis

the ultimate gear resistance is 143,000 lb.

The figures in this column therefore, al-
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though purely hypothetical, are of interest.

If the static card is indicative of the dy-

namic force curve, then the results in Col-

umn 10 are approximately correct, for in-

asmuch as the one leg (gear travel) is the

same in both diagrams, the other leg (re-

sistance) should be roughly proportional

to the area, or work done.

Columns 11 and 12 give the work done

and work absorbed by the same gears in

the later car-impact tests at Rochester.

Column 13 gives the ultimate resistance

figures obtained for these gears in the car-

impact tests.

The resistance figures given in this table

thus represent a variety of speeds and con-

ditions of gear closure, the static closures

being at a constant speed and the drop and

car-impact closures beginning at a high

speed, which gradually reduces to zero at

the point of maximum closure. In the car-

impact tests, with a gear in each car, the

gears begin to close at a speed not less than

1056 in. per minute at 2 miles per hour

impact, or 2112 in. per minute at 4 M.P.H.

impact. In the drop test, with a 15 in. free

fall, the gears begin to close at a speed of

6458 in. per minute, or 9130 in. per minute

at 30 in. free fall.
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9,000 LB. DROP TESTS

Friction Surfaces Coated with Foreign Material

It has been repeatedly noticed when

taking down gears in car repair yards that

the friction surfaces, while usually worn to

a good bearing contact, are not in.the same

clean and perfect condition as that of pro-

tected test gears. On the contrary, there is

frequently found an actual coating or glaz-

ing of hard, black material that can some-

times be scraped off with a knife. This

is probably an accumulation of particles

of metal, coal dust and rust.

In order to obtain some knowledge of

the effect of foreign material upon the

friction surfaces, one of each type of gear

was taken apart, after completing the orig-

inal drop and static tests, and the friction

surfaces were dampened and sprinkled

with a mixture of pulverized coal and iron

rust. The gears were then reassembled

with the parts in their original positions

and the dampness allowed to dry out. Each

gear was then put under the 9,000 lb. drop

and the closing point determined in as few

blows as possible, and the gear then given

12 blows at or just below the closing point.

The gear was then taken apart and the

free material wiped off with clean waste. In

almost every instance the friction faces

were now found to be covered with a hard,

glazed coating similar to that found in

service. This was removed with clean,

sharp sandpaper and the surfaces again

wiped off with clean waste. This in every

instance left the friction surfaces in as per-

fect looking condition as could be desired.

The action of the gears immediately after

this is therefore especially interesting, as

in almost every case the careful cleaning of

the surfaces did not increase the capacity,

and quite a number of blows were required

to restore the gears to their original capa-

cities. In several instances it was impos-

sible to entirely restore the gears. It will

be seen from a study of the results of these

tests that any gear might by this method

be made to show an extremely low capa-

city, even though all parts of the gear were

of full size and to gage and the friction

surfaces apparently in perfect condition.

At the same time, an inferior gear could be

in apparently no better or more favored

condition and yet show decidedly higher

results.

The table. Fig. 36, has been prepared to

show the results of this test, and the fol-

lowing paragraphs will more completely

explain the values given in the several

columns.

Column 1 is self-explanatory.

Column 2 identifies the single gear of

each type used for this test.

Column 3 gives for ready comparison

the original total fall required to close this

same gear.

Column 4 gives the total fall required to

close the gears when first operated with the

mixture upon the friction surfaces.

Column 5 gives the total fall required to

close the gears with coated friction sur-

faces, but after receiving 12 blows.

Column 6 gives the total fall required to

close the gears immediately after sand-

papering and thoroughly cleaning the fric-

tion surfaces.

Column 7 gives the number of blows

that had to be given each gear to restdre it

to its original capacity as given in Column
3. In this work of restoration each gear

was operated until the original capacity

62
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may occur in service, not only from even-

tual wear, but from an immediate coating

of the friction surfaces. Iron rust and coal

dust, with or without sweated friction sur-

faces or rain, will undoubtedly greatly re-

duce the capacity of a gear in service as in

these tests. It has not been possible to in-

vestigate this as thoroughly as desired, but

some little work of this character has been

done in conjunction with the Engineer of

Tests of the Norfolk & Western Railway.

Experiments were made upon five different

types of gears which had been in service

for approximately three years each on

as possible, after which a building up or

restoration test was made by giving the

gear additional blows until no further in-

crease in capacity could be obtained. No
attempt was made to clean the surfaces of

these gears prior to the building up tests,

as the test was intended to develop what

recovery might be effected by simply work-

ing the gear. The gears were all in good

condition as to wear, and would in every

instance have been so declared upon sur-

face inspection. The results of these tests

are shown in the table, Fig. 37, a descrip-

tion of the columns of which follows:

A/^A'E- AA/D

TYPE or
GEAR
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the U.S.R.A. tests. The Sessions K, the

Sessions Jumbo, and the National H-1 are

identical with the same types in the U.S.

R.A. tests.

Column 2—This column indicates the

number of gears carried through the N. &

W. tests.

Column 3—This column gives for ready

reference the total average drop test value

of the several types, when new and in good

condition, as found in the U.S.R.A. tests.

The Miner A-18-A is taken the same as the

A-18-S. For the Miner A-59 a value is

taken from previous tests of these gears.

Column 4—^This column gives the aver-

age total fall, including the travel, re-

quired to just close the gears when first

tested after removal from service. These

figures therefore represent the value of the

gear as in actual service, after a period of

diree years' use, as heretofore explained.

Column 5
—

^This column gives the aver-

age total fall to which it was possible to

build up or restore the gears.

Column 6—This column gives the aver-

age number of blows necessary to restore

the gears to the falls given in Column 5.

In this test the Sessions gears, which

have the friction elements of unhardened

cast iron working against unhardened

forged steel, showed the greatest percen-

tage of depreciation and the least restora-

tion. The National gear, which has hard-

ened steel friction elements working to-

gether, showed the next greatest percentage

of depreciation and the greatest restoration.

The Miner gears, which have hardened

steel friction shoes working against a mal-

leable iron barrel, showed the least per-

centage of depreciation and necessarily the

least percentage of restoration. It does not

thus appear that the character, and partic-

ularly the hardness of the friction surfaces,

influenced this depreciation. On the other

hand, the Miner gears were under a heavy

initial compression in the cars and the

Sessions and National under practically

none. It is therefore probable that the

tightness of the friction parts may have

prevented the entry of the foreign material

in the case of the Miner gears. In the case

of these N. & W. gears, the friction shoes in

the Miner gears were in every instance tight

with the gears in position in the cars, while

the friction members were loose in every

one of tbe Sessions and National gears. As

no measurable wear had occurred in the

National gears the manufacturers offer in

explanation of this loose condition of the

friction members that an inferior lot of

springs had been used, with consequent set

and loosening of the friction parts in the

car. In the case of the Sessions gears the

designs provide for loose friction blocks in

the car. Further investigation along the

lines of gear depreciation, due to foreign

material on the friction surfaces in service,

should be made.



DESTRUCTIVE TESTS

Immediately after the tests with coated

friction surfaces, the same gears, one of

each of the types included in the program,

were tested to at least partial destruction

under the 9,000 lb. drop, the gears being

supported on a solid anvil. In each in-

stance successive blows were given from

heights beginning at 1 in. free fall of the

weight and increasing by 1 in. increments,

a record being made of the point at which

each gear went solid and of the point at

which destruction began, as evidenced by

scaling, fracture, bending or shortening of

some part of the gear. These tests are of

the kind best suited to show the ability of a

gear to receive over-solid blows, and are

designed to penalize weakness instead of

putting a premium upon it, as set forth in

a preceding chapter of this report. It will

be noticed that some of the gears begin to

show evidence of distress at a fall of just a

few inches above the solid point.

A discussion of the individual perform-

ance of the gears in the destructive tests

follows:

Westinghouse D-3

Gear No. 1

This gear in the destructive test went

solid at 16 in. free fall, and at 20 in. free

fall a number of fine cracks were observed

at the tops of the convolutions that occur

near the lower end of the barrel. The gear

was given seven more drops, the last one

being a free fall of 27 in. The cracks in

the barrel had now opened up and the bar-

rel had bulged at the point of the cracks to

9% in. diameter, whereas the diameter

here before the test was 9 in. The barrel

had shortened % in. Neither the free

height nor the friction height of the gear,

however, was reduced, as neither the fric-

tion spring nor the preliminary spring had

taken permanent set of any consequence.

The travel of the gear had increased from

2% in. to 3% in., due to the shortening of

the barrel. This increased travel, it should

be noted, is accompanied under these ex-

traordinary circumstances by what would

undoubtedly prove, upon repetition, to be a

disastrous deflection of the friction springs.

A destructive value of 23.8 in. has been

given this gear, this figure being deter-

mined by the general rule outlined at the

close of this chapter.

Westinghouse NA-1

Gear No. 6

This gear was carried up to a final blow

of 36 in. free fall, the gear going solid at

24 in. free fall. At 28 in. the barrel started

to scale on the ends just opposite the slots

in the sides of the ends of the friction

spacers. At 34 in. the barrel showed a

crack at the bottom of one of the key slots.

After the test the free length of the gear,

which is also the friction length, was found

to have been reduced % in., being now
^^ in. less than the pocket dimension.

The barrel had shortened % in., the gear

travel remaining the same as originally.

The slots for the spacer ends had been re-

duced j'j- in., making the spacers bind

and causing the gear to stick at lighter

blows. There was no evidence of spacer

failures or of the barrel deforming beneath

the spacer ends, as occurred in the static

tests of gears No. 1 and No. 2 of this same

type. The release spring had taken a set

of % in. To this gear has been given a

destructive value of 30 in.

66
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Sessions K
Gear No. 10

This gear was subjected to a maximum
blow of 33 in. free fall. During the test

the gear stuck and failed to release on a

number of the lighter blows. The gear

went solid at 13 in. free fall and at 15 in.

free fall the barrel started to scale and to

bulge. After this test the barrel was found

to have shortened {^ in. and the friction

box opening to have elongated ^ in.

The outer coil spring had taken a set of

^ in. and the free length of the gear

had been reduced by l/^ in., being now %
in. less than the pocket length and the fric-

tion length 1% in. less than the pocket

length. Because of the fact that this test

gear, along with others of the same type,

heretofore began to scale in the regular

drop tests before the closing point was

reached, the destructive value has been

reduced below that denoted by this test,

the destructive value being placed at 1 in.

over the average solid value, or at 19.8 in.

Sessions Jumbo

Gear No. 13

This gear was carried up to a final free

fall of 30 in, going solid at 21 in. The

barrel of this gear was slightly cracked

through one of the rivet holes in the pre-

ceding drop test and attention was there-

fore particularly directed to this point dur-

ing the destructive test. At 25 in. the crack

started to widen. At 28 in. the friction box

began scaling. At 29 in. the crack in the

comer of the barrel had opened % in. and

at 30 in. the weight recoiled and the gear

jumped enough to allow the recurring fall

of the weight to land upon the side of the

gear, necessitating a discontinuance of the

test. Upon measurement the gear was

found to have shortened ^ in. in free

length and the friction box to have elon-

gated ^ in., the gear now being -^ in.

less in free length than the standard draft

gear pocket. In view of the questionable

crack developing in this gear prior to this

test, the benefit of all doubt has been given

it and its destructive value of 32.1 in. is

based upon the point at which this crack

first started to widen.

Caedwell G-25-A

Gear No. 16

This gear was given drops up to and in-

cluding a free fall of 32 in., the gear going

solid at 18 in. free fall. At 20 in. six cracks

had developed in the heads and at 22 in.

ten cracks had appeared and the heads were

deforming. After the test the gear was

measured and it was found that the free

length had been reduced i^ in. and the

solid length % in. The free length, how-

ever, was still 1 in. greater than the stan-

dard pocket dimension, this gear being

nominally under a heavy initial compres-

sion in the car, as heretofore explained.

The heads had been badly deformed and

cracked, and had each shortened an aver-

age amount of /^ in. The spring rod

had bent -^ in., due to the inertia of the

springs and spring washers, and had elon-

gated Ys in. The outer coil springs had

taken an average set of % in. The friction

blocks were not injured. To this gear has

been given a destructive value of 20.9 in.

Cardwell G-18-A

Gear No. 19

This gear was given successive drops up

to and including a free fall of 32 in., the

gear going solid at 17 in. free fall. At 20

in. the top head began to fail and at 23 in.

the top surface was depressed. At 26 in.

three cracks had developed in the heads.

This gear was in somewhat better condition

at the completion of this test than the Card-
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well G-25-A gear. A destructive value of

22.6 in. has been given this gear.

Miner A-18-S

Gear No. 22

This gear was given successive drops up
to and including a free fall of 30 in. The
gear in this test went solid at 14 in. free

fall. At 19 in. free fall the springs went

solid and at 21 in. free fall the barrel

began scaling. At 23 in. the barrel began

to bend out of line and at 27 in. a crack

appeared. After the test the free length of

the gear was found to have decreased % in.

and the barrel to have shortened -^ in.,

the free length of the gear being now ^4: in-

less than the standard pocket dimension.

There was no breakage of center wedge,

friction shoes or rollers. To this gear has

been given a destructive value of 26.9 in.

Miner A-2-S

Gear No. 25

This gear was carried up to a final blow
of 36 in. free fall, the gear going solid at

10 in. free fall. At 19 in. one friction shoe

flaked and showed a slight crack. At 20 in.

the barrel began scaling and at 24 in.

bulging of the barrel could be detected.

At 29 in. one crack developed in the fric-

tion end of the barrel and at 30 in. a second

crack developed here. After the test the

free length of the gear was found to have

been reduced by 1^ in., being now

•Jf in. less than the standard pocket

length. The friction length was 1 in. less

than the pocket length. The barrel had

bulged and shortened % in. and the outer

coil spring had taken a set of ^f in.

The friction end of the barrel had opened

slightly and the two cracks mentioned had

developed in this portion of the barrel.

The friction shoes were each cracked in the

roller seats and were cracked and flaked at

the ends. The rollers had hammered and

seated into the shoes and the center wedge.

but the rollers were not injured. To this

gear has been given a destructive value of

20.2 in.

National H-1

Gear No. 28

This gear was given successive drops up
to and including a free fall of 60 in. in an

unsuccessful effort to fracture or deform

some part essential to the operation of the

gear. It went solid at a free fall of 31 in.

At 48 in. two of the columns showed bend-

ing and at 52 in. all four columns were

bent. At 49 in. the friction spring went

solid and the center post of the gear came
into action. At 54 in. the friction blocks

had become loose. Upon measurement after

the test the center post of the gear was
found to have shortened ^^ in. and the

friction spring had taken a set of -^^ in.

The free length of the gear had been re-

duced % in. and the length when the fric-

tion shoes tightened had also been reduced

% in. The gear length at this latter point,

however, was still y^ in. in excess of the

standard pocket dimension and the free

length y^ in. in excess of it, so that this

gear after the test would, have been under

14 in. total compression and % in. friction

compression in the car. The comer posts

had shortened 14 in. and the travel of the

gear had consequently been increased by
this amount. The gear was not damaged
in this test except for the set of the spring

and the shortened and bent corner posts,

which, incidentally, are simply round steel

bars of 1% in. diameter by 19% in. long

and could be readily straightened. The
gear after this test was entirely serviceable.

In view of the fact, however, that the col-

umns bent at a point 17 in. above the solid

point of the gear a destructive value of

48.2 in. has been given this gear. The
ability of this gear to withstand punish-

ment is very remarkable.
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National M-1

Gear No. 31

This gear was tested up to a final free

fall of 48 in., going solid at 17 in. free fall.

At 27 in. one of the columns started to bend
out of line and at 35 in. three columns were

bent, the fourth one bending at 39 in. At
42 in. -the center post came into action and
at 44 in. the spring went solid and the fric-

tion shoes loosened. After the test the col-

umns were found to have bent 1 in. out of

line and shortened -/s in. The friction

spring had taken a set of % in. and the

center post had shortened ^ in. The
free length of the gear had not been re-

duced, but the length at which friction

starts had been reduced -^ in., this length

being now the same dimension (24%
in.) as the standard draft gear pocket. Ex-

cept for the bent corner posts, the gear was

suitable for service after this test. Inas-

much as the first of these started to bend at

a drop of 10 in. above the solid point, this

gear has been given a destructive value of

29.2 in. This gear, like the National H-1,

shows exceptional ability to withstand

severe punishment.

National M-4

Gear No. 34

This gear was given successive blows up

to and including a free fall of 48 in., the

gear going solid in the test at 17 in. At 23

in. three columns were bending. After the

completion of the test, all four columns

were bent approximately -Jf in. out of

line and one of the heads had a small crack

in the column guide, due to the bent col-

umn. The center column had not come into

bearing to assist in taking the solid blow

and the spring had not gone solid, although

it showed a set of % in.

The absolute free height of the gear had

been reduced by % in., but would still have

been under compression in the car. The

gear, after this test, would have been en-

tirely serviceable except for the bent corner

posts.

In view of the fact that the corner posts

began to show bending at 6 in. above the

solid point, the destructive value of this

gear has been set at 27.5 in.

Murray H-25

Gear No. 37

This gear was given successive blows up

to and including a free fall of 26 in., the

gear going solid at 15 in. At 20 in. the

side members began to scale and at 21 in.

bulging could be detected. Also at 21 in.

the spring went solid. Upon measurement

it was found that the free length of the gear

had been reduced l/^ in., being now % in.

less than the standard pocket length. The
shouldered side members had shortened

^^ in. and had bent and bulged. The
wedge-shaped openings in the heads had

spread an average of % in. To this gear

has been given a destructive value of 22 in.

Gould 175

Gear No. 40

This gear in the destructive test was car-

ried up to 32 in. free fall, going solid at 15

in. free fall. At 19 in. free fall the barrel

began scaling in the reduced lower portion

and at 20 in. bulging of the barrel could be

seen. At 26 in. the mouth of the barrel

cracked slightly. After this test the barrel

was found to have shortened % in. and the

barrel mouth to have spread -j^ in. The
free length of the gear was reduced % in.

and the friction length % in., the gear

travel having been reduced from 2^^ in. to

2^ in. and the friction members having*be-

come loose, the free length being y^ in.

less than the standard draft gear pocket

length and the friction length {f in.
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less. The outer coil spring had taken a set

of x% in. To this gear has been given a

destructive value of 22.1 in.

Bradford K,

Gear No. 45

This gear in the destructive tests was car-

ried up to a final free fall of 24 in. The

gear during the drop test immediately pre-

ceding it had been given free falls up to

and including 10 in. and at this point in the

previous test the top head had cracked and

had been deformed -f^ in. All of the

springs had been solid and had taken per-

manent set. As the destructive test pro-

ceeded the gear showed increasing failure

and deformation. At the conclusion of the

test the springs had taken a set of % in.

and the gear had been shortened % in. The
heads were badly cracked and deformed.

To this gear has been given a destructive

value of 11.8 in.

Waugh Plate Type

Gear No. 48

This gear was given blows up to a final

free fall of 32 in., the gear going solid at

10 in. free fall. Some set of the plates had

taken place at 12 in. and at 14 in. the gear

was loose in the standard pocket by ^
in. No parts were broken, but the free

height of the gear was reduced 14 in- ^nd a

number of the plates were given a notice-

able camber. The gear, however, even

though loose in the pocket, was serviceable.

A destructive value of 15.9 in. has been set

for this gear.

Christy

Gear No. 51

This gear was given blows up to a final

free fall of 42 in., going solid at 12 in. The
barrel started scaling at 20 in. At 24 in.

bulging of the barrel could be detected.

After the test the barrel was found to have

shortened % in., the free length of the gear

having been reduced % in., being now

11 in. less than the pocket length and

the friction length 1^ in. less than the

pocket length. The barrel was bulged ly^

in. at points in its sides where the metal is

cut away to provide space for the spring,

seven cracks having developed in the barrel

at these points. The outer coil spring had
taken a set of % in. To this gear has been

given a destructive value of 27.6 in.

Harvey Springs

Gear No. 54

Two Harvey 8 in. x 8 in. friction spring

units were set side by side, in twin fashion,

and were given successive blows up to and
including 40 in. free fall in an effort to

break a spring. Except that at 32 in. a

small corner of no consequence broke off

the end of one coil, no breakage occurred.

Set, however, was noticed much earlier.

The friction coils when received were each

8% in- in height, and at the beginning of

this test were 8 in. and 8^ in. free

height. After the 11 in. drop the friction

coils both stood at 7^f in. height. After

the 18 in. drop they stood at 7% in.

and after the test at 7% in., each having

taken 1 in. set during the test and being %
in. less than the pocket length. To this

gear (two 8 in. x 8 in. Harvey springs) has

been given a destructive value of 14.5 in.

Two A. R. A. Class G Springs

Gear No. 57

These springs were set up side by side, in

twin fashion, upon the solid anvil of the

9,000 lb. drop machine. During the reg-

ular drop tests the springs took an average

set of ^ in. Upon further testing more
pronounced set occurred, at 6 in. free fall,

the average being ^ in. per spring. Thev
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were carried up to a final fall of 12 in. and

at this point the average set was % in. No
breakage occurred.

A destructive value of 7.8 in. has been

given for the two springs, but it should be

noted that this is for conditions where the

springs are not protected, but the coils are

allowed to go solid.

Summary of Destructive Tests

The table, Fig. 38, has been prepared to

show the results of these tests and to grade

the gears as to destructive value. It is quite

possible that a repetition of lighter blows

would in each instance have produced fail-

ure, but it is believed that no great error is

made by this comparative grading.

The several columns of the table are

described as follows:

Column 1 is self-explanatory.

Column 2 identifies by number the gears

that were subjected to this test.

Column 3 gives the total fall required to

close the gears during this particular test.

In some instances this varies slightly from

the figure obtained in the original drop

tests, due usually to the fact that some of

the gears could not be fully restored in the

immediately preceding tests with coated

friction surfaces.

Column 4 gives the additional height

from which the 9,000 lb. weight was drop-

ped, reaching this by increments of 1 in.

from the solid point, before visible distress

of the gears began.

Column 5 has been inserted to denote

whether the failure from this point on de-

veloped slowly or rapidly, under constantly

increasing falls.

Column 6 gives for reference the figure

accepted as the average total fall required

to close a new commercial gear of this type,

when in good condition, this column being

the same as Column 10, Fig. 16.

Column 7 gives the comparative destruc-

tive values assigned the several types. This

figure is obtained by adding to the average

drop test value of the type of gear as given

in Column 6, the over-solid values in Col-

umn 4. Thus in the case of the Westing-

house D-3, gear No. 1 of this type was sub-

jected to this test. During the test gear No.

1 went solid at a total fall of 18^?^ in. and

at a total fall of 22y2 in., or 4 in. above the

solid point, the barrel started to fail. Ac-

cordingly the destructive value of this gear

has been set by adding 4 in. to the average

total fall figure 19.8 in., giving a destruc-

tive value of 23.8 in. The same practice

has been followed for all gears.



RIVET SHEARING TESTS

The draft gears for the U.S.R.A. (United

States Railroad Administration) cars were
purchased on the requirement that they be
of "150,000 lb. capacity" and the Mechan-
ical Committee later defined a 150,000 lb.

capacity draft gear in the following words:

"A 150,000 lb. draft gear should be de-

fined as One that will sustain a drop of 16

in. (including travel of gear) of a 9,000 lb.

weight, without shearing the rivets of one

or both lugs, which are to be secured to

suitable supporting members by nine % in.

rivets of .15 carbon or under, driven in

^ in. holes."

A representative number of gears of each

type used on U.S.R.A. cars were selected at

random and subjected to the above test.

The average of the results for each type was

used to determine whether or not that type

of gear met the terms of the specifications.

In these tests the gears were supported

upon a solid anvil and the weight was

dropped from successive heights, increas-

ing by 1 in. increments until the rivets

sheared.

In testing the Sessions K gears, the high-

est capacity gears sheared the rivets at a

lower drop than the lower capacity gears.

In five instances the rivets sheared before

the solid point of the gear was reached. In

three instances the rivets sheared at the

point of gear closure; and in but two in-

stances did it require a blow from above the

solid point to shear the rivets. In three in-

stances the rivets were sheared at a point

below the specification requirement when

the successive blows by 1 in. increments

were given the rivets. In each of the cases,

however, when the gear was again set up

and a single blow given from a height suffi-

cient to produce a total fall of 16 in. the

rivets did not shear. Thus, one of these

gears, when given blows increasing by 1 in.

increments, sheared the rivets at a total fall

of 11 in., and when it was immediately

thereafter given a single blow from a total

fall of 16 in. the rivets were not sheared.

The rivets in this re-test sheared at the next

blow, or at a total fall of 17.2 in.

For the Sessions gears it required on the

average 2.7 in. less fall to shear the rivets

than to close the gears. In the Westing-

house D-3 gears the rivets usually sheared

1 in. above the solid point, although in a

few instances it required an over-solid blow

of 2 in. to produce shear. In the Cardwell

G-25-A gears it required on the average an

over-solid blow of 3.2 in. to shear the

rivets. In one instance a 4 in. over-solid

blow was necessary. In the Murray H-25

gears it required an average over-solid

blow of 2.4 in. to shear the rivets.

Considering the Westinghouse, Cardwell

and Murray gears, it will be noted that the

number of over-solid blows required to

shear the rivets is in inverse relation to the

over-solid sturdiness or destructive value of

the gears as given in the table, Fig. 38. The

short travel of the Sessions K gear necessi-

tates a higher ultimate resistance, so that

the elastic limit of the ^2 ™- rivets is passed

before the gear goes solid. In considering

this test it should be remembered that

the eighteen % in. rivets {^ in. when

driven) have a shearing area of 4.47 sq. in.,

giving an ultimate shearing value of ap-

proximately 189,000 lb., with an elastic

limit in shear of approximately 135,000 lb.

In practice the rear draft lugs each have

twelve % in. rivets in ^f in. diameter

holes, or a shearing area of 16.57 sq. in.,

with an ultimate shearing value of 700,000

lb., or an elastic shearing limit of 500,-

000 lb.
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The table, Fig. 39, has been prepared to

show the resuhs of these % in. rivets shear-

ing tests made for the acceptance of gears

for U.S.R.A. cars.

In order to show for comparison how all

of the gears perform in this test, and in

order to study the specifications in the light

of a full knowledge of each particular

gear, one of each tjrpe' of gear in the tests

was subjected to the % in. rivet shearing

test. This was done after the car-impact

Colmnn 5 gives the actual amount of

gear closure obtained in this test with the

free fall of Column 4.

Column 6 gives the total fall required to

shear the rivets, this being the sum of the

quantities in Columns 4 and 5.

Column 7 denotes whether "one or both

lugs sheared, this, however, being of sec-

ondary interest.

In each of these tests the rivet samples

were analyzed and the carbon content in no

RESULTS OF ir~R/l/E:r SHE/lff/A/ff TESrS.
DEAR'S EOR US.R.A.CAR5.- 9000LB. DROP.
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National H-1.

National M-1.

National M-4.

Miner A-18-S.

Westinghouse NA-1.

Sessions Jumbo.

Sessions K.

It will be noted that in no case did a

gear of this class require an over-solid

blow to shear the % in. rivets. In six cases

the rivets sheared before the gears went

solid and in the remaining case the rivets

sheared at the solid point. Furthermore, as

might be expected, the gears of short travel

usually sheared the rivets earlier than those

of equal capacities and longer travel.

A more clear understanding of this ac-

tion will be had from the diagrams of Fig.

41. At the top of this figure is shown a

straight line diagram of a gear of 34.2 in,

drop capacity and of Si^ in. travel. The
ultimate resistance of this gear is 189,000

lb. and the eighteen 1/2 in. rivets should

shear at the same value, or just when the

gear goes solid. Next there is shown a

diagram of a 2 in. travel gear of the same

ultimate resistance, 189,000 lb., and with

this gear also the rivets ?hould just shear

at the solid point, but which in this case

would be at 21 in. drop instead of 34.2 in.

Next is shown the diagram of a gear of 2

in. travel but of the same capacity (34.2 in.

drop) as the 3^4 in. travel gear at the top

of the figure. The ultimate resistance of

the gear would in this case be 307,000 lb.

and the rivets, which have the value of

189,000 lb., should shear at 1.23 in. gear

travel or at a drop of but 12.9 in. This

gear, therefore, which is of the identical

capacity as the 3^4: in. travel gear, will

shear the rivets at 12.9 in. drop, whereas

the 3% in. travel gear will require 34.2 in.

drop. This increase in drop is due solely

to the increased travel of the gear with con-

sequent decrease in ultimate resistance. At

the bottom of Fig. 41 are shown superim-

posed diagrams of two gears, each of 21^

in. travel, but the one of 26.2 in. drop capa-

city and the other 39.3 in. drop capacity,

or just 50 per cent increase. In the case of

the lighter capacity gear the rivets do not

shear until the gear goes solid or at 26.2 in.

fall. In the case of the larger capacity

gear the rivets would shear at 17.6 in. drop.

Here is shown how by simply increasing

the capacity of the gear 50 per cent the ^/^

in. rivets are caused to shear 13.1 in. lower

than with the lighter capacity gear. These

conditions are for straight line gears and

for shearing the rivets at a single blow.

When a succession of blows is given from

varying heights the difference becomes

even more marked, as a heavier capacity

gear begins to punish and permanently de-

form the light rivets early in the test.

The above principles are reflected in the

test results. Thus the Sessions K gear and

the Cardwell G-25-A were of practically

equal drop test capacity but different

travels, namely, 2^ in. and 2% in. re-

spectively. The Sessions K gear (2^^^ in.

travel) sheared the rivets at 12.5 in., while

the Cardwell (2% in. travel) sheared them

at 22.8 in. Again, the National H-1 gear

sheared the rivets at 10 in. fall, while the

National M-1 gear sheared them at 19.5 in.

fall. Here the travels of the gears are the

same, but one gear had a drop test capacity

of 32.5 in., while the other had 18.5 in.

An effort was also made to test all the

gears on full-sized rivets, a total of twenty-

four % in. rivets (16.57 sq. in.) being used

for the two lugs. It was hoped that by
using full-sized rivets an idea could be ob-

tained as to the relative merits of the gears,

based upon the shearing point or upon the

destruction of the gear prior to shearing.

Three types only were attempted on these

rivets, as in each instance the gears failed

before shearing occurred. Further tests
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were prevented by breaking of the set-up,

but this limited experience showed the fu-

tility of attempting to use full-sized rivets

for testing all gears. From this experience

and from careful study, it is believed the

present y^ in. rivet shearing test is not a

fair method of grading gears. Car sills are

designed for a load of- 500,000 lb. and it

therefore should not be expected to hold

the draft gear to the limits required by this

light test. It is believed possible, however,

to develop a rivet shear test to grade gears

of all capacities, and investigations have

been outlined to develop a test of this char-

acter. In this work the following points

will be established or disproved

:

1. That rivet shearing tests should be

designed to show smoothness of action and

the ultimate dynamic resistance of the

gears.

2. That such tests should not be carried

beyond the solid point of the gear, because

of the fact that all gears are not of equal

rigidity when solid.

3. That the rivets should be of such area

that a single blow may be given from a

stated height, within the capacity of the

gear, and the rivets not be sheared.

4. That the rivets should shear at a blow

from not more than a stated height above

the solid point; this in order to penalize

over-solid weakness of construction.

5. That the tup should not be dropped

through successive heights increasing by

1 in. increments because of passing the

elastic shearing limit of the rivets before

the gear is solid, but that the gear should

be set up on lugs or the equivalent and a

single blow given from a specified height

for that particular gear and the rivets not

be sheared. Using a new set of lugs, an-

other single blow should be given from a

second specified height at which the rivets

should shear.

6. That the number of rivets used and

the heights of drop should not be the same

for all gears but should be set for each type

in accordance with its capacity and travel.

7. That the rivet area and height of fall

should be determined by the drop test ca-

pacity and travel of the gear.

8. That the test rivets should be of high

carbon steel or other material having a

high elastic shearing limit; this in order

to avoid the uncertainty of the exact shear-

ing point.

9. That when all gears are constructed

of equal travel the question of rivet shear-

ing tests will be greatly simplified.



CAR-IMPACT TESTS

In order to obtain an exact knowledge

of the action of gears in service, car-impact

tests were made, using the same gears as in

the foregoing laboratory, tests. The re-

sults are therefore of especial interest as

showing not only the action of the gears

themselves under service conditions, but as

demonstrating also, for the first time, how
laboratory tests compare with service ac-

tion. The gravity testing plant of the T. H.

Symington Company at Rochester, N. Y.,

was used for these tests. In general, the

use of private laboratories of interested

companies was avoided, the preference be-

ing given to the testing facilities of rail-

roads. This being the only plant of its

kind in existence, however, and the Sym-

ington Company being interested in the

manufacture of draft gear attachments

rather than of gears, and having no gear

in the tests, the Section availed itself of

the opportunity to use the Symington test-

ing facilities.

This plant was originally built for in-

vestigating the action of full-sized cars,

either loaded or empty, when equipped

with different draft gears. The Symington

Company, who were practically pioneers

in this work, constructed the plant with the

prime idea of studying the action of the

cars when equipped with different gears

rather than investigating the action of the

gear itself. As originally constructed and

used, much valuable information was ob-

tainable from this equipment although, as

in any other impact testing, misleading con-

clusions as to the relative merits of draft

gears could be unintentionally reached by

subjecting gears to oversolid car veloci-

ties. The extended remarks heretofore

made regarding over-solid laboratory test-

ing apply equally as well to this service

testing. Over-solid testing should never be

done except for discovering weak gear con-

struction. Some of the earlier tests have

been of value, however, in showing what

slightly over-solid speeds are necessary to

produce gear injury and failure. After the

owners had made certain changes and ad-

ditions desired by the Section for a more

exact investigation of both gear action and

car action, at speeds within the ranges of

the gears, the Symington plant was taken

over and operated by the United States

Railroad Administration for the purpose

of the car-impact tests.

The Symington Test Plant

In general this test plant consists of a

test track with two full-sized cars which

can be caused to collide at any desired

velocity, accurate means being provided to

record the results. The first portion of

the track is inclined in order to impart

velocity to one of the cars. This section

of track is 147 feet in length and is on a

general grade of 12 per cent. An electric

hoist is located in a small house at the top

of the incline and this hoist through the

medium of a puller car, is capable of draw-

ing a loaded 50-ton car up the incline. At

the foot of the incline is a 53 ft. section of

approximately level track which terminates

in a 196 ft. section of track on a 1 per

cent ascending grade, this in turn termi-

nating in a 287 ft. section of track on a

iy2 per cent grade. The entire test track

is thus 683 feet in length, beginning on a

12 per cent descending grade and ending

on a 114 per cent ascending grade. The
track is straight throughout its length.

79
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(5

Two composite gondola cars of 50 tons

capacity are used, one of which, termed

for reference car "B," is spotted at a cer-

tain point at the beginning of the 1 per

cent grade. The other car, termed car

"A," is drawn up the incline by means of

the puller car and hoist. A movable trip

block is clamped on a third rail located

alongside the track. The puller car has a

projecting trip-lever which strikes the trip

block, releasing car "A" and allowing it

to roll down the incline. When fully on

the level portion of the track, car "A" col-

lides with the standing car "B." Either

or both cars may be equipped with draft

gears of any type, and both cars are free

to follow such movement during and after

the draft gear cycle as may result from

the use of the particular gear. A general

photographic view of this test plant is

shown in Fig. 42.

Fig. 43 shows the general profile of the

test track with the test cars in positions as

at the first instant of impact. While the

general condition of the track is good, any

local variations in elevation would influ-

ence the results of the tests unless con-

sidered in the calculations. Accordingly

a minute check of the critical portion of

the track was made, the levels being taken

while moving the loaded cars over the

track. Fig. 44 shows in magnified scale

the true path of the center of gravity of

one of the test cars as it moves along the

portion of the track traversed by the cars

during the tests. Figs. 45 and 46 show to

a still greater magnification the exact paths

of the centers of gravity of the two cars

over the short portions of the track trav-

ersed during the draft gear cycle. With

the aid of these profiles. Figs. 44 to 46, it

is possible to make a careful and exact

study of the energy transferrence from one

car to the other, and of that absorbed by

the draft gears and cars.

The test cars are 50-ton low side, com-

posite gondolas, 46 ft. in. inside length

with fish-belly center and side sills and
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with a steel frame superstructure. Tlis

cars have 21^ in. floor planking and 31^
in. side and end planking. Each of the

cars has four diagonal floor braces of 5 in.

channels at the corners, and each has been

supplied in addition with four diagonal

braces at the center, extending from the side

sills to the center sill, these latter braces

The test cars are equipped with Farlow

Two-Key draft gear attachments as shown

in the photographic reproduction. Fig. 48,

and the test gears may thus be carefully

adjusted in the draft gear pocket. In this

arrangement the gear is positioned between

the arms of the horizontal wrought steel

yoke. In buffing, the gear seats against the

Pro/7/e cfefmecf dy cenkr of
grv//^ ofa test car mowno
o/om test trac/(.'
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Car Movement-—Feet
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Fic. 44

—

Enlarged Profile of Test Track for 90 Feet

being 6 in. by 4 in. by % in. angles. The
light weight of each car is 47,800 lb., and
they have been loaded with pig iron to give

a total gross load of 143,000 lb. per car.

Wood cribbing is arranged inside of the

car to hold the lading against shifting. A
general view of one of these cars (car B)

with its lading is shown in Fig. 47. These

cars were reweighed and the lading prop-

erly adjusted and distributed before be-

ginning the tests. Care was taken to avoid

testing after heavy rainstorms, as it was

fotmd that each car took up approximately

1,200 lb. of water during a prolonged rain.

The brakes were removed from the cars to

avoid any possibility of dragging shoes.

rear follower, which latter bears against

the rear of the yoke. The yoke in turn seats

against the cast steel back-stop and bolster

center casting. This casting bridges be-

tween the sills and ties them together, there

being a total of seventy-four % in. rivets

supplied for transferring the buffing force

from the backstop casting to the center

sills in each of the test cars. The draft

gear is held to compressed position by
means of the second draft key, which in

service forms also the front pulling stop

for the gear. The regular practice in this

form of attachment is to have this key
protect the draft gear by allowing it to

strike the ends of the slots in the check
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plates and sills at the same time the gear

goes solid. In the tests, however, the slots

were lengthened at the rear to prevent this

key ever going solid.

A dummy coupler having a flat buffing

face and of 16 sq. in. cross sectional area,

was used instead of a standard coupler.

The artificial looseness or slack resulting

between the coupler butt and the front fol-

lower was taken up by temporary wedges

before each run so that all action, both on

compression and release, could be re-

stricted to the gears themselves and be

definitely measured and recorded.
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Enlarged Profile for 12-in. Movement of Car A
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Enlarged Profile for 12-in. Movement of Car B

The front key, which passes through the

key slot of this coupler and through the

front slots in the yoke, was used in these

tests for supporting and aligning the parts

only. The front end of the dummy coup-

ler shank was guided both vertically and

laterally. In all tests care was taken to see

that the draft gears seated against the sec-

ond key and not against the coupler key.

Action of Cars During Impact

In any case of car-impact, the first and

prime effort is for the velocities of the two

cars to equalize; that is, for car A to slow

down and car B to speed up. This is

caused by the effort of car A to push car

B ahead, which continues as long as the

velocity of car A is greater than that of
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Fig. 47

—

General View of Car B and Its Lje
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peak but only at the expense of its life.

The velocity of car A is thus being

gradually decreased and that of car B in-

creased until the velocities are equal, at

which instant all parts have reached the

maximum of compression. If all of the

parts were perfectly inelastic, if in other

words, there should be no tendency for the

gears to release themselves or for the car

structures to give back the energy of their

elastic yield, it is evident that there would

then be no force of recoil to separate the

cars, and both cars would accordingly

move off together at this equal velocity,

each car having one-half of the original

velocity of car A, neglecting a slight loss

due to internal resistances. With equal

rolling and grade resistance, the cars

would continue together until both finally

came to rest without separation. Except

for the slight loss due to rolling resistance,

the work done in compressing the gears

and car structure is thus always equal to

one-half of the original kinetic energy in

car A, and it should be especially noted

that this is the same whether there be no re-

coil of the gears and car parts, or full re-

coil.

The force exerted between the cars in

compressing the gears and car structure is

entirely independent of the question of ab-

sorption. Up to the point of maximum
compression the matter of absorption of

energy has not entered into or influenced

the problem. It is entirely a question of

force and yield and it should be remem-

bered that frictional resistance, while truly

absorbing energy (foot-pounds) does not

in any manner whatsoever reduce or "ab-

sorb" force. The force required to close

a friction draft gear, and consequently the

force going through the gear to the sills,

may be greater or less than a spring draft

gear of equal capacity, depending solely

upon its compression curve, and not in

the slightest degree upon its percentage of

absorption. The cushioning value of a gear

therefore is not measured by absence of re-

coil, or energy absorption, but solely by

its action during the closing period.

Whether or not a gear has extensive recoil

has nothing to do with its action on com-

pression, or with the force delivered by the

gear to the car during its compression.

In practice, the cars having reached a

point in the draft gear cycle where their

velocities are equal, and the compression

period of the cycle completed, the re-

lease of the gears begins. All gears have

more or less recoil and it is this force,

together with the rebound of the car struc-

ture, that tends to part the cars and to cause

one car to travel faster and farther than

the other. It should be especially noted that

the force of recoil has the same effect be-

tween the cars as the force of compression

;

namely, to reduce the velocity of car A and

to increase the velocity of car B. During

the period of gear compression the force

between the cars, or the force tending to

accelerate car B, results from the higher

velocity of car A, or its direct tendency

to push car B ahead. During the period of

draft gear release, the force tending to

further accelerate car B or to urge it

forward, results from the recoil or return

of stored energy in the two draft gears and
both car structures.

The recoil of the gears and car parts

thus giving to car B a greater velocity and
to car A a lesser velocity, car B will begin

to travel faster than car A, and the gears,

following the resulting parting of the cars,

will continue to release until final separa-

tion of the cars. It is evident that the

greater the force of recoil, or release, the

greater the pressure between the cars dur-

ing release, and consequently the higher

will be the velocity attained by car B and
the greater the retardation of car A. A
gear with 100 per cent recoil would ac-

tually bring car A to rest by the time the
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cars separate, while car B would be pushed
ahead at a velocity practically equal to the

original impact velocity of car A. On the

other hand, a gear with no recoil, or 100
per cent absorption, would, as heretofore

set forth, cause both cars to move off to-

gether, each at one-half the initial velocity

of car A. Gear absorption is thus inversely

proportional to the pressure exerted ' be-

tween the cars during the period of release,

the effect of high absorption being to hold

the two cars at nearly equal velocities after

impact. This means, in effect, that with

high absorption of energy, car B will not

be propelled at so high a velocity and con-

sequently will strike the next succeeding

car at a reduced velocity, while with no

absorption, car B will strike the next car

at almost the same velocity as the original

of car A. Absorption therefore is not

primarily a means of reducing the force of

impact between the first two cars, or of

protecting these cars, but is a means of re-

ducing the moments of the successive im-

pacts between successive cars in a train.

The following may be acepted as general

principles of draft gear action in impact:

1. That draft gears are compressed only

because of differences of velocity between

adjacent cars.

2. That the resistance offered by the gear

during compression tends to overcome the

difference of velocity of the cars and tends

to bring both cars to the same velocity.

3. That gears continue to close, and at

over-solid velocities the car structures con-

tinued to compress, until the car velocities

are equalized.

4. That this action of a gear is inde-

pendent of its ability to absorb energy, or

in other words, is the same whether the re-

sistance be obtained from friction or solely

from spring action.

5. That the cushioning offered by the

compression of a draft gear is not depend-

ent upon its percentage of absorption.

6. That absorption does not in any man-
ner reduce the force going through the

draft gear to the car sills while the gear is

being compressed, and does not lower the

force exerted betwen the first two cars col-

liding. That it does act to lower the ve-

locity with which the second car strikes the

third car and consequently reduces the

force between successive cars.

7. That the amount of "work-absorbed"

by a gear, or the percentage of absorption

does not regulate or reduce the force of

first collision, but is important as deter-

mining whether shocks will run practically

undiminished throughout the train or

whether there will be successive reductions

in their moments from car to car.

8. That the first measure of a draft gear

is the amount of energy required to close

the gear, this being the sole factor from
which to determine for what switching

speeds a gear is suitable. This is ex-

pressed as "work-done" and has no rela-

tion whatsoever to "work-absorbed."

9. That the next requirement is that a

gear, either spring or friction, shall com-

press with such a rate of increase of re-

sistance as will cause the lowest practical

ultimate force and the least practical vibra-

tion of the car structure.

10. That the next measure is with respect

to the action of the gear on release or the

amount of the recoil, whether the energy of

compression is returned, to go on to the

next car, or whether it is partially absorbed

as by friction. This property is expressed

by the term "work-absorbed."

Records in Car-Impact Tests

In the car-impact tests the following

records were taken:

Impact velocity of car A.

Travel of cars along track.

Draft gear travel and action.

Seismograph readings.

Graphs of car action.
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From these prime records a complete

study of the action of both the gears and

cars can be made, the details of which will

appear as the manner of making and in-

terpreting the several records is discussed.

Impact Velocity

The first information needed in such

tests is an accurate knowledge of the vel-

ocity of car A at the very instant of im-

pact. It is not enough to simply release

the car at a fixed point along the incline,

for the same station will not always de-

velop the same velocity. Nor is it satis-

factory to establish five-foot or ten-fool

stations near the point of impact and cal-

culate the impact velocity by means of the

average velocity between these stations, as

very marked changes in velocity may oc-

cur over such periods. The kinetic energy

of car A is determined from the impact

velocity, and as it varies with the square of

the velocity, and furthermore as all of the

results of the tests are based upon this rec-

ord, accuracy here is of utmost importance.

In these tests car A was caused to draw a

velocity line upon a revolving drum, so

that the exact velocity at the very instant

of impact is obtained within a possible er-

ror of less than 1 per cent. A more de-

tailed description of the recording device

will be given later under the heading of

"Car-Movement Curves."

Travel of Cars Along Track

An interesting record, easily obtainable,

is the distance each of the two cars travels

along the track after the impact. Care

must be taken in interpreting these figures,

however, as a slight change in grade will

offset a considerable track movement of

the cars. Thus, if but one of the eight

wheels of a car mounts an obstacle on the

track ^ in. in height, it is equivalent to

six inches additional movement of the en-

tire car along level track. An interesting

point in connection with this record ii

that for equal impact velocities, the higher

the recoil of the gear used, the greater /the

distance car B will travel. In general, the

recoil of gears will be proportional to the

distance between the cars after coming to

rest; that is, the greater the recoil the

farther apart will be the cars when they

come to rest.

Draft Gear Travel and Action

Knowing the impact velocity, the next

point of interest is the amount of and

the nature of the travel or yield of the draft

gears. The test cars are equipped with fric-

tion plunger gages to show the amount of

coupler travel. This corresponds reason-

ably closely with the actual draft gear

travel, but is not sufficiently accurate for

analytical investigations. In order to obtain

a more direct knowledge of the movement

and action of the gears, car B is provided

with a small revolving drum upon which

is drawn a curve which shows not only

the amount of draft gear movement for that

car but the character of the movement;

that is, whether the gear compresses and

releases regularly or irregularly. A pho-

tographic view of this instrument is shown

in Fig. 49, a case or bracket being secured

to the side sill of car B in which is a small

motor-driven drum which extends trans-

versely of the car. A pencil is caused to

move lengthwise of the drum in harmony
with the movement of the front draft gear

follower. For this purpose a piano wire

extends from this draft gear follower to the

pencil arm, the connections being arranged

in such manner that tipping of the follower

block will not produce false movement of

the pencil. Relative movement between

the side sill and the center sill is also com-

pensated for. A 40 lb. coil spring and a

40 lb. friction drag prevent overtravel of

the pencil, the spring alone serving to re-

turn the pencil during the release of the
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gear. The drum is covered with paper, and
as the gear is compressed or released the

pencil is moved correspondingly along the

axis of the revolving drum, thus producing

a time-closure diagram for the gear in

car B.

Tests were in each instance made with

gears in both cars and again with a gear

regularly, others, particularly those from
friction gears of high capacity, are often

closed by a succession of alternating move-
ments or jerks. This will be shown as the

individual cards are reproduced. The
lower capacity gears naturally show
smoother gear action than those of higher

capacity. In fact, without exception, the
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Fig. 50

—

Specimen Time-Closure Curve Produced on Small Drum of Car B

in car B only, car A in the latter case being

fitted up with a solid steel block instead of

a draft gear. The action of the individual

gear can be best studied under these latter

conditions because it is definitely known

that any irregularities recorded are due to

the particular gear. In the former case the

record does not determine which of the two

opposing gears is responsible for the ir-

regularities. Such irregular action is al-

most invariably recorded when both cars

are equipped with gears. The specimen

card reproduced in Fig. 50 was made

from the gear in car B when each car was

equipped with a friction draft gear. This

card shows the typical action of friction

gears in the double-gear tests, or when

both cars are equipped with gears.

By means of these cards it is found that

while some draft gears act smoothly and

high capacity gears show jerks and irregu-

larities in the compression line of the

time-closure diagrams, This, in the single

gear tests, is believed to be due largely to

the pulsations or periodic vibrations be-

tween the two cars resulting from the high

forces incident to a high capacity gear with

short travel. The cards show that with a

gear in each car, the two gears do not work
in harmony; that frequently on compres-

sion, and almost invariably on the release,

one gear will work for a while and then

the other one will operate. From this it is

concluded that twin arrangement of fric-

tion draft gears is not permissible.

Seismograph Readings

Each of the test cars is equipped with a

pendulum device, secured to the side of

the car, and so arranged that the retarda-
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Fic. 49

—

Instrumen't ox Car B for Recording Draft Gear Action
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Fig. 51

—

Seismograph of Car A

tion or acceleration of the cars will cause

the pendulums to swing upward by virtue

of the inertia of their own masses. Gradu-

ated quadrants are arranged as guides for

the pendulum weights, and a light friction

runner is carried with the weight and is

left standing upon the guide at the highest

point reached by the pehdulum. The

graduations are proportional to the verti-

cal lift of the pendulum. Thus when the

registration is 4.0 the pendulum has

reached a vertical displacement twice as

great as when the registration is 2.0. A
photographic reproduction of the seismo-

graph of car A is shown in Fig. 51. The

seismograph records are usually attractive

to the observer but are not of great im-

portance in the study of gears. This is

due primarily to the fact that 'the sides of

the car have some movement with respect

to the center of the entire mass. The quick

vibrations of the side of the car appear

also to influence the seismograph readings.

These instruments are frequently spoken of

as "shift gages."

Graphs of Car Action

As the final study of draft gear action

must lie in a study of the results of the

use of the gear upon the car and its lading,

arrangements were made to obtain a com-

plete and accurate record of the perform-

ance of both cars during the brief period

of the draft cycle. A recording apparatus,

arranged to draw simultaneous time-dis-

placement curves of both cars, was de-

signed and installed and a system of cer-

tain reference lines worked out whereby

these curves could be later so super-im-

posed that at any instant during the draft

gear cycle an exact knowledge of the per-

formance of both cars could be had. These

curves are commonly referred to as "car-

movement curves." Photographic repro-

ductions of the instruments for producing

these curves are shown in Figs. 52 and 53.

The apparatus has two drums mounted

upon a common shaft and is placed on a

stand alongside of the track. Each drum
is 20.05 in. in circumference over the

paper, and 30 in. long. The axis of the

shaft is parallel to the track and the drums

are so mounted upon the shaft that one

drum is alongside of the striking end of

car A and the other alongside of the struck

end of car B. Each drum has a pencil car-

riage that is moved lengthwise of the drum
by the movement of the car, each car hav-

ing a pencil-propelling plunger attached

to its side sill (see Figs. 49-52-53). Suit-

able angle iron guides are arranged upon

the instrument stand to cause the plungers

to move into or out of engagement with

•he pencil carriages at the proper times.

Making a Test Run

In making a test the first operation is

properly to apply the test gears to the cars.

Care is taken to so adjust the length of the

draft gear pockets that the gears will be

held to their proper lengths. It is some-
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times necessary to apply liners behind the

gear in order to accomplish this. After

applying the gears to the cars, it is the

practice to make ten preliminary runs at

just slightly below the closing speed, in

order to condition the gears before mak-
ing the regular runs. Car B is then spotted,

always at the same definite station along

the track. Car A is also spotted, the buffing

faces of the couplers being just in contact

and all loose slack being eliminated or

compensated for. With the cars so spotted

and with the A and B pencils in positions

on their respective drums corresponding

with the positions of cars A and B re-

spectively, the drums are rotated a few
times, thereby drawing the datum lines,

A-A for car A, and B-B for car B (see

Figs. 54 and 55). At the same time the

small drum is rotated a few times so that its

pencil draws the datum lines for this rec-

ord (see Fig. 50). It will thus be seen

that all of the datum lines are drawn with

the cars and gears in position as at the first

instant of impact; or, in other words, at the

beginning of a true gear compression. Ac-

cordingly, in comparing the cards, it is

definitely known that all car movements
and gear action can be compared from

these common datum lines.

Without rotating the drums, each of the

pencils is given a flight longitudinal move-

ment, in order to draw the reference lines

D-D and E-E on the A and B cards re-

spectively (see Figs. 54 and 55). The
pencil for car B is left standing exactly

upon the datum lines B-B, or in other

words, in position so that the first move-

ment of car B will move this pencil along

drum B. Car A is then drawn away from

car B and the pencil for car A is drawn

along the axis of drum A in order that the

approaching car A may propel this pencil

for some distance before the pencil reaches

the datum line A-A, or the position where

the two cars first meet. By this means the

exact impact velocity of car A is de-

termined, the speed of rotation of the drums

being known. In order to obtain as nearly

as possible the desired velocity, the trip

is set at a prescribed point along the in-

clined portion of the track. The velocity

developed from any station varies from

time to time, hence, the exact velocity of

impact must be determined for each run

from the line drawn by car A below the

datum line A-A. As car A approaches

car B, all of the drums are set in motion,

care being taken to start the instruments

a sufficient time in advance to get the drums

up to constant speed before the pencils are

moved.

In the record from drum A reproduced

in Fig. 54 the pencil was stationed at a posi-

tion represented by the line F-F, until the

approaching car picked up the pencil and

began to propel it along the axis of the

drum. The angular line drawn by the

pencil between the lines F-F and A-A de-

notes the velocity of car A, the paper speed

being known. This line being straight

shows that the drums rotated at a constant

speed. From the preliminary set-up of the

cars and instruments it is known that when
pencil A reaches the position of the line

A-A on this drum, the cars have just met,

for as previously explained, the datum line

A-A was established prior to the tests for

indicating the position of this pencil along

the drum at the first instant of impact. As
car A propels the pencil beyond the line

A-A it is known that the draft gear cycle has

begun, and from the convexity of the curve

it can be seen that the velocity of car A is

being reduced, due to the resistance of the

gears.

At the instant when the cars first met, or

when this car-movement curve crosses the

datum line A-A, it will be seen that the

pencil was 31/^ in. from the reference line

D-D. It is known that at this instant the

B pencil was exactly the same distance
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Fig. 54

—

Specimen Car-Movement Card from Drum A
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from its reference line E-E, for these refer-

ence lines were previously drawn to denote

the relative positions of the two pencils or

the datum lines. It will be noted from

card B, Fig. 55, that a small interval of

time elapsed before car B began to move
out of its spotted position, the gears in the

meanwhile compressing. When it began

to move,, its velocity gradually increased

as shown by the concavity of the curve.

By means of the datum and reference

lines on these two cards a system of super-

imposition of the two curves has been de-

veloped and in Fig. 56 these curves have

been so superimposed. This is done by

matching up both the datum and reference

lines and tracing one curve upon the other.

The exact meeting point of the cars is thus

established for both curves and both are

also synchronized as to time. Consequently

both the velocity of the cars and their rela-

tive positions can be determined for any

instant. And at any instant, also, the dis-

tance either car has moved from its spotted

positions is known. It will be seen that car

A, during the first portion of the draft gear

cycle continued to travel at a higher vel-

ocity than car B. As car A thus encroaches

upon car B the draft gears are compressed,

the distance betwen the two super-imposed

curves representing draft gear compression,

together with the slight yield of the car

bodies. Car A continued to run down upon

car B, its velocity gradually decreasing and

the velocity of car B gradually increasing

due to the draft gear forces exerted be-

tween . the cars, until both cars were of

equal velocity. This point corresponds

with the point of maximum draft gear com-

pression and can be readily determined by

finding the maximum ordinate between the

two curves. From this point on, the ve-

locity of car B becomes greater than that of

car A due to the forces of draft gear re-

coil between the cars. Consquently, car

B moves away from car A, allowing the

draft gears to continue their release. At

the point where the two curves cross there

is no relative displacement of the two cars,

or in other words, each car has travelled

the same distance from its datum line, and

it is therefore definitely known that at this

instant the cars parted and that the draft

gear cycle was completed.

From the superirriposed curves. Fig. 56,

it is possible to obtain a wide range of in-

formation concerning car action and draft

gear action. The dotted line erected upon

the datum line, for example, shows the

movement of the two draft gears during

compression and release. This curve is

obtained by the simple process of stepping

off the ordinates between the two curves

upon the datum line as a base. The point

where this draft gear curve reaches its

maximum height is the point of maximum
draft gear compression, and a vertical line

has been drawn to indicate this point on

the curves. From this it is then seen that

the period of draft gear compression was

0.090 seconds and the period of release

0.166 seconds, the entire draft gear cycle,

or the total length of time the cars were

in contact being 0.256 seconds.

At the instant of maximum draft gear

compression, car A had moved 2.52 in.

along the track from the point of impact,

while car B had moved but 0.42 in., car A
thus having encroached upon car B for

2.10 in., causing a corresponding amount
of gear closure. At this instant, car A
ceased encroaching upon car B, as shown
by the falling off in gear closure. At the

instant of maximum gear closure the ve-

locities of the cars were equal, and the

lines established tangential to the car-move-

ment curves at this point denote the com-

mon velocity at this instant. These tangen- •

tial lines also indicate the paths of the car-

movement curves had there been no force

of recoil, or if the draft gears had stuck.

Angles have been drawn in to indicate the
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influence of gear compression and gear re-

lease, and the dimension of 4.25 in. shows

the track movement of the cars during the

entire draft gear cycle.

The car.d of Fig. 50 was drawn by the

action of the draft gear in car B during

this same run. It will be seen that this gear

closed 1.06 in., thus showing that the gear

in car A closed 1.04 in. While the line

in Fig. 56, representing the sum of the ac-

tions of the two gears is smooth and regu-

lar, yet the individual gears did not operate

so regularly. The compression and re-

lease was attained by first one gear operat-

ing and then the other. This is to be ex-

pected from friction gears and indicates

variations in the eff'ective co-efficient of

frictiofl. No special demerit is attached

to this action of a friction gear, as either

one gear or the other is operating at all

times.

It is important to have an exact record of

the paper speed and especially important

that there shall be no variations in speed

during a run. To this latter end, the elec-

tric current for operating drums A and B
was supplied by a set of twenty-four Edi-

son batteries which were frequently re-

charged, and as no other current was drawn

from these cells the speed of the drums was

kept practically constant. The speed, how-

ever, was checked at frequent intervals to

guard against errors in this respect. With

a definite knowledge in each instance of

the paper speed, it is possible to establish

the time ordinates, and from this scale is

deduced the time interval required to close

the draft gears and the time interval for

the release of the gears, the sum of these

two intervals being designated throughout

this report as the "draft gear cycle." The

paper speed ranged around 34 in. per sec-

ond throughout the tests, but the exact

speed was known for each individual test.

The time scale is, of course, necessary for

determining car velocities, and from the

superimposed curves it is a simple matter

to determine the exact impact velocity of

car A and also the exact velocities of both

cars at the instant of parting. It is also

possible to determine by tangents the

change in velocity of each car during

any period of draft gear compression

or release. It is further possible to

plot curves showing the instantaneous

velocity of both cars, and from these it is

a matter of simple calculation to produce

curves showing the instantaneous energies

in the two cars. From the rate of change

of velocity, the mean or average forces

working between the two cars throughout

the period of impact may be computed and

a continuous time-force curve plotted.

By stepping off and plotting the vertical

distances between the superimposed car-

movement curves as heretofore explained,

a time-closure curve of draft gear action

can be produced. This curve will show the

complete draft gear action, both compres-

sion and release, plotted against time, and

in cases where a gear is used in car B only,

the curve will practically coincide with

the curve drawn by the small drum on car

B. This erected time-closure curve, how-

ever, includes not only the yield of the

draft gears but has added to this the yield

of the two car bodies. In this connection,

it should be remembered that any yield of

the car body constitutes additional draft

gear action. By combining the time-closure

curve and the time-force curve, the time

element being eliminated, there can be pro-

duced a force-closure curve which corres-

ponds with the ordinary static curve of

draft gear testing, although produced from
actual operation of the gear during impact

A large number of runs were made for

each type of gear but the limitations of

space and the labor of working them up

in complete form do not permit the repro-

duction of all of them in the report. The
uniform practice has been followed of
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working up and reproducing for each type

of gear the following runs:

1. A run, made at or near the closing

point, with a calibrated test gear in car B
only, car A being equipped with a solid

steel block instead of a draft gear.

2. A run made at approximately one

mile per hour, each car being equipped

with a calibrated test gear.

3. A run made at or near the closing

point, each car being equipped with a

calibrated test gear.

The first of these is worked up primarily

that the action of a single calibrated gear

in the car-impact tests may be compared

with the action of the same gear in all of

the laboratory tests, the possible influence

of a second gear being removed. The sec-

ond is worked up that a complete knowl-

edge may be had of the action of each

type of gear at low impact speeds. These

low speed runs are especially useful in a

study of train starting. The third is

worked up as showing the best that may be

expected from each type of gear at the

maximum impact speed it is capable of

cushioning, and gives the true comparison

of the gears from the standpoint of yard

service.

The same gears of a type were used

throughout the test, the general practice

being to first make tests with both cars

equipped, and then after replacing the gear

in car A with the solid block, to make the

single gear tests.

Study of Curves

A variety of interesting curves may be

derived from the car-movement curves, but

the essential features of the functioning

of the gears will be shown in the following,

which are reproduced for each of the three

runs for each type of gear.

Master Curves

Car-Movement Curves—Superimposed.

Derived Curves

Velocity Curves.

Energy Curves.

Time-Force Curves.

Time-Closure Curves.

Force-Closure Curves.

Throughout the report the curves have

been reproduced to the same scale, so that

the action of the different gears may be

directly compared. The curves of the West-

inghouse D-3 gear will be used for pur-

poses of general description.

Car-Movement Curves—Superimposed

In tracing and reproducing the car-move-

ment curves for publication it is not pos-

sible to bring out all of the small variations

and irregularities. In many instances these

curves, although appearing smooth and reg-

ular to the eye, contain numerous percepti-

ble variations in the originals. All of the

derived curves were produced directly

from the originals and hence in the further

studies of the gears the presence of any ir-

regularities will be seen. The arms for

producing the car-movement curves were

attached to the side sills of the cars and al-

though these test cars are equipped with

two complete sets of diagonal braces, yet

in severe buESng there is some movement
of the side sill relative to the center sill

and always more or less vibration. The ir-

regularities in the car-movement curves are

therefore due in a large measure to the vi-

bration or to the relative movement of the

side sills. The effect of these vibrations

upon the car-movement curves, the full sig-

nificance of which is brought out forcibly

in the derived velocity curves, is probably

the best comparative measure of the smooth-

ness of action of the draft gears that can

be obtained, for the smoother the action

of the gear the more gradual and regular

will be the transfer of energy from the

striking car to the standing car and the less
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will be the vibrations of the car structure.

The superimposed car-movement curves.

Fig. 80a, were made when car A was
equipped with a solid steel buffer and car

B with test gear No. 2. These curves rep-

resent the closing run for a single West-

inghouse type D-3 gear, the exact speed of

impact being 2.68 M. P. H. At parting,

car A had a speed of 0.74 M.P.H. and car

B, 1.84 M.P.H. The instant of maximum
gear compression, or in other words, the

instant where the cars were of equal ve-

locity, occurred 0.084 seconds after the

first instant of impact. It required 0.166

seconds for the draft gears to release, or

for the cars to part. The duration of the

entire draft gear cycle was 0.25 seconds.

The combined draft gear closure and car

body yield, which includes the movement
of the side sills of the cars, amounted to

2.65 in., this being the maximum ordinate

between the two curves. At this instant

car B had moved but 0.62 in. and car A,

3.24 in. along the track. Incidentally,

throughout these tests, it has been found

that the draft gears are closed and the

maximum force developed between the cars

before car B moves any material distance.

Each of the cars moved 5.07 in. along the

track while in contact, or during the com-

plete draft gear cycle.

Velocity Curves

Fig. 80d shows the derived velocity

curves for the single gear run of the West-

inghouse D-3 gear at the closing speed.

The irregular dotted line shows the exact

first derivatives of the car-movement curves,

the first derivative being instantaneous ve-

locities. Any slight irregularity in the

car-movement curve becomes very appar-

ent in this differentiation. The curves for

the Westinghouse D-3 gears are unusually

smooth for its capacity.

.The impact velocity of car A in this run

was 3.93 feet per second (2.68 M.P.H.),

the velocity of car B at this instant being

zero. As the gears compressed, the ve-

locity of car A decreased and the velocity

of car B increased until at the instant of

maximum gear compression both cars were

of the same velocity, namely, 1.92 feet per

second. The result of the closing of this

gear, therefore, was to reduce the velocity

of car A from 3.93 feet per second to 1.92

feet per second.- The remainder of the

change in velocity of the two cars is due

to the recoil of the gear, the effect of the

recoil being to increase the velocity of car

B to 2.69 feet per second and to still further

reduce the velocity of car A to 1.08 feet

per second at parting.

The velocities represented by the irregu-

lar dotted lines are true representations of

the actual velocities of the side sills of the

cars with respect to a stationary point along

the track. It is not to be imderstood, how-

ever, that the entire masses of the cars fol-

lowed these velocity changes. Even though

well constructed, these cars, like all others,

are elastic and subject to more or less yield

and vibration of parts. The irregularities

in the velocity curves are accordingly due

largely to the local surging and vibrations

of the side sills. The frequency and am-

plitude of the irregularities are a direct

comparison of the results of the use of the

various gears upon the cars. Thus it will

be seen that with a spring draft gear, and

with some of the lower capacity friction

gears, the transfer of motion from one car

to the other is effected with practically no
disturbance of the car structure, the ve-

locity curves being relatively smooth. On
the other hand, with the higher capacity

gears, considerable vibrations are set up.

It is not to be expected that a gear func-

tioning up to, say, 4 miles per hour, will

give as smooth and regular a velocity curve

at its closing speed as one functioning only

to 2 miles per hour. The point of real in-

terest is to compare the relative smoothness
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of these curves from gears of the same ca-

pacities and at approximately the same im-

pact speed.

It is not possible to obtain a true velocity

record of an ordinary car from any one of

its parts. Local vibrations and surges oc-

cur in every particle of the car, even in

the center sills. It would be possible to

record the change in velocity of a car if it

were constructed of a solid block, as of

cast iron or cast steel, for in such a structure

the vibrations would be so small as to be

negligible. In such a test it should be pos-

sible to determine draft gear resistance to a

nicety. But because of the very fact that

with a cast iron car vibrations and elastic

yield are practically impossible, such an

outfit is unfit for the test. Compressing a

gear between two inelastic cars will not per-

mit the development of the very things,

viz., irregularity of gear action, that are

being searched for. For if the structure,

the inertia of which resists the compression

of the gear, is incapable of yielding and

vibrating, then the tendency of the gear to

produce and to follow such vibrations in

test action will be prevented, and any gear,

unless of the most erratic nature, will pro-

duce a smooth closure curve. This fact

makes it imperative that draft gears should

be tested upon actual cars so that if a gear

has a tendency to pinch and bind on com-

pression, it will be developed and dis-

covered.

It should be remembered that these car-

body vibrations are a product of the in-

dividual car and that each car will produce

its own variations in velocity curves, due

to the peculiarities of the particular car

construction. Further, these vibrations in

the velocity curves should not be inter-

preted as meaning that the side sills of the

cars vibrated through such distance. They

represent instantaneous changes in velocity

and the actual movement of the side sills

that occurred were very slight; in many in-

stances barely more than a tremble and

seldom more than y^ in. Mean velocity

curves, shown in full lines, have been es-

tablished from ths general trend of the

original car-movement curves, and these

represent, as closely as it is practical to ob-

tain, the true mean velocity of the entire

mass of the car. This mean velocity curve

is used throughout the remainder of the

cards for the determination of energy and

force.

An interesting point in connection with

the vibration of the cars was experienced

when first developing the instruments at

the Symington test plant. The first car-

movement curves attempted were exceed-

ingly irregular and showed a continuous

series of waves, even when using spring

draft gears at low impact speeds. These

waves were found to be due to the longi-

tudinal vibrations of the car body and

truck bolsters upon the truck springs.

Liners were applied between the truck bol-

sters and the bolster guides of the truck

side frames to prevent this vibratory move-

ment upon the springs, but at the same time

allowing vertical movement. The next suc-

ceeding runs were smooth. It is recognized

that in producing this artificial rigidity be-

tween bolsters and side frames, the action

of all the gears may have been very slightly

smoothed out. For the surging of the body

upon the truck springs might under some

circumstances be reflected in the action of

the gear.

The production of the velocity curves

from the car-movement curves, and espe-

cially the showing of all the variations, was

made possible by the use of a mechanical

differentiating machine devised and built

by Mr. Armin Elmendorf, formerly pro-

fessor at the University of Wisconsin, and

at present consulting engineer, with offices

at 819 Chamber of Commerce Building,

Chicago. Mr. Elmendorf has been promi-

nent in the art of mechanical differentiation,
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two of his papers on the subject appearing

in the Journal of the Franklin Institute for

January and February, 1918. The differ-

entiating machine is based on the principle

of similar triangles, a large triangle al-

ways being developed similar to a smaller

differential triangle. The angle of the lat-

ter being varied according to the tangent

of the car-movement curve causes a similar

change in the larger, or plotting triangle,

£md the instantaneous velocity is thus plot-

ted continuously and directly from the

original car-movement curves, and with a

much greater degree of accuracy than is

possible by laying off tangents. This same
instrument was also used to produce the

time-force curves directly from the velocity

curves. The instrument is invaluable for

determining mechanically the first deriva-

tive of any curve. A photographic repro-

duction of this instrument is shown in Fig.

57.

Energy Curves

The energy curves shown in Fig. 80g
have been produced by simple calculation

from the preceding velocity curves. These

energy values include not only the kinetic

energy represented by the direct movement
of the car as a whole, but also the energy

of rotation of the wheels and axles, which

in these cars amounts to an addition of

2.83 per cent to the ordinarily considered

energy of translation. The total kinetic

energy in one of these cars (143,000 lb.

gross weight) including the above rotative

energy, may be conveniently determined

by the formula 4918 V^, V being the car

velocity in miles per hour.

In this particular run (Westinghouse

D-3 single gear at closing speed) the kin-

etic energy of car A was reduced from

35,308 ft. lb. to 8,427 ft. lb. by the com-

pression of the gear, while at the same time

the kinetic energy of car B was increased

from zero to 8,427 ft. lb. The sum of the

kinetic energies of the cars at this instant,

(the instant of maximum draft gear com-

pression) amounted to 16,854 ft. lb., so

that the work done in compressing the draft

gear and the car structure, and in over-

coming rolling and grade resistance,

amounted to 18,454 ft. lb. This quantity

corresponds with the expression "work
done" as applied to drop testing of draft

gears. The dotted line beneath the line of

zero energy represents the instantaneous

value of work done at any instant during

draft gear compression up to the instant

of maximum draft gear closure.

The energy curves during the period of

draft gear release show the changes in

kinetic energy produced in the cars by the

recoil of the draft gear. In this particular

run the recoil increased the kinetic energy

of car A to 16,542 ft. lb. and reduced that

of car B to 2,666 ft. lb., so that at the in-

stant of parting the kinetic energy repre-

sented by the movement of the two cars

amounted to 19,208 ft. lb. The original

kinetic energy of car A being 35,308 ft.

lb., there was thus a total absorption in

this run of 16,100 ft. lb., this quantity

corresponding with the expression "work
absorbed" as applied to drop testing of

gears.

The greatest possible absorption that

could have taken place is always repre-

sented by the maximum ordinate to the

dotted curve beneath the line of zero en-

ergy, and this point always coincides with

the instant of maximum draft gear com-
pression. During the period of compres-

sion the sum of the kinetic energies of the

two cars is decreasing, a portion of it being

stored or absorbed by the draft gear. Dur-

ing the period of release the draft gear re-

turns more or less of this stored energy to

the cars so that the sum of the kinetic en-

ergies of the two cars is gradually increas-

ing during the period of release. The giv-

ing back of this energy is the measure of
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absorption of the gear. In a gear of 100
per cent absorption the dotted line would
be horizontal throughout the release per-

iod. In a perfect spring gear (no absorp-
tion) the dotted line would be directed up-
ward during this period, reaching the zero

line at the instant of parting.

result of this influence is separated from
true gear absorption.

Time-Force Curves

Fig. 80k shows the mean forces whicti

develop between the two cars due to draft

gear compression and release. The force is

Fig. 57

—

Mechanical Differentiating Machine

The maximum possible absorption of this

run, therefore, was not the full energy of

impact, 35,308 ft. lb., but 18,454 ft. lb.,

the work done in closing the gear; and as

the absorption amounted to 16,100 ft. lb.,

the percentage of gear absorption in this

run was 87.2 per cent. Some slight amount

of this absortion was due to car resistance.

In the tabulations (Figs. 62 and 64) the

plotted against time, and the curve thus

shows the building up of the force through-

out the period of compression, to a peak at

the point of maximum gear closure. Dur-

ing the release period the force falls off

suddenly in the case of a friction gear.

The portion of the time-force curve to

the left of the peak denotes mean draft gear
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compression forces while that to the right

denotes the forces of release.

In the absence of any more workable and
reliable method, the force has been ob-

tained by calculating the forces required

to produce the recorded changes of ve-

locity over a given period of time, using

the commonly understood laws of motion.

It is admitted that the force as determined

is deduced from its effect and has not been

directly measured. No means for directly

measuring a dynamic force has ever been

devised. Various methods of a more or less

refined nature have been employed to de-

ductively determine the force from one or

another of its results. Among the simplest

and most elementary of these methods is

the deduction of the force from the ac-

celeration of a moving body. The possi-

bility of error must be recognized in this

method of figuring. In fact, any effort to

compute a force from the result of the

force assumes a constancy and uniform

continuance over some accepted period of

time that is especially questionable in the

case of draft gear resistance. Such an as-

sumption does not recognize the probable

presence of a succession of higher forces

working through lesser periods of time

which would be capable of producing and

would produce the identical records as to

acceleration as a considerably lower force

working uninterruptedly over a longer per-

iod of time. It is unquestionable that in

many of the gears, probably in every case,

the sticking and irregularity of gear clos-

ure was accompanied by high forces which,

because of their very limited duration,

could not manifest themselves in the time-

displacement curves. Such forces would

produce a momentary penetration or over-

compression of the car sills, and the very

storing and release of this would in itself

smooth out the car-movement curves. The

mean or average forces and the ultimate

peak forces as deduced in these curves,

however, are substantially correct and it is

questionable whether after all the mean
force as depicted, or in other words the

force supplied over a long enough period

of time to produce penetration or to do the

work of rupture, is not the real damaging

factor. For the high force of but momen-

tary duration could possibly do little more

than to overcome the inertia of the contig-

uous particles of the sills to which the

force is first applied.

The time-force curves will assist in an

understanding of the fact that the force be-

tween colliding cars is not governed or in

any manner reduced by the action of a fric-

tion gear over a spring gear of the same

characteristics. Energy- absorption has in

itself no effect whatever upon the compres-

sion line. But its influence is immediately

apparent in the forces of release. For while

it requires high forces to overcome the fric-

tional resistance and to compress a friction

gear, the force immediately disappears

when the gear starts to release. This ac-

tion is clearly shown in the time-force

curves.

While the peaks of each of these time-

force curves show the maximum pressure

finally developed between the cars in the

particular run, these peaks are not to be

considered as the closing forces of the

gear. This force is usually higher than the

true ultimate resistance of the gear, due to

the fact that it is not possible to control

the car speeds delicately enough to just

close the gears and not over-close them. A
very slight over-solid speed will, in a

sturdily constructed gear, produce an im-

mediate increase in force, because of the

very small yield of the gear housing. In

the force-closure curves, which will be dis-

cussed hereafter, the true force at the very

point of gear closure is given and the re-

sults of any slight over-closure are elimi-

nated. It should not, however, be assumed

from the foregoing that the closing speeds
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as given for the various gears are only

roughly approximate, as they were in all

instances searched out by means of many
runs at close intervals around the closing

point. An over-solid velocity of even 0.05

M.P.H. will, with a rigid gear construction,

greatly increase the momentary peak of

this force curve.

Time-Closure Curves

Time-closure curves are developed for

each of the runs, Fig. 80n showing such a

curve for the single gear run for the West-

inghouse D-3 gear. Curve D in this figure

has been derived and erected from the

superimposed car-movement curves and

shows the full yield that took place be-

tween the cars, including draft gear com-

pression, center sill compression, and side

sill movement. This yield is plotted

against time. Curve C is obtained by sub-

tracting from Curve D the amount of the

center sill yield and side sill movement,

this having been determined from runs

made at low speeds when both cars were

equipped with solid steel blocks instead of

draft gears. Curve C therefore represents

the amount of and nature of the true draft

gear action, all other influences being elimi-

nated. Curve B was obtained from an en-

tirely different source, namely, from the

small drum carried by car B for recording

the action of the draft gear in that car (see

Figs. 49 and 50) . Curves C and B show a

remarkable coincidence for all of the gears,

incidentally forming a valuable check upon

the action of the entire set of recording in-

struments.

From the time-closure curve it will be

seen that the draft gear in this run actually

compressed 2.40 in., the diiference between

this figure and the nominal, travel of 2^ig

in. being due to a shortness of ^ in. in

the length of the draft gear pocket in car

B, the gear, in other words, being under

^ in. more compression than normal. In

general, throughout the tests, slight varia-

tions will be found between the gear travels

obtained in the car-impact tests and other

tests. Such differences are due to the in-

ability to adjust the gear to a nicety in the

rough draft gear pockets of the cars. The
actual point of gear closure was determined

in each instance by the shearing of one or

more lead records. The combined com-

pression of the center sills and yield of the

side sills of the two cars is represented by
the maximum distance between the lines C
and D, and in this particular instance

amounted to 0.13 in.

In the time-closure curve for the two

Westinghouse gears, Fig. 80q, curves B, C
and D are similar to curves B, C and D
respectively of Fig. 80n. In this case,

however, each car was equipped with a

draft gear and the curve B, drawn by the

draft gear of car B, shows the action of

that gear only. Curve A has therefore been

produced to show what the gear in car A
was doing at the same time, these two

curves when combined in the vertical scale

producing curve C of the same figure. It will

be seen that the two gears did not act in

an entirely uniform manner, but that occa-

sionally one of the gears would cease act-

ing for an instant while the other moved.

At other times both gears were acting.

This character of action occurred both on

compression and release, and was visible

to the eye when closely watching the move-

ment of the buffers.

Force-Closure Curves

In Fig. 80r is shown a force-closure

curve for the closing run of Westinghouse

D-3 gear (single gear run) . This curve is

produced directly from the time-force

curve, Fig. 80r, and the time-closure curve.

Fig. 80n, by the simple method of elimi-

nating the time element from both of these

curves and plotting the force directly

against gear closure. This diagram cor-
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responds with the ordinary static card ex-

cept that it represents the dynamic action

of the gear. All of the force-closure dia-

grams are drawn to the same scale as the

static test diagrams, so that the dynamic

and static force-closure cards may be di-

rectly compared for the same gears. For

example, this dynamic card. Fig. 80r,

should be compared with the static caird

shown in Fig. 18 for the identical gear

(test gear No. 2).

These curves provide a valuable check

upon the fact of complete gear closure. In

this particular run a peak force of 207,000

lb. was finally developed between the cars,

but from the force-closure curve. Fig. 80r,

it will be seen that the peak was reached

when the gear was slightly over-solid and

that the true solid point of the gear was at

a load of 170,000 lb. This latter should

therefore be taken as the ultimate dynamic

resistance of this particular gear and is

the true comparati.e measure of the load

imposed upon the car sills at the instant of

gear closure. In all cases a gear was not

considered fully closed until one or more

lead wires were sheared,following the usual

practice as in drop testing; hence in almost

every instance a very slight over-solid

speed resulted from this effort to credit

each gear with its full value. It requires

but a very slight impact directly upon the

gear barrel or housing to produce a high

force peak, especially in a sturdily con-

structed gear.

The amount of work done and work

absorbed may be figured from this card in

the same manner as from the ordinary

static card, these figures being given in

later tabulations. In the double gear runs.

Fig. 80t, the two gears did not do equal

amounts of work, as can be seen from the

superimposed work diagrams.

Solid Buffer Runs

The collision of two cars must always

result in more or less penetration or yield

of the car structures, the amount of the

yield being dependent upon the sturdiness

of the cars. In the car-impact tests the car-

movement curves are obtained from the

side sills of the cars. The records, there-

fore, are for the movements of the side sills

with respect to a fixed point along the

track (the datum lines on the drums) . The
records accordingly do not represent the

true and exact movements of the entire

masses of the cars, but include the vibra-

tions and relative movements of the side

sills with respect to the center sills. In

order to ascertain the yield of the Syming-

ton test cars under different forces a series

of runs was made with both cars equipped

with solid steel blocks, 24 sq. in. cross sec-

tional area, instead of draft gears. These

were made at approximate impact speeds

of 1/4, 1/2, %, 1, 11/2, 2, 21/2 and 3 miles

per hour.

Special arrangements were made to ob-

tain independent records of the yield of the

center sills and the whip of the side sills.

Certain fundamental data have been set up

from these runs as to the yield of the cen-

ter sills, the whip of the side sills, and the

forces between cars with no draft gears, or

the forces that should be expected from

over-solid velocities with any gear, pro-

vided it is as strong a column as the D
coupler. These runs also give information

in regard to work done and work absorbed

by the car bodies and the lading. The
records from the runs at approximate

speeds of 1 M.P.H. and 2 M.P.H., together

with the derived curves, are reproduced in

Fig. 58. These curves, while appearing

very small in comparison with the later

curves made with draft gears in the cars,

are reproduced to the same scale as the lat-

ter and are directly comparable as to mag-
nitude.

The exact impact velocity in the first of

these runs was 1.06 M.P.H., and 1.95
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M.P.H. in the second. The period of con-

tact was very short, the entire cycle being

but 0.057 seconds in the first run and 0.063

seconds in the latter run. In the first run

the cars were in contact for 0.53 inches

and for 1.09 inches in the second run. In

the first run the maximum force was

reached when car B had moved but ^ in.

and in the second run when it had moved
but % in.

In the matter of energy absorption, in

run No. 1 there was a possible absorption

of 2764 ft. lb. and an actual absorption of

1775 ft. lb., or 64.2 per cent. In run No.

2 the possible absorption was 9357 ft. lb.

and the actual absorption 7607 ft. lb., or

82.5 per cent.

The curves, Figs. 59 and 60, have been

plotted from the results of these runs. The

first of these. Fig. 59, shows the combined

yield of the two car bodies at various

speeds of impact. The second, Fig. 60,

shows the force developed between the cars

at various speeds. These curves form the

basis for the general deductions made for

the influence of the car bodies throughout

the tests. It should be remembered that

these definite results are for the two par-

ticular cars only, but it is believed that

they are indicative of the performance of

modem cars generally. Incidentally, this

force-curve has been compared with a sim-

ilar curve produced in an entirely different

manner by Col. B. W. Dunn, Chief of the

Bureau of Explosives, the two curves show-

ing a remarkable coincidence. The yield

of the car bodies and the whip of the side

sills as determined in these runs form the

basis for the corresponding corrections in

the succeeding time-closure curves of the

draft gears.
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Curves from Solid Buffer Runs
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FORCE BETWEEN TEST CARS,
INHENCOIL/D/NG, WfTHOUTDRAFT GEARS.



DISCUSSION OF GEARS IN CAR-IMPACT TESTS

As the first measure of a draft gear is its

capacity, or reduced to terms of practice,

the impact speed at which it will close, the

performance of the several gears in the car-

impact tests will be discussed in the order
of the closing speeds of the test gears. The
later tabulations also are arranged in this

order.

National H-1

Gear No. 29 in Car B
Gear No. 30, or Solid Buffer, in Car A

These gears showed the highest capacity,

both in the drop test and in the car-impact

tests of any of the gears, and their action

was good, considering the high closing

speed. While the velocity curves show
many slight irregularities, yet there were

no violent disturbances. The closing run

was at a velocity of 5.07 M.P.H., represent-

ing almost eight times the energy of the

closing run of the spring gear, and more
than one and one-half times the energy of

a run at 4 M.P.H., hence trembling of the

car sides is to be expected. The gear ac-

tion itself was not so smooth in the closing

speed run, but the amount of gear action

and the smoothness of car action at 1

M.P.H. with two of these gears is surpris-

ing. The two test gears went solid at an

impact velocity of 5.07 M.P.H. and the

single gear at 3.95 M.P.H. At 1.14 M.P.H.,

with two gears, the combined gear closure

was 1.25 in. In the final run the average

work done per gear was 27,184 ft. lb., and

the average work absorbed 20,750 ft. lb.,

or a gear absorption of 76 per cent. The

total energy loss in the run from all causes

was 51,461 ft. lb., or 41 per cefit of the

original kinetic energy of the striking car.

In this connection it should be noted that

if the gears themselves were of 100 per

cent absorption efficiency, the percentage of

energy loss in the run from gear absorp-

tion could not amount to more than 50 per
cent of the original kinetic energy of car

A. The gears were slightly over-solid, as

can be seen from the force-closure curves,

the force peak reaching 820,000 lb. in the

run, whereas gear No. 29 closed at 390,000
lb. and No. 30 at 550,000 lb. In all gears

the closing point was determined by the

shearing of lead wires and the regular

practice was to just slightly exceed the

capacity rather than to credit a gear with a

reduced closing speed. But it should not

be assumed that the run was far beyond the

capacity of the gear, as in a sturdy gear

such as the H-1 a slight excess of energy

delivered directly to the gear as a column
will at once produce a high force peak.

Based upon the average drop test value of

this type of gear, a closing speed of 5.09

M.P.H. with 143,000 lb. cars may be ex-

pected from two average commercial gears

of this type, with a closing force of

466,000 lb.

Sessions Type K
Gear No. 11 in Car B

Gear No. 12, or Solid Buffer, in Car A

The action of these gears in the car-im-

pact tests was not satisfactory. The gears

closed in an irregular manner and the car

movement curves are the roughest and most

irregular obtained in, the tests, indicating

violent disturbance of the car and lading.

The spring barfels of both gears scaled

during the test and all of the springs had

been solid. The two test gears closed at

4.37 M.P.H. and the single gear at 3.81

M.P.H. At 1.12 M.P.H, with two gears,

the combined gear closure was 1.07 in.,

showing a satisfactory cushioning at this

— Ill —
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speed. In the final run the average work

done per gear was 19,367 ft. lb., and the

average work absorbed 16,375 ft. lb., or a

gear absorption of 84% per cent. The

total energy loss in the run from all causes

was 43,040 ft. lb., or 45 per cent of the

original kinetic energy of the striking car.

The gears were slightly over-solid, the

force peak in the run reaching 400,000 lb.,

while gear No. 11 closed at 260,000 lb. and

gear No. 12 at 165,000 lb. Based upon the

average drop test value of this type of gear,

a closing speed of 4.33 M.P.H. with 143,-

000 lb. cars, may be expected from two

average commercial gears of this type, with

a closing force of 210,000 lb.

The velocity curves of this gear being

especially irregular, it may be worth while

to repeat here a previous notation regard-

ing the mean velocity curves. After fol-

lowing all the minute variations in the car

movement curves with the mechanical dif-

ferentiater and producing the irregular

dotted curves, a second differentiation was

made, following the trend of the car-move-

ment curves rather than the local varia-

tions. The mean velocity curves were estab-

lished by this method.

It is especially noticeable that the Ses-

sions K gear, which in the drop test shows

considerably less capacity than the Ses-

sions Jumbo (18.8 in. Sessions K, 28.1 in.

Sessions Jumbo), required an impact

velocity of 4.40 M.P.H. to close two gears,

whereas two Jumbo gears, to be discussed

later, required a speed of but 4.22 M.P.H.

Miner A-18-S

Gear No. 23 in Car B
Gear No. 24, or Solid Buffer, in Car A

These gears showed high capacity in the

car-impact tests. The car-movement curves

show some irregularities and the derived

velocity curves, while not smooth, are good

for a run of this high speed. The gear ac-

tion was good except when nearly closed.

where some pulsations occurred. The two

gears did not work uniformly, one being

almost closed before the other had com-

pressed more than % in. This does not

mean that at any time there was a lack of

cushioning between the cars, as either one

or the other of the two gears was yielding

at all points of the gear cycle. Such alter-

nating action between the two gears is

typical of friction draft gears. Likewise

on the release, the gears operated alter-

nately but positively. The two test gears

went solid at an impact velocity of 4.46

M.P.H. and the single gear at 3.57 M.P.H.

At 1.06 M.P.H. with two gears the com-

bined gear closure was 0.64 in. In the

final run the average work done per gear

was 18,717 ft. lb. and the average work

absorbed 13,334 ft. lb., or a gear absorp-

tion of 71 per cent. The total loss in the

run from all causes was 40,990 ft lb., or

42 per cent of the original kinetic energy

of the striking car. The gears were slightly

over-solid, as can be seen from the force-

closure curves, the force peak reaching

640,000 lb. in the run, whereas gear No.

23 closed at 390,000 lb. and gear No. 24 at

390,000 lb. Based upon the average drop

test value of this type of gear, a closing

speed of 4.33 M.P.H. with 143,000 lb. cars

may be expected from two average com-

mercial gears of this type, with a closing

force of 368,000 lb.

Westinghouse NA-1

Gear No. 7 in Car B
Gear No. 8, or Soud Buffer, in Car A

The Westinghouse type NA-1 gears in

the car-impact tests were highly satisfac-

tory. Both the gear action and the car

action were especially smooth, although

the two gfears did not act together either on

compression or release. The velocity curves

show the least disturbance of cars and lad-

ing found in any gear, except in the case
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of a few of the very low capacity ones. The
two test gears went solid at an impact
velocity of 4.16 M.P.H. and the single gear

at 3.06 M.P.H. At 0.96 M.P.H, with two
gears, the combined gear closure was 1.62

in. In the final run the average work done
per gear was 19,167 ft. lb. and the average

work absorbed 16,717 ft. lb., or a gear

absorption of 87 per cent. The total

energy loss in the run from all causes was
39,370 ft. lb., or 46 per cent of the orig-

inal kinetic energy of the striking car. The
gears were slightly over-solid, as can be

seen from the force-closure curves, the

force peak reaching 500,000 lb. in the run,

whereas gear No. 7 closed at 158,000 lb.

and No. 8 at 187,000 lb. The curves made
with this gear, which has 3 in. travel, show
clearly the value of increased length of

draft gear travel. Based upon the average

drop test value of this type of gear, a clos-

ing speed of 4.24 M.P.H. with 143,000 lb.

cars may be expected from two average

commercial gears of this type, with a clos-

ing force of 179,000 lb.

National M-1

Gear No. 32 in Car B

Gear No. 33, or Solid Buffer, in Car A

These gears in the car-impact tests

showed rather irregular gear action. The
car-movement curves, however, are not bad

considering the speed of the run, and the

velocity curves do not indicate a violent

disturbance of the cars. The two test gears

went solid at an impact velocity of 4.26

M.P.H. and the single gear at 3.08 M.P.H.

At 1.06 M.P.H., with two gears, the com-

bined gear closure was 1.10 in. In the

final run the average work done per gear

was 20,000 ft. lb., and the average work

absorbed 16,784 ft. lb., or a gear absorp-

tion of 84 per cent. The total energy loss

in the run from all causes was 40,312 ft.

lb., or 45 per cent of the original kinetic

energy of the striking car. The gears were

slightly over-solid, as can be seen from the

force-closure curves, the force peak reach-

ing 580,000 lb. in the run, whereas gear

No. 32 closed at 400,000 lb. and No. 33 at

218,000 lb. Based upon the average drop

test value of this type of gear, a closing

speed of 4.22 M.P.H. with 143,000 lb. cars

may be expected from two average com-

mercial gears, with a closing force of 303,-

000 lb.

Sessions Jumbo

Gear No. 14 in Car B

Gear No. 15, or Solid Buffer, in Car A

This gear made a much better showing

in the car-impact tests than the previous

Sessions K gear. In fact, for a gear of its

capacity, its action is not unsatisfactory.

This gear again demonstrates the value of

longer gear travel. The two test gears

closed at 4.30 M.P.H. and the single gear

at 3.26 M.P.H. At 1.02 M.P.H., with two

gears, the combined gear closure was 1.14

in. In the final run, with two gears, the

average work done per gear was 19,025 ft.

lb., and the average work absorbed 14,317

ft. lb., or a gear absorption of 75 per cent.

The total energy loss in the run from all

causes was 35,660 ft. lb., or 39 per cent of

the original kinetic energy of the striking

car. The gears were slightly over-solid,

the force peak in the run reaching 465,000

lb., while gear No. 14 closed at 137,000 lb.

and gear No. 15 at 250,000 lb. Based upon
the average drop test value of this type of

gear, a closing speed of 4.22 M.P.H. with

143,000 lb. cars may be expected from two

average commercial gears, with a closing

force of 186,000 lb. The relationship be-

tween the drop tests and the car-impact

tests of this gear is much closer than in the

Sessions Type K.
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National M-4

Gear No. 35 in Car B
Gear No. 36, or Solid Buffer, in Car A

The M-4 gear is the smoothest acting and

most regular of the National gears, and

also shows the highest percentage of ab-

sorption. It also shows the lowest ultimate

resistance. The individual gears did not

work together, but the car-movement curves

and the velocity\curves, considering the

impact velocity, arfe satisfactory. The two

test gears went solid\at an impact velocity

of 4.12 M.P.H., and the single gear at 3.88

M.P.H. At 1.06 M.P.H., with two gears,

the combined gear closure was 1.10 in. In

the final run the average work done per

gear was 18,467 ft. lb., and the average

wbrk absorbed 15,817 ft. lb., or a gear

absorption of 86 per cent. The total energy

loss in the run from all causes was 38,670

ft. lb., or 46 per cent of the original kinetic

energy of the striking car. The gears were

slightly over-solid, as can be seen from the

force-closure curves, the force peak reach-

ing 360,000 lb. in the run, whereas gear

No. 35 closed at 159,000 lb. and No. 36 at

138,000 lb. Based upon the average drop

test value of this type of gear, a closing

speed of 4.03 M.P.H. with 143,000 lb. cars

may be expected from two average com-

mercial gears, with a closing force of 143,-

000 lb.

Cardwell G-18-A

Gear No. 20 in Car B

Gear No. 21, or Solid Buffer, in Car A

The action of these gears in the car-im-

pact tests was satisfactory. The gear is of

3]^ in. travel and this is apparent in length

of gear cycle and track movement of cars

during the gear cycle. The G-18-A gears

have less initial compression thantheG-25-A

gears, and this is reflected in the greater

yield of the two gears in the runs at ap-

proximately 1 M.P.H. The two test gears

went solid at an impact velocity of 3.85

M.P.H. and the single gear at 2.79 M.P.H.

At 1.10 M.P.H., with two gears, the com-

bined gear closure was 1.32 in. In the

final run the average work done per gear

was 17,117 ft. lb., and the average work

absorbed 15,575 ft. lb., or a gear absorp-

tion of 91 per cent. The total energy loss

in the run from all causes was 35,476 ft.

lb., or 49 per cent of the original kinetic

energy of the striking car. The gears were

slightly over-solid, as can be seen from the

force-closure curves, the force peak reach-

ing 295,000 lb. in the run, whereas gear

No. 20 closed at 110,000 lb. and No. 21 at

186,000 lb. Based upon the average drop

test value of this type of gear a closing

speed of 3.89 M.P.H. with 143,000 lb. cars

may be expected from two average com-

mercial gears, with a closing force of 214,-

000 lb.

Cardwell G-25-A

Gear No. 17 in Car B

Gear No. 18, or Solid Buffer, in Car A

The test gears of this type were, as here-

tofore explained, of higher capacity than

commercial gears of the same tjrpe pre-

viously tested. Consequently it required a

higher impact velocity (4.05 M.P.H.) to

close the two test gears than is to be ex-

pected from the average product. But even

though of abnormal capacity the Cardwell

test gears showed smooth action both as to

gears and cars. In fact, for its capacity, it

stands in this respect as one of the most

satisfactory of the gears. It is not to be

expected that any gear of higher capacity

will give the ease of car movement and the

smoothness of gear action shown by spring

gear with and at its lower capacity. But

when a friction gear with a closing capacity

of 4 M.P.H. and of 2% in. travel or less

shows reasonably smooth velocity curves in
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these tests, it may be accepted as a satis-

factory gear so far as the service perform-

ances of the new gear is concerned. The
single test gear went solid at 2.97 M.P.H.

At 0.92 M.P.H. the combined travel of the

two gears was 0.60 in., reflecting the high

initial compression of these gears. In the

final run the average work done per gear

was 17,917 ft. lb., and the average work

absorbed 15,534 ft. lb., or a gear absorp-

tion of 87 per cent. The total energy loss

in this run from all causes was 38,190 ft.

lb., or 47 per cent of the original kinetic

energy of the striking car. These gears in

the run at 4.05 M.P.H. were slightly over-

solid. The force peak reached in the run

was 368,000 lb., whereas gear No. 17 went

solid at 295,000 lb. and gear No. 18 at

315,000 lb. Based upon the average drop

test value of this type of gear, a closing

speed of 3.86 M.P.H. (143,000 lb. cars)

may be expected from two average com-

mercial gears, with a closing force of 277,-

000 lb.

Westinghouse D-3

Gear No. 2 in Car B

Gear No. 3, or Solid Buffer, in Car A

In all the runs the Westinghouse D-3

gear showed smooth and regular gear ac-

tion and a noticeable absence of shock to

cars and lading. The two gears closed at

3.65 M.P.H., and the single gear at 2.68

M.P.H. At 1.13 M.P.H., with two gears,

the combined gear closure was 2.44 in., re-

flecting the easy initial movement of this

gear. The draft gear action, while slightly

variable between the two gears in the

double gear runs, is exceptionally good.

The velocity curves are good for a friction

gear of this capacity. In the final run the

average work done per gear was 14,667 ft.

lb., and the average work absorbed 12,167

ft. lb., or a gear absorption of 83 per cent.

The total energy loss in this run from all

causes was 29,864 ft. lb., or 46 per cent of

the original kinetic energy of the striking

car. The final run was just slightly over-

solid, as can be seen from the force-closure

diagram. The peak of the force curve

reached 285,000 lb., gear No. 2 closing at

195,000 lb. and gear No. 3 at 240,000 lb.

Based upon the average drop test value of

this type of gear a closing speed of 3.59

M.P.H. (143,000 lb. cars) may be expected

from two average commercial gejirs, with a

closing force of 210,000 lb.

Gould 175

Gear No. 41 in Car B
Gear No. 42, or Solid Buffer, in Car A

The Gould gears showed smooth action,

but high recoil. The two test gears closed

at 3.56 M.P.H. and the single gear at 2.72

M.P.H. At 0.96 M.P.H., with two gears,

the combined gear closure was 1.63 in.

The velocity curves, while not bad, are yet

more irregular than other gears of equal

capacity. In the final run the average work

done per gear was 13,767 ft. lb., and the

average work absorbed 10,100 ft. lb., or a

gear absorption of 73 per cent. The total

energy loss in this run from all causes was

24,523 ft. lb., or 39 per cent of the original

kinetic energy of the striking car. These

gears also were slightly over-solid, the

force peak in the run reaching 405,000 lb.

;

gear No. 41 closed at 260,000 lb. and gear

No. 42 at 230,000 lb. Based upon the aver-

age drop test value of this type of gear, a

closing speed of 3.59 M.P.H. with 143,000

lb. cars may be expected from two average

commercial gears, with a closing force of

249,000 lb.

Murray H-25

Gear No. 38 in Car B
Gear No. 39, or Soud Buffer, in Car A

In the car-impact tests, as in all the tests

of the full program, the Murray gear
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showed exceptionally smooth and regular

action. The car movement curves and

velocity curves are among the best, consid-

ering the speed of impact, and indicate that

there was no violent disturbance of the cars

and lading. The two test gears closed at a

speed of 3.45 M.P.H. with the 143,000 lb.

cars, and the single gear at 2.76 M.P.H. At

0.98 M.P.H. the combined travel of two

gears wag 0.92 in., reflecting the higher

initial resistance of this gear. In the final

run the average work done per gear was

13,900 ft. lb., and the average work ab-

sorbed 11,584 ft. lb., or a gear absorption

of 83 per cent. The total energy loss in

this run from all causes was 27,730 ft. lb.,

or 47 per cent of the original kinetic energy

of the striking car. The gears were slightly

over-closed, the force of impact finally

reaching a peak of 315,000 lb., gear No. 38

closing at 210,000 lb. and gear No. 39 at

130,000 lb. Based upon the average drop

test value of this type of gear, a closing

speed of 3.52 M.P.H. (143,000 lb. cars)

may be expected from two average com-

mercial gears, with a closing force of

227,000 lb.

Christy

Gear No. 52 in Car B

Gear No. 53, or Solid Buffer, in Car A

This gear, closing at a comparatively

low speed, produced irregular and erratic

gear closure curves and unsatisfactory car-

movement curves. Even the low speed runs

were not smooth and regular as in most

gears. The velocity curves indicate a vio-

lent disturbance of the cars. The two test

gears went solid at an impact velocity of

3.73 M.P.H. and the single gear at 3.56

M.P.H. At 1.06 M.P.H., with two gears,

the combined gear closure was 0.84 in. In

the final run the average work done per

gear was 12,934 ft. lb., and the average

work absorbed 10,909 ft. lb., or a gear

absorption of 84 per cent. The total energy

loss in the run from all causes was 32,026

ft. lb., or 47 per cent of the original kinetic

energy of the striking car. The gears were

slightly over-solid, as can be seen from the

force-closure curves, the force peak reach-

ing 370,000 lb. in the run, whereas gear

No. 52 closed at 194,000 lb. and No. 53 at

150,000 lb. Based upon the average drop

test value of this type of gear, a closing

speed of 3.50 M.P.H. with 143,000 lb. cars

may be expected from two average com-

mercial gears, with a closing force of

151,000 lb.

Miner A-2-S

Gear No. 26 in Car B
Gear No. 27, or Solid Buffer, in Car A
The Miner A-2-S gear showed good ac-

tion but rather low capacity in the car-

impact tests. Both the car action and gear

action were especially smooth and among
the most satisfactory in the tests. It is

noticeable that in the final run with two
gears, the gear in car K closed entirely be-

fore the gear in car B began to compress.
The two test gears went solid at an impact
velocity of 3.21 M.P.H. and the single gear
at 2.47 M.P.H. At 1.07 M.P.H., with two
gears, the combined gear closure, was 0.81

in., reflecting the high initial resistance of
these gears. In the final run the average
work done per gear was 10,025 ft. lb. and
the average work absorbed 8,417 ft. lb., or
a gear absorption of 84 per cent. The total

energy loss in the run from all causes was
24,754 ft. lb., or 49 per cent of the original

kinetic energy of the striking car. The
gears were slightly over-solid, as can be
seen from the force-closure curves, the

force peak reaching 525,000 lb. in the run,

whereas gear No. 26 closed at 105,000 lb.

and No. 27 at 68,000 lb. This high force

peak, at a very slight excess of energy, re-

flects the sturdy nature of the barrel of this

gear when called upon to function as a
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column in over-solid blows. Based upon
the average drop test value of this type of

gear, a closing speed of 3.26 M.P.H. with

143,000 lb. cars may be expected from two
average commercial gears, with a closing

force of 89,000 lb.

Waugh Plate Type

Gear No. 49 in Car B
Gear No. 50, or Solid Buffer, in Car A
The Waugh gear showed excellent re-

sults in the car-impact tests, although its

capacity is limited. The ease with which

the standing car is set in motion, considered

alone, must commend this gear. Even
though showing a high ultimate force, the

regularity with which the force is built up
eases off the blow and prevents severe

shocks and vibrations. The curves show,

however, that the action is almost entirely

spring action, the absorption being low.

The two test gears went solid at an impact

velocity of 3.02 M.P.H. and the final run of

the single gear was at 1.94 M.P.H. The

records from this run show, however, that

the single gear was not solid at this speed

and that the gear should have been given

an impact at 2.20 M.P.H. to fully close the

one gear. At 1.06 M.P.H., with two gears,

the combined gear closure was 2.34 in.,

showing a very high yield at this low speed.

In the final run the average work done per

gear was 9,100 ft. lb., and the average work

absorbed 4,117 ft. lb., or a gear absorption

of 45 per cent. The total energy loss in the

run from all causes was 10,818 ft. lb., or 24

per cent of the original kinetic energy of

the striking car. The gears were just closed,

as can be seen from the vertical direction

of the force-closure curves. The force peak

reached 335,000 lb. in the run, and gear

No. 49 closed at this point. Gear No. 50

closed at 285,000 lb. Based upon the aver-

age drop test value of this type of gear, a

closing speed of 2.98 M.P.H. with 143,000

lb. cars may be expected from two average

commercial gears, with a closing force of

302,000 lb.

Bradford K
Gear No. 46 in Car B

Gear No. 47, or Solid Buffer, in Car A
This gear in the car-impact tests showed

the same unsatisfactory conditions as to the

development of the design as in the pre-

vious laboratory tests. The springs went

solid before the housing came together,

thus setting up abnormal wedging forces

and high ultimate resistance. One of the

rockers cracked during these tests. The
gears were of low capacity, the curves

showing almost entirely spring action with

but little friction. This can be readily seen

by comparing the compression and release

periods of the gear cycle, which are almost

equal. The two test gears went solid at £in

impact velocity of 2.78 M.P.H. and the

single gear at 2.04 M.P.H. At 1.12 M.P.H.,

with two gears, the combined gear closure

was 2.67 in., this being the maximum yield

obtained from any of the gears in the low

speed run. In the final run the average

work done per gear was 6,833 ft. lb., and

the average work absorbed 2,150 ft. lb., or

a gear absorption of 31 per cent. The total

energy loss in the run from all causes was

9,835 ft. lb., or 26 per cent of the original

kinetic energy of the striking car. While

the heads never came together, the gears

were slightly, over-solid on the springs, the

force peak reaching 340,000 lb. in the run,

whereas gear No. 46 closed at 270,000 lb.

and No. 47 at 220,000 lb. In view of the

defective design of this gear it is hardly

proper to set values to be expected from

the commercial gears from these test re-

sults. But following the same methods

used for grading all other gears, namely,

based upon the average drop test value

found for this type of gear, a closing speed
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of 2.87 M.P.H. with 143,000 lb. cars may
be expected from two average commercial

gears, with a closing force of 252,000 lb.

Harvey Springs

Gear No. 55 in Car B

Gear No. 56, or Solid Buffer, in Car A

Two 8 in. X 8 in. Harvey springs,

throughout the tests, constituted one gear

unit, and in the car-impact tests these

springs were applied in twin fashion, one

above the other, with a horizontal yoke.

The gear action was reasonably smooth,

but it is noticeable that most of the yield

of the springs had taken place at 1 M.P.H.

The car-impact tests of these springs show

the same character of compression line as

found in the static test and the gear absorp-

tion shows furthermore that the high force

is the result of friction. The two gears

went solid, or reached the previously de-

termined statically solid point of travel, at

an impact velocity of 2.33 M.P.H. and the

single gear at 1.97 M.P.H. At 1.02

M.P.H., with two gears, the combined gear

closure was 2.62 in. In the final run the

average work done per gear was 4,992 ft.

lb., and the average work absorbed 2,709

ft. lb., or a gear absorption of 54 per cent.

The total energy loss in the run from all

causes was 8,074 ft. lb., or 30 per cent of

the original kinetic energy of the striking

car. The gears at this run had reached a

solid condition, as can be seen from the

vertical trend of the force-closure curves,

and also from the increasing roughness of

the car-movement curves and the irregu-

larities at the top of the time-closure

curves. The force peak reached 490,000

lb. in the run, whereas gear No. 55 closed

at 245,000 lb', and No. 56 at 300,000 lb.

Based upon the average drop test value of

this type of gear, a closing speed of 2.27

M.P.H. with 143,000 lb. cars may be ex-

pected from two commercial gears, with a

closing force of 259,000 lb.

Class G Coil Springs

Gear No. 58 in Car B
Gear No. 59, or Solid Buffer, in Car A
Two Class G springs, throughout the

tests, constituted one gear unit, and in the

car-impact tests the springs were applied in

twin fashion, one above the other, with a

horizontal yoke. The coils were not pro-

tected from going solid. The curves ob-

tained from these springs represent the best

action obtained, both as to gear action

and smooth and gradual movement of the

cars. From the velocity curves it will be

seen that the cars were eased off with no
vibrations or disturbance whatsoever. The
capacity, however, is extremely limited and

the spring recoil almost 100 per cent. It is

of especial interest to note that car A came
to rest by the time the cars parted, and that

car B, at parting, had almost the initial

velocity of car A, this indicating practi-

cally total recoil of energy. Another point

of interest, and also reflecting the absence

of gear absorption, is that the time of draft

gear release is practically the same as that

of draft gear compression. In fact, if the

car-movement curve of car A is reversed

and laid upon that of car B the two curves

will be found to almost coincide.

The two test gears went solid at an im-

pact velocity of 1.84 M.P.H. and the single

gear at 1.45 M.P.H. At 1.07 M.P.H., with

two gears, the combined gear closure was
2.00 in. In the final run the average work
done per gear was 4,117 ft. lb., and the

average work absorbed 450 ft. lb., or a

gear absorption of 11 per cent. The total

energy loss in the rtm from all causes was
2,205 ft. lb., or 13 per cent of the original

kinetic energy of the striking car. The
gears were just solid, as can be seen from
the force-closure curves, the force peak
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reaching 78,000 lb. in the run, whereas

both gears closed at 60,000 lb. Based upon

the average drop test value of this type of

gear, a closing speed of 1.87 M.P.H. with

143,000 lb. cars may be expected from the

use of two Class G springs per car, with a

closing force of 62,000 lb.

The spring gears were the final ones in

the car-impact tests, the Westinghouse D-3

being the first. The excellence of both sets

of runs is a check upon the uniform condi-

tion of the cars and the instruments

throughout the full series of tests.

Summary of Car-Impact Tests

It will be understood that the car-impact

tests were made upon two gears only of

each type. The table. Fig. 61, shows in

Columns 3 and 4 the drop test values of

the two test gears used for this purpose and

of two average commercial gears respec-

tively. In Columns 5 and 6 are then given

the closing speeds of the two test gears and

the closing speed that may be expected

from two commercial gears. This latter

quantity is based upon the relative drop

test values of the test gears and the com-

mercial gears. The three general tabula-

tions, Figs. 62, 63 and 64, have been pre-

pared to summarize the actual performance

of the test gears in the car-impact tests. In

these tabulations the gears appear in the

order of the closing speeds of the com-

mercial gears and have been classified ac-

cording to closing speeds. In studying the

performance of the car and the action of

the gears there is but little interest in com-

paring a low speed gear with a high speed

gear. The interest lies in comparing the

action of and the results from the use of

gears of different types and of approxi-

mately equal capacities. The gears have

accordingly been grouped in these and suc-

ceeding tables into four classes, as follows

:

Class 1: Gears closing at 5 M.P.H. and over.

National Type H-1.

Class 2: Gears closing at from 4 to 5 M.P.H.

Sessions Type K.

Miner Type A-18-S.

Westinghouse Type NA-1.

National Type M-1.

Sessions Jumbo.

National Type M-4.

Class 3: Gears closing at from 3 to 4 M.P.H.

Cardwell Type G-18-A.

Cardwell Type G-25-A.

Westinghouse Type D-3.

Gould Type 175.

Christy.

Miner Type A-2-S.

Class 4: Gears closing at less than 3 M.P.H.

Waugh Plate.

Bradford Type K.

Harvey, two 8 in. x 8 in. springs,

Coil Springs, two 8 in x 8 in.,

Class G.

In the above classification of gears it

will be noticed that while the Cardwell

G-25-A test gears actually closed at 4.05

M.P.H., yet from the table. Fig. 61, it will

be seen that the average commercial gears

of this type properly fall in Class 3, and

this gear has accordingly been entered in

this class in the general tabulations. Like-

wise the test gears of the Waugh type ac-

tually required 3.02 M.P.H. to close them,

but from the average commercial gear this

type belongs in Class 4. Asterisks (*)

have been placed opposite these gears in

.the tables because of this fact.

The table. Fig. 62, gives the results of

the car-impact tests at the closing speed

runs, using a test gear in each car; that of

Fig. 63 the results at impact velocities of

approximately 1 M.P.H. with a test gear in

each car; and that of Fig. 64 the results at

the closing speed runs with a test gear in

car B only, car A being equipped with a

solid steel block instead of a draft gear.

These tables need no especial explanation
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except that it will again be stated that the

results as tabulated are for test gears. The

comparative action of average commercial

gears, from which gear ratings should be

deduced, are shown in a later table. Fig. 67.

One of the most noticeable facts brought

out by the general action of the gears in

the car-impact tests is that draft gears are

closed and the maximum force is delivered

to the cars before the standing car (car B)

has moved any material distance along the

track. The maximum distance car B had

moved in any of the tests at the instant of

maximum force was with the Sessions

Jumbo gear, and amounted to 1.59 in.

From this it decreased to 0.43 in. with the

Harvey springs. This shows that the force

between colliding cars is substantially the

same, whether the struck car be standing

alone or at the head of a draft of cars, as

in classification yards. Furthermore, it

shows that the force of impact does not

extend throughout the sills from end to

end, in a horizontal line, but that it is di-

vided into many components, the average

of which must be directed toward the cen-

ter of gravity of the entire mass, and that

it gradually decreases in magnitude, due to

the fact that each increment of the load re-

sists the force in proportion to its own
inertia. As a further demonstration of

this, a run was made with a test gear in car

B only. At an impact speed of 1.98 M.P.H.

the gear closed 1% in. All of the wheels

of the standing car (car B) were then

blocked, and the run repeated, car A being

released from the same station. In this

run the impact speed was 2.02 M.P.H. and

the draft gear closed 1^ in., or just ^ in.

more than in the preceding run when car

B was free to move off. In the second run

the wheels of car B slid 1% in. along the

track.

A point of some interest is with respect

to the position of the gears in the cars;

whether the gear in the striking car or the

standing car tends to close first. A number

of double gear runs were made, changing

the gears from one car to the other. A
number of single gear runs were also made,

using a test gear in car B, with the solid

buffer in car A, and then placing the same

gear in car A and applying the solid buffer

to car B. No difference in gear action

occurred from these manipulations, and

the tests showed conclusively that the loca-

tion of the gear, whether in car A or car B,

is immaterial.

When but one of the two cars is equip-

ped with a gear the action is restricted to

that gear, and laboratory tests are more
nearly reproduced. Throughout the tests

the gears used in car B for the single gear

runs had been previously tested in the

laboratory, and a direct comparison of in-

dividual gear action in service and labora-

tory operation can thus be made by means

of the single gear runs. The time-closure

curves show generally that when but one

car is equipped with a gear the line of

actual gear action corresponds closely with

the derived line of gear action (lines B and

C, time-closure curves). In the double

gear runs, however, where two gears are

working in opposition, and one or both of

them may operate or stick, it will be seen

that almost invariably the closure takes

place by a succession of alternating move-

ments between the two gears.

Another point of interest in comparing

these two classes of runs is in connection

with the gear capacities, or, in other words,

the closing speed when using one gear of

the type or using two gears of the type.

The table, Fig. 65, has been prepared to

show the relative performance of the single

gears and double gears of each type. In

this table Column 3 gives the actual closing

speed when using the two test gears. Col-

umn 4 shows the calculated impact speed
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at which the single gear in car B should

have closed, provided it functioned exactly

as in the double gear run, the test gear

having been removed from car A. This

expected closing speed is based upon the

relative work done by the two gears in the

double gear runs, the work done by the

two car structures being constant. Column
5 gives for comparison the actual speed re-

quired to close the single test gear in car B.

ill!
@

D-3
^

\5 ^ 3.6S 286 2.68

NA-/
-f
c^

8 ^^ -^i./e 3.24 3.06

K
1/

12 C4R 4.37 3.62 3.8/
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14 ^^^

15^ 4.30 3./

8

3.26

CA/fDWELL
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\/7
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/i-23
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f2 ''^

^
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Fic. 65

—

Comparison of Double Gear and
Single Gear Action. Car-Impact Tests.

143,000-LB. Cars.



COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENT METHODS OF TESTING

A study of the performance of the in-

dividual gears throughout the several dif-

ferent tests can be best made from the

tables of Figs. 17 and 66. In most gears a

wide difference appears between the static

test results and the dynamic results, but in

general there is not a wide difference be-

tween the drop test results and those in the

car-impact tests. Static tests in general are

usually made to determine the ultimate re-

sistance of the gear, and the work done

and work absorbed. It has generally been

supposed that the character of the com-

pression line was indicated by the static

tests. These present tests show that the

static test is not a measure, either absolute

or comparative, of work done, work ab-

sorbed or ultimate resistance. For example,

in the static test the Westinghouse D-3

gears averaged 18,550 ft. lb. of work done,

while in the drop test the average work

done was 15,375 ft. lb., the static capacity

being 12 per cent higher than the drop

capacity. On the other hand, in the Na-

tional M-1 gear the static result is 263 per

cent higher than that of the drop test. No

uniformity whatsoever obtains in this per-

centage.

An interesting example of static test-

ing is in the case of two of the National

H-1 gears tested after three years' service

on the Norfolk & Western Railroad. These

two particular gears were first tested in the

static machine and showed an ultimate re-

sistance of 296,000 lb. and 392,000 lb.

respectively. The gears were then drop

tested and the total fall of the 9,000 lb.

weight required to close them was 171^ in.

and 16y2 in. respectively. The building-up

test was then made under the 9,000 lb. drop

and after an average of 21 blows per gear

the total fall had increased to 29y2 in- and

241/^ in. respectively. The gears were then

retested in the static machine and showed

an ultimate resistance of 112,000 lb. and

104,000 lb. respectively. All of these tests

were made in a short period of time and.

under identical conditions. They show
most clearly the erratic nature of the static

tests. It is found in general, however, that

the line of static compression follows the

characteristics of the line of dynamic ac-

tion, and that the ultimate resistance in the

two tests are closely proportional to the

work done in the tests.

With some few exceptions, the drop test

results, as to capacity and absorption, show

a fairly uniform relationship to the car-

impact results, the latter in general being

from 5 per cent to 20 per cent higher than

the drop test results. The drop test accord-

ingly would appear to be a fair compara-

tive measure of draft gears for capacity

and absorption. The table. Fig. 66, shows

the average capacity results from the gears

in the different tests, the quantities being

the average of those actually obtained for

the two gears of a type used in the car-

impact tests.

The following general conclusions are

drawn from a comparison of the action of

the gears throughout the different tests:

1. That the speed of static testing within

the limits of the average testiiig machine

has in general but little influence upon the

ultimate resistance of the gear.

2. That gears of a type may vary great-

ly in the static test and at the same time be

of approximately equal capacity under the

drop.

3. That the static capacity of a gear is

no indication whatsoever of its dynamic

capacity.
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4. That in general, friction gears show
greater capacity and higher ultimate re-

sistance in the static test than in any other

test.

5. That the ratio of ultimate resistance

to work done varies but slightly as between

different gears of the same type in the static

test.

6. That the ultimate resistance in the

static test and in the car-impact test is in

general closely proportional to the work

done by the gear in these two tests.

7. That the ultimate resistance in the

car-impact test and the computed ultimate

resistance in the drop test (Column 10, Fig.

17) are in reasonably close proportion to

the relative amounts of work done by the

gear in these two tests.

8. That in the majority of cases the

static curve shows the characteristics of the

dynamic action of the gear, but that it is

not a true measure of its dynamic capacity

or ultimate resistance.

9. That the drop test, with a single gear

supported upon the solid anvil, is in gen-

eral a fair comparative test of gears as to

dynamic capacity.

10. That the car-impact results will in

general be greater than the drop test re-

sults by from 10 per cent to 20 per cent.

11. That the relative recoil of gears may
be satisfactorily measured under the 9,000

lb. drop.

12. That neither the drop test, the static

test, nor any other test using inelastic

means for closing the gear will disclose

roughness or irregularity of gear action:

That tests upon a resilient body such as a

standard car will alone disclose this fea-

ture of gear action.

The car-impact tests themselves have

established and confirmed numerous prin-

ciples of gear and car action, among which

may be noted:

1. The relative merits of the different

methods of draft gear testing.

2. The exact impact velocities at which

the various gears will cease to offer further

protection to the cars.

3. The production of complete dynamic

cards of gear action.

4. The independent and inharmonious

action of gears when dynamically closed in

opposition to each other.

5. That gear action and car action in

practice are not smooth and regular, even

with the best friction gears.

6. That a friction gear is necessary for

obtaining capacity and for eliminating

recoil.

7. That the yield of the car structure and

the lading do not afford any material aid

in the dissipation of energy, and that fric-

tion draft gears in modern cars are essen-

tial to avoid high forces and early failure

of parts.

8. That preliminary spring action shows
no especial value in buffing and that heavy
initial gear compression is not disadvanta-

geous.

9. That the force developed between cars

in buffing is due to the inertia of the cars,

and when the slack is not bunched is the

same whether the struck car be standing

alone or whether it be at the head of a

draft of cars; that the force is practically

the same whether the struck car be standing

with or without the brakes set.

10. That there is a positive displacement

of the center sills relative to the side sills

of a car, the amount of which is dependent

upon the character of the construction

tying these members together.

11. That in a modern steel car, a force

equal to the ultimate resistance of the high-

est capacity gear in these tests will be de-

veloped between cars, without draft gears,

at an impact velocity of 1^ miles per

hour.

12. That if a gear is properly con-

structed as to sturdiness it requires but a

slight over-solid speed to produce a high
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force peak; conversely, if a gear is not

sturdily constructed an over-solid blow

may never produce a high force peak, but

such over-solid blows will quickly deterio-

rate the gear, and so reduce its efficiency

that low impact speeds will cause damage

to the car.

13. That the average period of draft gear

compression with a friction draft gear is

equal to approximately 1/3 of the entire

cycle of impact and that the release occu-

pies approximately 2/3 of the cycle. The

maximum period of impact experienced

was approximately ^ second.

14. That with a spring draft gear the

period of compression and of release are

approximately equal and that the spring

returns practically all of the energy, bring-

ing the striking car to complete rest and

imparting almost the original velocity of

impact to the struck car.

15. That several acceptable draft gears

are now available capable of protecting a

57V^-ton car up to a switching speed of

4 M.P.H. Furthermore, that there is not

an occasion for higher switching speeds

than 4 M.P.H.

General Deductions

From the tests as a whole the following

general deductions can now be made and

are recommended by the Inspection and

Test Section of the United States Railroad

Administration

:

1. That for use on any car a gear should

be selected which will not go solid at less

than 31/2 M.P.H. nor more than 41/2 M.

P.H. when the weight of the particular

car to which it is to be applied is con-

sidered together with the complete informa-

tion given in this report.

2. That there is no advantage in buffing

from preliminary spring action, and that

a draft gear should preferably be under

some initial friction compression; not only

for the increased capacity effected, but

also to hold the friction elements in posi-

tive engagement at all times, in order to

provide a greater latitude of wear and to

prevent the deposit of foreign material

upon the friction surfaces.

3. That draft gears should have an effec-

tive area for receiving over-solid blows

slightly greater in extent than the area of

the coupler shank; that this area should be

presented in direct line with the force and

should preferably be relieved of all other

draft gear forces.

4. That all gear units should be of in-

terchangeable dimensions and of equal

travel. That considering the results of the

high capacity Miner and National gears of

2% in. travel, both in new condition and

after prolonged service, together with the

results from the Westinghouse NA-1 gear

which is also of high capacity and of 3 in.

travel, it is believed that the maximum
travel figure of 2% in., as set by the Com-

mittee on Standards of the United States

Railroad Administration, might well be set

as a fixed and required standard travel for

all new gears.

5. That from this standpoint of satis-

factory operation there is no reason why a

draft gear of 2% in. travel should not be

designed with an ultimate dynamic resist-

ance of 500,000 lb., provided the rate of

increase of resistance is uniform through-

out the travel of the gear.

6. That no gear should be of a greater

capacity at this travel than will close at an

impact velocity of 5 M.P.H., with 571/^-

ton cars, or show a greater drop test ca-

pacity than 25,000 ft. lb. Such a gear

will close in a 120-ton car at 31/^ M.P.H.

7. That the expression, "a draft gear of

150,000 lb. capacity," is erroneous and

should not be used ; and that the y2 in. rivet

shearing test as used to define the above

expression should be abandoned in favor
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of regular 9,000 lb. drop tests, or prefer-

ably car-impact tests, until such time as a

more convenient test for smoothness of

gear action can be developed.

8. That the American Railroad Associa-

tion, Section 3, should provide itself, with

a gravity car testing plant of the general

character of that used for these tests,

whereupon to conduct such draft gear and

car construction tests as may be desired.



RESULTS TO BE EXPECTED FROM COMMERCIAL GEARS

The table, Fig. 67, has been prepared to

show in condensed form the average re-

suhs that may be expected from new com-

mercial gears of the different types. This

tabulation embraces all of the different tests

and the results in general are based upon

the average performance of all of the gears

of a type in the tests. This tabulation may
be used as the basis for any comparisons

desired of average gears.

In Fig. 68 are shown energy curves for

cars of different weights, the rotative en-

ergy or fly-wheel effect of the wheels and

axles, which amounts to an addition of ap-

proximately 3 per cent, being included.

Horizontal lines representing the closing

points of the various gears have been lo-

cated on this diagram so that the value of

any gear upon cars of the different weights

may be readily obtained. These horizontal

lines for the several gears are based upon

the action of the average commercial gear.

By means of this diagram the application

of the results may be readily converted

from a specific case to general cases.

In considering the cushioning value or

closing speed of a gear it should be remem-

bered that the kinetic energy of the striking

car should be equal to approximately four

times the energy required to close one draft

gear.

The present report contains much in-

formation deduced from the car-impact

tests relating to draft gear functioning such

as, time of gear cycle, vibrations in car

bodies, travel of cars along the track dur-

ing the several portions of the gear cycle,

instantaneous car velocities, transition and

absorption of energy, forces developed,

comparison of dynamic and static work dia-

grams, car body absorption and other gear

characteristics. This is given, in general.

for the closing runs with the single gears

and for the 1 M.P.H. runs and the closing

runs with the double gears. A wide range

of further draft gear information is ob-

tainable from these tests, especially from

the intermediate runs made upon each gear

and particularly from those just slightly

below the closing point. As a specific ex-

ample of what may be done in this respect,

the intermediate runs have been worked up

for the Westinghouse D-3 gear and sum-

mary curves have been developed. These

are shown in Fig. 89, where can be seen

for various impact velocities:

(a) The velocities of the cars at parting.

(b) The coefficient of restitution.

(c) The energy absorption.

(d) The absorption efficiency.

(e) The track movement of the cars.

(f) The force developed between the

cars.

(g) The time of the draft gear cycle,

(h) The amount of gear closure.

The same factors are also expressed in

terms of gear closure instead of impact ve-

locities in curves j to q inclusive of this

same figure.

Lack of time has prevented an analysis

of all of the gears in this manner, as the

immediate effort has been to present suffi-

cient information for each of the several

gears to properly compare and grade them.

It is hoped to make further studies of an

analytical character from these tests, the

results to be published when completed.

From such studies can be established and

verified many of the fundamental laws of

draft gears which are at present unde-

veloped. From the present test data also

such studies can be made as: the coeffi-
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cient of friction under a wide range of con-

ditions, such as various materials, unit pres-

sures and relative velocities of one friction

face upon the other; the effect of various

spring and friction relationships; angu-

larity of friction faces, etc. In short any

further work should be the development of

the intermediate runs, the production of

summary curves, a study of the funda-

mentals of gear construction, and the for-

mulation therefrom of mathematical laws

of draft gear action.
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GRADING OF AVERAGE COMMERCIAL GEARS

Any one familiar with draft gear oper-

ation and testing can from the foregoing

results, and particularly from table Fig.

66, establish his own rating of the gears.

The relative total merits of the types will

differ, depending upon the importance at-

tached to the several features of gear ac-

tion. No one gear excells in all points. One
represents the highest capacity ; another the

highest percentage of absorption; another

the highest degree of smoothness of action.

The tabulation, Fig. 69, has been pre-

pared on the basis of the following rela-

tive weights or percentages for the several

phases of gear performance:

Capacity 50 points

Smoothness of action 15 points

Closing pressure 5 points

Absorption 15 points

Over-solid sturdiness 10 points

Workmanship and General

operation 5 points

Total 100 points

The gradings on the above basis are made
directly from the test results, except for

the last item of 5 points which represents

those features that it is impossible to de-

note in abstract figures.

Capacity

In setting percentages as above, gear ca-

pacity is unquestionably the prime meas-

ure. A gear might excell in all other

points and yet properly belong at the bot-

tom of the list because of an extremely low

closing speed. After a gear is closed it

becomes a question of metal to metal for

the remainder of the blow, hence the im-

portance of continued gear action at higher

impact velocities. The grading of the gears

as to the capacity is based upon the square

of the closing speed of the commercial

gear.

— 139

Smoothness of Action

After capacity, the next feature is

smoothness of gear and car action. With
equal capacities, that gear is the best that

will start off the struck car with the least

disturbance and vibration of the car struc-

ture and the least shifting of the lading. But

it is not to be expected that a gear capable

of cushioning the blow up to five miles per

hour will ease off the cars at its high clos-

ing speed like a 2 M.P.H. gear at its lower

closing speed. The first gear is doing six

times the work of the second gear and doing

it in the same limited distance, hence more
disturbance is to be expected with this gear

at 5 M.P.H. than with the light gear at

2 M.P.H. The grading of the gears for

smoothness of action is based upon the

relative smoothness of the velocity curves

in the closing runs, with the square of the

actual impact velocity of the run introduced

as a factor.

Ultimate Force or Closing Pressure

All other things, and particularly ca-

pacity, being equal, the gear that puts the

least force into the sills at the closing point

of the gear is entitled to a credit. This is,

however, largely allowed for in the pre-

ceding grading of smoothness of gear ac-

tion, inasmuch as the lower, and more regu-

lar force will produce the smoothest ve-

locity curves. The closing force of a gear,

furthermore, is largely governed by the

amount of travel of the gear. But in order

that those gears that have a dynamic card

of decidedly full area may have credit, a

weight of five points has been allowed in

addition to the previous allowance of 15

points for smoothness of car action. The

ratings for the several gears in this respect

are not based directly upon the closing
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pressure of the gear, as it could not be ex-

pected that a 5 M.P.H. gear should close

at the same ultimate force as a 2 M.P.H.

gear. The grading in this respect is based

upon the ultimate force per foot pound of

closing capacity.

Absorption

While energy absorption, contrary to a

popular imderstanding, does not in any

manner reduce or absorb the force between

two colliding cars, it is of importance as

indicating whether the force between the

second and third cars will be the same, due

to high recoil of the gears and rebound of

the cars, or whether the energy of closure

will be partly absorbed. These gradings

are made on the basis of percentage of ab-

sorption instead of absolute absorption, as

a certain amount of recoil is necessary for

parting of- trains and to insure gear re-

lease, the amount of which varies accord-

ing to the capacities of the gears. A gear

with too high a percentage of absorption

is likely to stick, especially in train service.

The higher the gear capacity the more foot-

pounds of energy are needed to insure its

release. Hence the percentage of absorp-

tion is undoubtedly the fair basis of grad-

ing in this respect. In allowing 15 points

for absorption it has been borne in mind

that the capacity grading alone takes care

of absorption in a large measure, for high

capacity is impossible except by means of

friction, and the introduction of friction at

once produces absorption. Hence any gear

of high capacity has necessarily a high

amount of absorption.

Over-Solid Sturdiness

It is highly important that gears be sturdy

enough to withstand reasonable over-solid

impacts. For a good showing in over-

solid laboratory testing, it is desirable to

have a weakly constructed gear, but for en-

durance and life in service it is necessary

to have sturdy parts to receive the solid

blows. The grading in this report is based

upon the number of over-solid blows re-

quired to produce visible gear failure.

Workmanship and General Operation

Under the title of workmanship and gen-

eral operation are included not only the

finished and workmanlike manner in which

the gears are constructed but those facts

and impressions which have been gained

during the progress of the test. Certain

gears are finished articles throughout, well

designed mechanically and exhibiting care-

ful and accurate manufacturing practices.

Other gears are carelessly produced and

put together with apparently no thought

as to the accurate relationship of the vari-

ous parts. Some gears failed in certain de-

tails before reaching the solid point in the

test. Other gears stood extreme punishment

without failure. Five points only have been

allowed to cover this large variation be-

tween the greatest and the least excellence,

and it is conceded that this is not enough

to represent these diff'erences. The reason

that five points only was chosen is be-

cause this one item of workmanship and

general operation is to a degree a matter

of opinion on the part of the testing en-

gineer, and the element of personal opin-

ion is thereby reduced to a minimum.

Service Performance of Gears

It is recognized that the service perform-

ance of the gears is one of the most im-

portant considerations, but in the absence

of positive and uniform service tests for

all gears no grading has been made in this

respect. Some notes on service tests and

service testing appear hereafter.

State of Development of Gears

It is recognized also that those gears are

entitled to credit which have been imder de-

velopment and in use for a longer period

of time. This factor cannot be reduced to

abstract figures, but can be best judged by
the history of any particular type of gear

on the specific railroad.
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SERVICE TESTS

It has not been possible during the per-

iod of the present test work to begin the

comprehensive series of service tests de-

sired. It has been planned to equip not

less than 20 cars with each type of gear

in these tests and to run all of the cars in

the same restricted service so that uniform

treatment may be accorded each type of

gear. The gears are to be inspected, meas-

ured, and drop tested before application

to the cars and are to be kept under con-

tinual observation. Ten cars with each

type of gear to have Farlow draft gear at-

tachment and ten to have yoke and lug at-

tachments. Five cars in turn with each

type of attachment are to have the draft

gear protected by allowing the coupler

horn or the Farlow middle key to strike.

The remaining five, with each type of at-

tachments are to have the full load de-

livered to the sills through the draft gear.

The condition of the gears, attachments and

cars is to be reported each year and all

gears are to be removed for laboratory

tests- after two years of service. Those

worthy of further testing are to be con-

tinued in the test for an additional period

of two years. It is only in such a careful

and comprehensive test that reliable serv-

ice information can be obtained.

A similar service test embracing five

types of gears has been under way on the

Norfolk & Western Railway for approxi-

mately four years. The United States

Railroad Administration Inspection and

Test Section was thereby afforded an op-

portunity to observe the service action of

test gears of several different types. In

the Norfolk & Western tests the National

H-1 and Miner A-18 gears showed the

least percentage of depreciation. Gears

representative of the average condition of

these two types, after three years of service

on Norfolk & Western 100-ton coal cars

in restricted tide-water-service and aver-

aging at least 50 miles per day, were given

car-impact tests by this Section. A num-

ber of gears of each type in the Norfolk

& Western test had been removed and

tested under the 9,000 lb. drop. These had

been carefully handled from the cars to.

the testing machine and the closing point

was determined in as few blows as pos-

sible without disturbing the foreign ma-

terial upon the friction surfaces. Two
average gears of the National H-1 and the

Miner A-18 were also taken to the car-

impact test plant at Rochester and tested in

the same condition as to friction surfaces.

The worn Miner gears closed at an impact

speed of 3.48 M.P.H. and the National at

4.21 M.P.H. The capacity of the Na-

tional gears averaged 21,000 ft. lb. and

the Miner 14,200 ft. lb. The gear action

and cushioning were good in both instances

and the actual capacity of these gears and

the protection being afforded the cars after

such a period of service is unexpectedly

high.

The table. Fig. 37, shows the aver-

age condition of the several gears in the

Norfolk & Western tests, and shows by

means of the drop test, what each type is

actually doing in service. The table shows

also, by means of the restoration test re-

sults, what portion of the depreciation is

probably due to wear and what to foreign

material upon the friction surfaces. These

service tests were made in a careful and

exact manner and with uniform conditions

for all gears.
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TRAIN-OPERATION TESTS

It is desirable to make a series of train-

operation tests of draft gears before fully

determining upon ideal gear characteris-

tics. But a complete mathematical an-

alysis of the car-impact data contained in

this report should be made before begin-

ning such road tests. All of the necessary

information is at hand in these present re-

sults for the accurate calculation and de-

termination of the ideal gear for train

starting and handling as well as in yard

service. After such analysis is made a

rational program of train tests can then

be formed for confirming the calculated

results. This method will not only insure

a test' program directed straight to the

ends sought but will also obviate many un-

necessary tests that would otherwise be

made in searching for the desired informa-

tion.

In connection with the Norfolk &
Western service tests an opportunity was

presented for obtaining some limited in-

formation as to the action of draft gears in

actual train service. In this test, adjoining

cars were equipped with gears of dififer-

ent capacities and characteristics, and by
means of chronographs, each gear was

caused to draw a continuous line of gear

action upon a moving ribbon of paper.

The report of this test, dated November 4,

1918, is appended to the present draft gear

report as a matter of general information

and record. (See Appendix A.)

TESTS OF DRAFT GEAR ATTACHMENTS

While testing draft gears, the opportunity

was presented for making car-impact tests

of draft gear attachments. Two 70-ton

United States Railroad Administration low

side gondolas were equipped with Farlow

two-key draft gear attachments and tested

in comparison with United States Railroad

Administration standard cast steel yoke and

lug attachments. A full report of this test,

together with tests of wood car construction

with and without metal draft arms, is at-

tached to this report as Appendix B.
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Salb^ BufTen in Ccr-A
Test Gear No.29in CarB

4? _Qr^f Sfc. Dnafi- Gear- Cycle

T7me—Seconal

Fig. 71a—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed. National H-1 Gears. These Curves Drawn
wt Cars in Test
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T7me— Secone/s

Figs. 71b and 71c—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed. National H-1 Gears
These Curves Drawn by Cars in Tests
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Sai/icfBufifen in CarA
Test- Gear Ato.29ii CanB

tTtpoGi- Vstocii-Y=3.a5M.PH

,^0.009 Ft Lbs.

-S^04 Ft Lbs.

3/.206 FT. Lbs.
Worfr Absorbecf

f7gure
7/g

.25 .30 ~m ~4U 145

Test- Gear A/o. 30/n Cary4
Tes-f- Gear No. BSf? CarB

/npaci- Ve/oaty^'-^O M.J=?H.

~:sr ':3S~ ~^S' >S^5

120

TSsi- Gear Mx. 30 /n CarA
Test Gear No. ?3n Car

3

ijpacf- We/ocftY=S.07 M.PH.

Full lines represent the instantaneous kinetic energy of the

moving cars.

Figs. 71g and 71j—Energy Curves, National H-1 Gears

^^

Dotted lines represent the energy stored and absorbed
during the draft gear cycle.
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StoAy Buffer in CirA
Test Gear No.23in Car

3

/trpaef \/e/oe^y=a3SMfi/f.

figure

.35 .35 ^40 •^

I
Tes-f- Gear No. JOjn Car/4
75*7^ Gear A/o. 29 in CarB

tnpaci- Ve/ocity — f-20 M.f?H.

%

S 0O9a,

J05
Sec. Gear

Compression a/ea

Is ^
Sec. Gear defease.

.35 M3

QS60 Sec. Drc/ff- Gear Cyc/e.

1
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SXIr

SX)
5o//cf ^ffer in CarA

Impacf Ye/oc/ty=335 Af.PH. 420.omf

-2.60-

A^Test Gear AtoZ9 /n Car-t.

/ 2

Gear C/osure —/nc/?es
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.4S

Time— Seconds

Fig. 72a—Cak-Movement Citrves, Superimposed. Sessions K Gears.
These Curves Drawn by Cars in Test
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Test' Gear fifo./S/n Car/4
Tisi- Gear No.N in CarB

%
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-4^

^s/ Gear A/b. '/2 in CorA.
lesT Gear A/o. // in Cor B.
Epoct Ve/oc/iv=437M.P»,

Time—Seconafs
Dotted lines represent instantaneous car Velocities as de- The irregularities are due in general to vibrations of the-

car structure induced by draft gear action.
Full lines represent the mean velocity curves.

Figs. 72d, 72e and 72f—Velocity Curves, Sessions K Geaks

termiued from the original car-movement curves.
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1/^Ua.

SofiBf Buffer in Car/1
Test Gear No. // ti Ca~B

stS

TSsT Getr No. ts Oi Ca~A
Test- Gear No. // /n Car3

/h^aact Vehdiy—Z./O M.PH.

Hme— Seconds

*&

Full lines represent the instantaneous icinetic energy of the

moving cars.

Figs. 72g and 72j—Energy Curves, Sessions K Gears

Dotted lines represent the energy stored and absorbed
during the draft gear cycle.
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1
1

Teat Gear M>.83//t CarB

:3S

Time—Seconds

Fig. 73a^Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed. Miner A-18-S Gears
These Curves Drawn by Cars in Test
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Time—Sacone/a
Figs. 73b and 73c—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed.

These Curves Drawn by Cars in Test
Miner A-18-S Gears
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3o//d Buffer /n Car A. „
Test Gear No: 23 /n Car B.
Impocr Ve/oc/rv=357MP/i.

7/rr?e—Secona!s

Dotted lines represent instantaneous car velocities as de-

termined from the original car-movement curves.

The irregularities are due in general to vibrations of the
car structure induced by draft gear action.

Full lines represent the mean velocity curves.

Figs. 73d, 73e and 73f—Velocity Corves, Miner A-18-S Gears
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.05
I

yo /S 20,
oeiSecSearComor— 0.1SS Sec Gear Re/ease

0.2/7 Sec Draft Gear Cyc/g

Test- Geen^ No. 2-4in CarA
TSff/- Gear No. 23m CarB

irfMcl- Ve/ocifY^-'OS M.PH.

TSsi- Gear Mi. 24in CarA
Test- Gear No. 23 in OarB

inpaci- Ve/oaty—^-OS M.PH.

:ss

f/fne—Seconete
Full lines represent the instantaneous kinetic energy of the Dotted lines represent the energy stored and absoriied

moving cars. during the draft gear cycle.

Figs. 73c and 73j—Energy Curves, Miner A-18-S Gears
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So/id Buffer in CarA
Tesf Gear M).£3/n CarB

/rrpaci- Vefocii-y-3.SlM.PH.

figure
73n

I

Tesf Gear No.34in Car/^
Tesf Gear Aia23/h CarB
/mpat^i- Ve/oc/i-y-^/.OSM.f}H.

5 '

%

f/gure
73p

\

Compression _
C'^/s.

d.
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TTme— Seconcte

Fig. 74a—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed. Westinghouse NA-1 Gears.

These Curves Drawn by Cars in Test
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Tes-f- Gear A/a 6 /h Cary4
Tes-f- Gear No. 7 in CcwB

Mmina/ /mpaci- \/e/oc/fy /MPH.

1 t^"

Co- B CarA
067MFH. ,OJSM/?M.

Time—Seconds

Figs. 74b and 74c—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed. Westinchouse NA-1 Gears

These Curves Drawn by Cars in Test
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7?me—Seconds
Dotted lines represent instantaneous car velocities as de*

termined from the original car-movement curves.
The irregularities are due in general to vibrations of the

car structure induced by draft gear action.
Full lines represent the mean velocity curves.

Figs. 74d, 74e and 74f—Velocity Curves, Westinghouse NA-1 Gears
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So/x/ Buffbn m Ccu~/\
Test Gear No. 1 In CarB

/mpacf Vehci-t-y—3.06MRH

Cyc/t

Test' Gear Afe S in Ccff-A

Test Gear No. T fii CarB
hpact \AsJdc/ty^O,SS M.RH

TTme— Seconds
Full lines represent the inatantaneoua kinetic energy oJ

the moving cars.

Dotted lines represent the energy stored and absorbed
during the draft gear cycle.

Figs. 74g and 74j—Energy Curves, Westinghouse NA-1 Gears
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7//7fe— Seconcte

Fig. 75a—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed. National M-1 Gears

These Curves Drawn by Cars in Test
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Safi/ Baf^ /nCar A. „
'Bsf- SearM.^Jn Car B.

^^ .08 ^per £ sc.

i.79 fitper sec.

f/gure
7Sc/

/O ./S .20

0.171 Sec. Bear Ke/ea

Sec. Draff Sear C/c/e-

25 .30 .35 40 45

Test SssT /Vo. iS /n CarA
Test Gear No. 32 /n CorB.
Impact Ve/oatV'/.06 M.Ptf.

Time—Seconds

Dotted lines represent instantaneous car velocities as de- The irregularities are due in general to vibrations of the

teimined from the original car-movement curves. car structure induced by draft-gear action.

Full lines represent the mean velocity curves.

Figs. 75d, 75e and 75f—Velocity Curves, National M-1 Gears
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sa So/M Buffen /n COry^
Test Gecr- No.32/n CanB

/mpaot \/'e/oc/ty—3.06MRH.

Test- Gear- A/b. 33/h CarA
Test Gear Ato. 32n CiwB

/mpact i^e/oc/ty— /.06 M.f?H

JS es ~:ss- .46

y*S

Tfme—Seconcfs
Full lines represent the Instantaneous kinetic enei^ of

the moving cars.

Dotted lines represent the energy stored and absorbed
during the draft-gear cycle.

Figs. 75c and 75j—Energy Curves, National M-1 Gears
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TOOr
SpM Buffer in CarA.
Test Gear No. 32 /n Car B.
/moact \/e/oc/fy^308M.PH

I

fS .20
- 0./7/ Sec. Sear Re/ease.

Sec. Gear Compress.
0.2S4 Sec. Draft Sear Cyc/e

<^0
O

I

°

f*S

Test Gear No. 33 in CarA.
Test Gear No. 32 /n Car B.
tmpact VeTpc/ty=/.06 MPti.

-0.032-
05 ./O ./£ .20

-0./74 Sec. Sear Re/ease-
.ZS .JO itO

Sec Sear Compress.
0.266 Sec. DrafY Sear Cyc/e-

4S

- 60C
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Test" Gear /Va 33//? C<^A
iGsi- Gear A/o. 32m CarB

^aci- Ve/ocfty— /,06 M.fiH

.05 es

Time — Seconds
Curve D, . determined from superimposed car-movement

curves, represents combined draft-gear movement and yield

of car bodies.

Curve C, obtained by eliminating car-body yield from
curve D, represents true combined movement of both gears.

Curve B, traced on small drum, represents movement of
gear in Car B.

Curve A, derived from curves C and B, represents simul-
taneous movement of gear in Car A.

Figs. 75n and 75q—Time-Closure Curves, National M-1 Gears
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Ttme—Seconcte

Fig. 76a—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed. Sessions Jumbo Gears.

These Curves Drawn by Cars in Test
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7w7»

—

Seconds

Figs. 76b and 76c—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed. Sessions Jumbo Gears
These Curves Drawn by CarsI in Test
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7^e— SecoTH^

Full lines represent the instantaneous kinetic energy of Dotted lines represent the energy stored and absorbed

the moving cars. d^rf^B *o dn"f«-g™r cycle.

Figs. 76c and .76j—Energy Curves, Sessions Jumbo Gears
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600

IBs 10
~Q/2/ Sec. Gear Compress-. 0.226 Sec. Sear Re/eosa-

-0.347 Sec. Draff Sear Cya/e

T?me —Seconcfs
Figs. 76k and 76m—Time-Force Curves, Sessions Jumbo Gears
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Test Gear A/a /Sin CarA
Test Gear //a/4 in CarB

/mpact Ve/ocitY=/.OSM.PH.
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TTme— Seconds

Figs. 77b and 77c—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed. National M-4 Gears
These Curves Drawn by Cars in Test
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~03£t^ Sec. Draft Gear Cyc/e

TfmeSeconds

Dotted lines represent instantaneous car velocities as de-

teilnined from the original car-movement curves.

The irregularities are due in general to vibrations of the
car structure induced by draft-gear action.

Full lines represent the mean velocity curves.

Figs. 77d, 77e and 77f—Velocity Curves, National M-4 Gears
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eao

soo

SoM Buffer /n QjrA.
T^6earf^o.3^/n_Qzr.&
/mpacf Ve/oci, MPH

400

300-

2(X
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fTgure
77k

~-aoss-
./O /S .20

0.IS9 Sec. Sear Re/ease
.25 30

See.Geor Ciom,ireas.
0.714 Sec. Oroff Gear Cj^/e-

4S

\

I

i

300

200

100

^st GecrM3.36 in CarA.
msf 6earNo.3S/n CarB.
Impact Ve/oc/ty=/.p6M^.

OS
-0.035-

.10 .IS .20 25
-0.182 Sec. Gear Release

Sec. Gear Compress.
0.27S Sec. Draft Gear Cycla-

.30 35 40 45
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Sp/Jd Buffer in Car A.
~

/ss/' Gear No. 20Jn Cor B.
Mpacr Ve/oc/ry=2.73 MPh.

X
269 rt.

p

er sec.

/.2ZFt.,per sea.

fTsi/re
lec/

.cs ./o

'I Sec. Gear Compress:'

IS .20 .25

-0.236 Sec. Sear Re/ease-

.30 .35 40 4S

-0337 Sec. Praft Sear C/c/e-

P5 JO
~0.//9 Sec. Gear Compress:'

Test Gear No. 2/ h Cor A.
msf Sear No. 20 /n Car B.
/mpacr \/e/oc/ti/=/./0 MP/f.

2d 55^
0.280 Sec. Sear Re/ease-

~r3o

039 Ff per sec. J

35
04€Ft p^r^S>

4B

-0.399 Sec. Draft Sear Cyc/e

~^5

/ygure
73e

''est Gear No. 2/ h CarA.
%st Gear No. 22 /n Car 3.
/mpact Ve/oc/tv=5.85 MPH

OB ./O

-^0./44 -Sec. Sear Compress
20 25 .30

-0.3SB Sec. Sear Reteose-
-0.502 Sec. Draft Sear Cyc/g-

7}me—Seconc/s
Dotted lines represent instantaneous car velocities as de-

tennined from the original car-movement curves.

The irregularities are due in general to vibrations of the

car structure induced by draft gear action.

Full lines represent the mean velocity curves.

Fics. 78d, 78e and 78f—Velocity Curves, Cardwell G-18-A Gears
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40
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Sci/k^ Buffen ^ Car/I
Test-, Gear No.SO in CanB

/trpac-f- Vetocity Z73Af/?H
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Worn Absqnbea
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WorA Done
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Figure
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30 45
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/ts

300\

I
I

230

ZOO-

O OS JO
-Oi//9-Sec. Gear Corrpresar

.20 .25 .30
-0.230 Sec. Sear Re/ease— .35 iW ^

-0399 Sec. Draff Sear Cyc/e-

'^aOOc

K 700

^sr Gear Ab. 2/ /n CorA.
Test Gear A/a — - -

impact l/e/oci.

St Gear N6.20 /n C^ra^

eoo

soo

400

~as Id Iff
•0./44 Sec. Gear Compression^

.20 .25 .30 .35
0350 -Sec. Sear /fe/eoae

4*5 50
0.502 Sec Draft Sear Cycfe

TimeSeconds
Figs. 78k and 78m—Time-Force Curves, Cardwell G-18-A Gears
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^77e Secofjcte

Fic. 79a—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed. Cardwell G-25-A

These Curves Drawn by Cars in Tests
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-0.255 Sea Draft Gear Cycle

Test Gear No. IS in Car A.
Test Gear Na 17 in Cor B.
Impact Velocity=032M,PH.

-cage Sec OmfV Gear Cycle

-

Hme—Seconcfs

Full lines represent the instantaneous kinetic eneigy of

ibe moving cars.

Dotted lines represent the energy stored and absorbed
during the draft gear cycle.

Figs. 79c, 79h and 79j—Energy Curves, Cardwell G-25-A Gears
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Soffaf Aufnr in Car A.
Test Gear No. 17 in Car B.
Impact ybloclty2J97 M./?H

79k

Test Gear No. /8 in Car A.
Test Gear No. 17 in Car B.~

Impact \^BlocitY'0.3eM.PH.

792
"SB

0.2O3Se(i Draft Sear C/c/e -
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77/ne— Secon&s.

Fig. 80a—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed. Westinghouse D-3 Gears
These Curves Drawn by Cars in Tests
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~%

^

t

a'420 Sec Draft Gear Cye/e~

- 0347 Sec. £^-aft Gear Cyc/B~
Time—Seconds

Dotted lines represent instantaneouB car velocitieB as
determined from the original car-movement curves.

The irregularities are due in general to vibrations of

the car structure induced by draft gear action.

Full lines represent the mean velocity curves.

Figs. 80d, 80e and 80f—Velocity Curves, Westinchouse D-3 Gears
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So//cf Buffer in CarA.
Test- S0or NO. 2 in Car B.
Iinpac^ Veloci1y-2.6e i^.f^H

-0.7S Sec. Draft Sepr Cycis

I

I'

irRISO Ft Lbs. CorA-
iS55ttU>s. eacht cST

-Car B

.05 JO is

0.i733ec. Gear Compression ~

3440 FtLl>s.
Worir pone

Test Gear No. 3 in Car A
Test Gear No. 2 in Car B.
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7,919 Ft U>s.
Woric Al>sorbi

'

i02i=tL

0.247 Sea Gear ISeieasB -

-0.420 Sec. Draff Bear Cycle—

43
Figure
30/?

Test Gear No. 3 in Car A.
Test Gear No. 2 in Car B.
Impact Velocity—3.es MJ?M.

0347 Sec. Draff Sear Cycle-
Time—Seconds

Full lines represent the instantaneous kinetic energy of

the moving cars.

Dotted lines represent the energy stored and absorbed

during the draft gear cycle.

Figs. 80g, 80h and 80j—Energy Curves, Westinchouse D-3 Gears
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Sol/c/ ^Buffer /fi Car A.
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Test GearNo. Z/n Car B. I
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/mpact Veloc/ry^2.6a M.PH.

JO JS .20 2S
Sec. Gear Compress/on

-0O84 -"f 0J66 SBC. Gear /felease-
0.25Sec Draff Sear Qv/e
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lest Gear No.3/r} Ckir A.
Test Gear A/a 2 in Car B.
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I
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-aZS Sea Draft Gear Cycle
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3o//a' Bufr&- /n CarA. „'^f Gear A/o. 4/ //? Car B.

-0.270 Sec.O-offGeorCyc/e

7?me—Seconds
Fig. 81a—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed, Gould No. 175 Gears

These Curves Drawn by Cars in Test
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Tes-t, Gear No. 42. in Car A
Test. Gear No. 4/ in Car'B

Nominal /mpacf- Ve/odiy =

/

m./?m

0.J02 ^'"^- a^^^"^ ^'^^ Cycle.

1/me— Seconds.

ftgure
6/b

I •
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5o//a' BuffBr in Car A. „
Test Gear No. 4//n^rp. ,

/mpact Ve/oarV'272 MP/f.

-0720Sec. DrofT Gear Cyc/ff

-0.327 Sec. Draft Sear Cyc/e

VmeSeconcfs

Dotted lines represent instantaneous car velocities as de-

termined from the oiiginal car-movement curves.

The irregularities are due in general to vibrations of the

car structure induced by draft gear action.

Full lines represent the mean velocity curves.

Figs. 81d, 81e and 81f—Velocity Curves, Gould No. 175 Gears
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So/icf Buffo- in CarA. _

-36^0 FtLbs.

-Cor A

CorB

trTges/ n-.Lbs.

r/.7S4fT.Lt>s.

i/8fBSnU3s.
WoHx Done _

Work Absorbed
-140^. FT. Lbs.

f7gure
S/g

IS
Sec. Gear Compnss.
' —aon——^

JS 20 -2^

-OAfSSeci Gear f?eleosB '

-0220Sec. Drafy^ Gear Cyc/e-

P'fO

1

^4,545 Ft Lbs. ^CnrA
r LarB * 1-

WorM Dona

OS M
•

—

Qf46 Sec. Gear Cb/Tpress/o/T-

G•/M7 Ft Lbs. each car
t==

.2S

Test Gear No. 42m CarA.
Test Gear Na 4/ Jn CqrB.
/mpact Ye/oci7v= .96M.PH

Z/'SFtLbs
/TSFtlbS?

30

JOTftL
Vor/T Absorbecf

J .

-0.744 Sec. Sear /r^/ease -

-0392 Sec. Draft Sear C^/e-

40 ^5
/vgare

100
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Test Gear A/a 39 /n Car /{

Test
,
Gear No, 3d in Car B

Nominal Impact \/elociT/-/MRH.!ly-l

-0363

Time-Seconds

n
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-0743 Sec Oraft Bear Cycle

Tbst Gear No 39in CorA.
Test Bear No. 38 in Car B.
/mpoct Ve/oci1y-09eMPH.

0383 Sec. Draft Gear Cycle-

f/ffure

0113 fr.per sea

0J6 f^paraec.
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5o//c/ Buffer in Cor A.
Ibsf Gear /Vo. 3d //? Car B.
tmpacf Velocity ' 7.76 M.f?n

Ibst Gear No. 39in Car A.
Test Gear No. 38m Car B-
Impact \/'e/oc/ty=0.98 M.fPM

1
.3

-4754 Ft Lbs.

k
1173 Ft Lbs each cor

239G\ ft Lbs
WorH Done
Two Gears

/~IS90 Ft Lbs.
<_ tan Pi- 1 ha
3974 Ft Lbs.
Work Absorbed
Two Gears

82h

See. Gas^ Compression
-0.257 Sec. Gear Release-
-aaas S»c. Draft Gear Oyeh-

J^Stiiia Ft. Lb
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Solid Buffer in Car A.
TSsr Gear Ato 30 In Cor B.
impacr veiocityziem.ph.

-0J67 Sec- Gear Belease
~0 243 Sec Dnaft Gear Cycle -

/yffure
dZk

TbsT Gear No. 39 In Car A,
TgsT Gear No 38 in Car 3.
Impact VelacltyOaa M.PM.

figure
621

0.^3 See. Dnaft Gear Cycle-

eoo
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SoZ/dBuffer in Car P.
TestGear No.30 in Car 6.

ImpacT Velocity-e.76M.PH.

e

7
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c4^^ Coffy?ress.

Soffcf Buffier In Car^
Test Gear No.26 n CarB

gjjy Sta. Di-af^ Gear- Cyolo-

77/ne— Ssconcls

Fig. 83a—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed. Christy Gears

These Curves Drawn by Cars in Tests
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77/r7e
—Seconcte

Dotted lines represent instantaneous car velocities as de-

termined from the original car-movement curves.

The irregularities are due in general to vibrations of the
car structure induced by draft gear action.

Full lines represent the mean velocity curves.

Figs. 83d, 83e and 83f—Velocity Curves, Christy Gears
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SaWo' BufTer in Car/\
Test Gear No.S2in CarB

/mpaci- Ve/ocii-Y=3.S6M.PH.

-27.206 /^U>s

^6,/04 Ft Lbs

'^orh_pone ,_ ^i.
vorh Absorbaaf

Figure

<33ff

las To /s
-0/4/ Sec Gear Re/eose-^aoss

Sec Gear Comp
200 Sec Drafr Gear Cyc/e-

ZS 30 40 45

Test Gear Mx 53in Ccg-A
Test Gear No. S2 in CarB

t^iact i/shc/iy-=3. 73 M.RH.

Time—Seconds
Full lines represent the instantaneous kinetic energy of

the moving cars.

Dotted lines represent the energy stored and absorbed
during the draft gear cycre.

Figs. 83c and 83j—Energy Curves, Christy Gears
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6001

O3001

^200]

I

Tesf- Sear Ai? .S3 /n CarA.
Test Gear N0.S2 m CkirB.
Impact \/e/pc/ry=/.07M.FH

-0.063-
.05 ./o

-0./04-
./5 .20 25 30 35 40

%ec.Gear Comp. Sec. Gear- /^/ease
0.J67Sec. Praff Sear Cyc/e
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TTme— Seconds

Fig. 84a—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed. Miner A-2-S Gears
These Curves Drawn by Cars in Test
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Test

r— 1

—

r
Clear NaSlin CarA
Gear Na26in CarB

-I h
Namina/ /npoci- Ve/ocrf-y /MPH

77me

Figs. 84b and 84c—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed. Miner A-2-S Gears

These Curves Drawn by Cars in Test
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5pM Buffer /n CorA „
TesfGear^Nb.26 /r/<^&

~ " 6eor Afo. 27 in QirA
ESeor No. 26m CarB.

rg Ve/oc/A'/(y7MPH.

038^fper .sec.93Ff.

*4Fwjnpersa
I

0.44 Ftper sec. fkfure
84e

0/38

——s ts
Sec Sear Re/eose

0.7/2 Sec Draft Sear Cyc/s—

Time—Seconals

Dotted lines represent instantaneous car velocities as de- The irregularities are due in general to vibrations of the

terrained from the original car-movement curves. car structure induced by draft gear action.
Full lines represent the mean velocity curves.

Figs. 84d, 84e and 84f—Velocity Curves, Miner A-2-S Gears
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So//i/ Buffer in CarA
Test Gear Ato.B6/h CarB

Impacf Ve/ocij-y Z4y/ii/?H.

m

Wme— Seconds^

Full lines represent the instantaneous kinetic energy of

the moving cars.

Dotted lines represent the energy stored and absorbed

during the draft gear cycle.

Figs. 84c and 84j—Energy Curves, Miner A-2-S Gears
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So//i/ BufVer ii Car^
Tes-t Gear Nb.26in CarB

/mpacf Ve/odfY-ZAIMLPH.

-rfS-

i

f

<s
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I

\
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SoM BufTer /n CarA.
1 1 1

Test Gear No. 26 /n CarB.

-zso^

•M^.

l/rpact \/e/oc/ty=247Mm
'TSSOOO^

figure
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So//<f Buffer in CarA
Test Gear /Va49f/7 Car

3

Tesf Cear IVaSOin CarA
lest Sear Ato.49in CarB

fihmina/ /nyoact Velocity IM.PH.
Hi .<>

-0./S3 '^ Gear- Conpression
Sec- Dr-oft Gear

Car /<-.

CarB
eSMJ^H.

CarA
.OSMJ^H.^

-0..4I9- Cyc/e
a230 •

Gean Re/ease.

1
1 ir"T

—

Test Gear A/o.SO/n CarA
Test Gear- No.49/n CarB

Time— Seconds

Figs. 85a, 85b and 85c—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed. Waugh Plate Gears
These Curves Drawn by Cars in Test
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\

S^ S^r Compress.
|

Se(:. Gear Re/eosa 0/35-

-0.230 Sec Dmft 6ear Cycle

<st ^or A/o SQ/n Car/
.^ ^or No. 49 /n Car L.
/m/xxf lf/oc/ry-/.06 MPH

VSeiic. Sear Compress/on „^„,
S:^ 0292 Stic Draff Sear Cyc/s-

IS 5& 2S-

0./76 Sec Gear ffeleose-

Time—Seconds

Dotted lines repreeent inBtanta'neous car velocities as de-
determined from the original car-movement curves.

The irregularities axe due in general to vibrations of the
car structure induced by draft gear action.

Full linea represent the mean velocity curves.

Figs. 85d, 85e and' 85f—Velocity Curves, Waogh Plate Gears
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So/ao^ Buffer «? CanA
Test Gear M>.49«i Card

*npact- Ve/ooii-y=/.94 M.fiH

Test Gear No. SO mi Car/i
Test Gear No. ^ in CarB

tryaact \/e/odtY-=^3.02 M.RH.

7/me—SecofTcte

Full lines represent the instantaneous kinetic energy of

the, moving cars.

Dotted lines represent the energy stored and absorbed

during the draft gear cycle.

Figs. 85g and 85.t—Energy Curves, Wauch Plate Gears
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Fics., 86a, 86b and 86c—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed. Bradford K Gears

These Curves Drawn by Cars in Tests
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"Bst Gear No. 47/n CarA.
Test Sear Ab. 46 /n Car B.
/mpact Ve/oalV' //2 M.PH.

OS,^ _ /O IS 20
-0.2// Sec- Gear Compress/on

-0465 Sec Draff Sear Cycte

OS /O
Sec. Gear Co/npreao/ort

sf Sear No. 47 /n Car A.
lest Gear No. 4S injCar&
Impact Ve/oary^2:B/^tPti.

P
/S 20 2S

-0.186 Sec Sear /^eleose-

0323 Sec DrofT Gear Cycte

4S

7?me—Seconds
Dotted lines represent instantaneous car velocities as The irregularities are due in general to vibrations of the

determined from the original car-movement curves. car structure induced by draft gear action.
Full lines represent the mean velocity curves.

Figs. 86d, 86e and 86f—Velocity Curves, Bradford K Gears
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/s a?

CtXTC ^^' ^^°'' f?af9099.

Wme—Seco/K^

Full lines represent the inslantaneous kinetic energy of

the moving cars.

Dotted lines represent the energy stored and absorbed
during the draft gear cycle.

Figs. 86g and 86j—Energy Curves, Bradford K Gears
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So//ey BufY^er /n Car/4
Test- Gear /\to.46in CarB

/rrpaci- Ve/oci-ty-2.atHRH.

.45

Tesr Gear No.47 in CorA
Test Gear No.46/n CarB

//ryiaci- V'e/ocii-y=/./e M.RH.

Time—Seconc^

Curve D determined from superimposed car-movement Curve B, traced on a small drum, represents movement of

curves, represents combined draft gear movement and yield gear in Car B.

of car bodies.
Curve A, derived from curves C and B, represents simul-

Curve C, obtained by eliminating car body yield from taneous movement of gear in Car A.

curve D, represents true combined movement of botb gears.

Fig. 86n, 86p and 86q—^Time-Closure Curves, Bradford K Gears
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T/me —Seco/7c^

Figs. 87a, 87b and 87c—Car-Movement Curves, Superimposed, Harvey Springs

These Curves Drawn by Cars in Tests

17
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Solic/ Buffer /n Car A.
Test Gear No.55 /n Car3
Impocr VeBc/rylSJMFH.

2.26 Ftper sec.

0.5/ Ffper sec.
rigure
67d

.05
Sec 6eor Compress.

./O ./S

Sec. Gear Re/eose
a/26

-0.203 Sec. Draff Gear Cyc/e-

.35 40 46

OS
Sec. Gear Compress/on

0.//7-^

-0.296 Sec. DraTf Gear Cyc/a

Tl/ne-^econds

Dotted lines represent instantaneous car velocities as The irregularities are due in general to vibrations of the
determined from the original car-movement curves. car structure induced hy draft gear action.

Full lines represent the mean velocity curves.

Figs. 87d, 87e and 87f—Velocity Curves, Harvey Springs
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So//t/ suffer- &i CarA
Test Gear No.SSin CarS

fmpacf \/e/loc/ty—/.S7 MffH.

J(70SrhLbs.

60/nLbs-

^ej669rt.Lbs.
Work Absorlxd.

Figure
a7g

,«s

Test Gear No. 56 in Car/\
Test Gear No. 55 r> CarS

/mpact Ve/ocity^l-OZ M.PH.

TSst Gear No. Se/n Cary^
Test- Gear No. 55 in CarS

ra^xxt Vehcity—3.33 M.RH.

TTme— Seconds

Full lines represent the instantaneous kinetic energy of

the moving cars.

Dotted lines represent the energy stored and absorbed
during the draft gear cycle.

Figs. 87c and 87j—Energy Curves, Harvey Springs
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,<t5

7/me—^econaib

Figs. 87k and 87m—Time-Force Curves, Harvey Springs
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T^e— Seconcte

Curve D, determined from superimposed car-movement

curves, represents combined draft gear movement and yield

of car bodies.
. ,, r

Curve C, obtained by eliminating car body yield irom

curve D, represents true combined movement of both gears.

Curve B, traced on small drum, represents movement of

gear in Car B.

Curve A, derived from curves C and B, represents simul-

taneous movement of gear in Car A.

Figs. 87n, 87p and 87q—Time-Closure Curves, Harvey Springs
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7ffT7s— Seconcte

Figs. 88b and 88c—Cab-Movement Curves, Superimposed. A. R. A. Class G Springs

These Curves Drawn by Cars in Tests
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Tea/- Gear Mj. S9m CarA
Test- Gear No. 5Q in Car

3

Jppact Ve/oc/ty— /.33M.RH.

OS JO JS

Time—Seconc/s

Full lines represent the instantaneous kinetic energy of
the moving cars.

Dotted lines represent the energy stored and absorbed
during the draft gear cycle.

Fig. 88j—Energy Curve, A. R. A. Class G Springs
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TesT Gecfr Afe SSJit? Car^
Test Gear No 56m CarB

/apact- Vehc/ty ^^/.OS M.PN.

OS .K>

, iQ/7q- Sec. Goar- Con^ression

' 0.3SG ^^^' ^'~°'^ Gean Cyc/e,

Time— Seconds
Curve D, determined from auperimpoaed car-movement

curves. TepresentB combined draft gear movement and yield

of car bodies.

Curve C, obtained by eliminating car body yield from

curve D, represents true combined movement of both gears.

Curve B, traced on small drum, represents movement of

gear in Car B.
Curve A, derived from curves C and B, represents simul-

taneous movement of gear in Car A.

Figs 88p and 88q—Time-Closure Curves, A. R. A. Class G Springs
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APPENDIX A

REPORT OF DRAFT GEAR TEST MADE ON NORFOLK & WESTERN
RAILROAD, NOVEMBER 4, 1918

Object of Test

This test was conducted for the purpose

of determining the relative amount of draft

gear movement when a car having a draft

gear with an easy compression curve is

coupled to a car having a draft gear with

a relatively stiff compression curve, and to

determine the probable number of foot

pounds of work done by each when shocks

occur. The test was made on the Norfolk

& Western Railroad in a freight run from

West Roanoke, Va., to Vicker, Va., a dis-

t£ince of 38 miles. The test was conducted

jointly by the Engineer of Tests of the Nor-

folk & Western Railroad, and the Section

of Inspection and Tests of the United States

Railroad Administration, a representative

of the National Malleable Castings Com-
pany being present to assist in the handling

of the recording instruments, which were

loaned by that company for the purpose of

making the test.

Equipment Used

The train consisted of 44 miscellaneous

cars, the tonnage being 1,748 tons. From

West Roanoke to Elliston, over an un-

dulating grade, it was handled by Norfolk

& Western locomotives 422 and 1477

on the head end, the first of these being a

Class M of 40,000 lb. tractive effort, and

the second being a Mallet, Class Zla, of

73,000 lb. tractive effort. At Elliston, the

foot of an ascending grade of 1.32 per

cent, the Class M locomotive was put on

the rear end to act as a pusher, and at

Christiansburg, the top of the grade, the

Class M was cut off entirely. From Christ-

iansburg to Vicker is a descending grade.

The cars from which the records were

made were Norfolk & Western 100-ton

gondolas, empty, being the first and second

cars in the train. The rear end of the first

car, Norfolk &. Western 100,147, was

equipped with a Sessions type K draft gear,

and the coupled head end of the second

car, Norfolk & Western 101,534, was

equipped with a National type H-1 draft

gear. Both cars had experimental M.C.B.

type C couplers. No. 5 contour, and the

draft gears were especially prepared for

the test. All slack was eliminated from the

draft gear attachments. The Sessions K
gear as it was applied to the car had i% in.

initial compression, the National type H-1

gear being applied with but enough initial

compression to take out all slack. Holes

were cut in the floors of the cars for the ap-

plication of the recording devices and for

observing the action of the draft gears.

Preparation of Draft Gears

The Sessions type K gear used was re-

moved from a Norfolk & Western cabin

car and was in practically new condition,

the friction surfaces being worn to a

smooth bearing, but not enough to remove

all of the irregularities of manufacture. The
friction faces were wiped off and the gear

set up in the 200,000 lb. testing machine

of the Norfolk & Western Railroad, and

an attempt made to close it. Repeated

sticking and bombardment of the gear led

to the application of a thin coat of tallow

on the center friction block to enable the

closing of it in this machine without the
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necessity of sledging the gear. The clos-

ing speed was -f^ in. per minute. This

treatment of the gear was necessary also

to give the easier compression line desired

for the purpose of the test, since as pre-

viously stated the primary purpose of the

test was to observe the action of a stiff

gear when coupled with an easy gear. The
greased center friction block did not en-

tirely eliminate sticking of the gear, the

compression curve shown in Fig. A-2 being

plotted directly from the readings taken

from the beam of the static machine after

a number of preliminary compressions to

insure uniform action. The dotted com-

pression line indicated on this curve is

worked to in this report as the probable

compression line in a quick closing of the

gear.

The National type H-1 gear was removed
from the same car. No. 101,534, to which it

was reapplied for the test, and after wip-

ing off the friction wedges to remove coal

dust which had fallen over the gear while

cutting the hole in the car floor, the gear

was run down as far as the 200,000 lb. ma-

chine would compress it for a number of

times. The compression curve shown in

Fig. A-1 for this gear was plotted directly

from the readings taken from the beam of

the testing machine. It should be noted

that whereas this gear is designed for a

total movement of 2% in., it could only be

compressed to .93 in. in this 200,000 lb.

machine. The action of this gear in the

static machine was smooth and regular.

Recording Apparatus

The records of coupler or draft gear

movement were made upon a moving rib-

bon of paper, one pencil being arranged

to draw a datum line on the paper and

with provisions for indenting this datum

line when desired, as for marking off time

increments. The pencil recording the draft

gear action was caused to move to one or

the other side of the datum line responsive

to draft gear action in pulling or buffing,

the recording arm being attached to the

butt end of the coupler. The original con-

tinuous records made in this test are on

file in the office of the Engineer of Tests

of the Norfolk & Western Railroad, points

of interest being abstracted as Figs. A-3 to

A-11 inclusive of this report.

The connection between the coupler butt

and the recording pencil was through a

reducing mechanism, so that the following

scale should be used for measuring draft

gear movement on the cards.

#2 in. offset on record^ % in. coupler movement
jfe in. " " = % in. "

A in. " " = 1 in. " "

Jlin. " " =iy2in.
iJin. " " =2 in.

The following tabulation gives the rela-

tive resistance of the two gears used for

various amounts of travel, the loads being

those obtained in the static tests and proper

allowance being made for the initial com-

pression of the Sessions gear.

Coupler
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The compression curves, Figs. A-1 and

A-2, and the above tabulation, are not to

be considered as a comparison of the

normal action of the two gears, as it has

already been explained that the capacity

of the Sessions K gear was purposely re-

duced for the purpose of the test.

Discussion of Cards

The portion of the record reproduced

as Fig. A-3 shows the action of the two

gears, beginning with the train moving on

level track and showing the draft gear

movements when the train was slowed down
for orders and then accelerated. The rec-

ord, which should be read from right to

left, starts with the Sessions K gear com-

pressed 1 in., the National gear at the same

time showing % in. of compression. After

building up the speed again the Sessions

gear stood at % in. compression and the

National at % in.

In Fig. A-4, with the train moving on a

slight ascending grade, the train was

brought to a stop for a red signal, the Ses-

sions gear moving % in. and the National

% in. On the succeeding start, the Ses-

sions gear went to 1% in. and the National

to 1 in. movement. The Sessions gear

stuck and bombarded at two points during

this pulling compression. The influence of

the bombardment of the Sessions gear is

manifested in the diagram of the National

gear.

The card. Fig. A-5, was made when the

train was slowed down for orders, the Ses-

sions gear moving % i"- ^'^^ the National

gear 1 in. The Sessions gear was sticking

during this part of the diagram. On start-

ing, the Sessions gear, after sticking one

time, went to 1^4 in- ^nd the National to

% in. From the static cards there were

required 2,000 ft. lb. of energy to close

the Sessions gear this 1% in., and 2,053

ft. lb. to close the National gear the %
in. at the same time.

The card. Fig. A-6, was produced when a

stop was made from a slow speed.

The card, Fig. A-i>, was obtained when
the train passed through a dip in the track

(Balls Hole) and shows several compres-

sions of the gears due to the slack running

in and shows also a quick pulling compres-

sion of both gears as the locomotive started

the train up the grade. As the slack ran

in, the Sessions gear was compressed %
in. while the National gear was compressed

^f in. It is presumed that the greater

movement of the National gear was due

to the Sessions gear sticking. On the suc-

ceeding pull the Sessions moved ^4: in.,

while the National moved % in. On the

succeeding start, after sticking, the Ses-

sions gear moved to 1% in., while the Na-

tional gear stood rt 1% in.

The card, I'ig. A-10, was obtained when
a sudden stop was made with the pusher

on the rear end of the train, the pusher

running in the slack against the front en-

gine. The Sessions gear went solid, the

movement being 1% in., while the Na-

tional gear moved 1^^ in. On the suc-

ceeding start, which was made on the as-

cending grade, the National gear responded

immediately to the amount of 1 in. move-

ment, while the Sessions gear lagged in

action and finally bombarded to 11^ in.

movement.

Fig. A-11 shows a typical section of

record obtained going up the hill from

Elliston to Christi&nsburg, on a steady pull

and at comparatively uniform speed. Both

gears stood at 1% in. movement.

General

The National gear used appeared in gen-

eral to be quicker in movement and more
responsive to impulses than this particu-

lar Sessions gear. In pulling, it is almost

invariably the case that the National gear

compressed uniformly and gradually,

while in most instances the Sessions gear

18
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obtained its final position after one or more
bombardments. In release both gears re-

sponded almost instantly, and in the ma-

jority of cases a quick buff produced har-

monious action in both gears. It is notice-

able, however, that on a quick buff the

National gear, even though having a stiffer

resistance curve in the static machine, fre-

quently shows more travel than the Ses-

sions gear. With a slow buff as in Fig. A-5

the Sessions acted through a succession of

bombardments.

In a continued steady pull, such as repre-

sented by the lines in Fig. A-11 the ab-

sence of see-saw movements of any extent

was noticeable in both gears.
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APPENDIX B

TESTS OF CAR CONSTRUCTION

In accordance with recommendations of

the Committee on Standards, high speed

impact tests of car construction were made
by the Inspection and Test Section of the

United States Railroad Administration at

the car impact plant of the T. H. Syming-

ton Company at Rochester, New York,

February 25 and 26, 1920.

The following were present during all

or a portion of these tests

:

B. W. Kadel, assistant engineer, Inspec-

tion and Test Section, U.S.R.A.

E. M. Richards, special engineer. Inspec-

tion and Test Section, U.S.R.A.

L. H. Schlatter, representing Draft Gear

Committee, A.R.A.

J. A. Pilcher, W. J. Robider and John

McMuUen, sub-committee of Car Construc-

tion Committee, A.R.A.

J. R. Onderdonk, B. & 0. Railroad.

L. H. West, Merchants Dispatch Trans-

portation Company.

B. B. Milner, New York Central Rail-

road.

D. S. Barrows and I. 0. Wright, repre-

senting the T. H. Symington Company.

A total of four tests were made: Tests

1 and 2 to determine the value of the ap-

plication of metal draft arms for the rein-

forcement of wood center sills. Tests 3 and

4 to show the performance of U.S.R.A. cars

at high impact velocities and to determine

the relative value, in buffing, of U.S.R.A.

draft gear attachments having the separate

rear draft lugs, and of draft gear attach-

ments having the central back stop casting

for distributing the impact force to the car

sills.

Test No. 1

—

Wood Draft Sills

The first test was of 40-ton box cars with

wood center sills, using N.Y.C. Car No.
214,423 as car A (striking car) and N.Y.C.

car No. 226,768 as car B (struck car). The
opposing ends of these cars were fitted with

wood draft sills.

These cars have two 5 in. x 8 in. center

sills, two 4% in. x 8 in. side sills and four

414 in. X 8 in. intermediate sills, with

one-piece cast steel body bolsters beneath

the sills. The draft sills extend from be-

neath an 8 in. X 8 in. oak end sill back

to the body bolster, where they abut suit-

able pads cast to the body bolster. The
draft sills are doweled and bolted vertically

to the center sills and end sill. Malleable

iron tandem cheek plates are bolted to the

center sills and draft sills, and have lugs

gained into both the draft sills and the

center sills. Sub-sills extend from bolster

to bolster beneath the main center sills and

these abut suitable pads cast on the body
bolster. The cars were equipped with tan-

dem spring draft gears with 5 in. x 7 in.

old-standard couplers and wrought steel

riveted yokes. The coupler horn was
allowed to strike a heavy cast steel striking

plate, which was bolted to the face of the

8 in. x 8 in. oak end sill, the buffing force

on the draft sills thus being limited to the

resistance of the two Class G springs, viz.,

60,000 lb. The cars had been fitted with

new sills throughout for the tests, and the

steel ends had just been applied. The cars

were loaded with sand to give a total gross

weight of 123,000 lb. per car, the sand

being partly frozen in the cars.

275
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These cars were given tests at successive

impact speeds of 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12 and 14

miles per hour.

At 7 M.P.H. the coupler heads began to

scale and continued scaling throughout the

tests. At 8 M.P.H. the end at the struck

end of car B began to bulge out and the

one at the opposite end of car B began to

bulge in. At 10 M.P.H. the ends of car A
began to bulge. This bulging increased

throughout the test for both cars. A slip-

page of ^ in. could be detected between

the draft sills and center sills at 5 M.P.H.,

but this did not increase during the re-

mainder of the test. A slippage of -^^ in.

occurred between the cheek plates and the

draft sills at 7 M.P.H., but this also did not

increase as the test proceeded.

At the conclusion of the test, the strik-

ing end of car A had bulged 1% in. and

the struck end of car B 3% in. The draft

sills were shattered where they abut the

bolster, but no breakage of either draft sills

or center sills occurred. The bolsters slip-

ped back 14 in. during the tests and the

striking castings moved % in. each. The

coupler carrier irons bent down % ^- Th^

coupler horns were not noticeably injured

except for some scaling and the striking

castings were in good condition. The ends

of the center sills, after the test, were

dropped approximately 1 in. each, but as

this measurement was not checked in ad-

vance, it is not definitely known that this

occurred during the test. The ends, how-

ever, scaled along the bottom edge, which

indicates that these ends were straightening

out and allowing the center sills to droop.

Except for the bulged ends, no particular

damage to these cars was apparent and

they were fit for service.

Test No. 2

—

Metal Draft Arms

The same box cars were then shifted so

as to bring the opposite ends together and

test No. 2 made, N.Y.C. car No. 214,423

now being car B and N.Y.C. car No. 226,-

768 car A. The opposing ends of the cars

were equipped with metal draft arms,

which were built up of angles and channels

proportioned to just meet A.R.A. re-

quirements. The design was made by the

Inspection and Test Section and does not

represent the particular details of any pro-

prietary device. The metal arm did not

abut the bolsters, but a gus'set plate was

riveted to the top flange of the bolster and

to the bottom flange of the draft sill angle,

these angles extending back 5 ft. over the

bolster towards the center of the car. The
tandem cheek plates were riveted to a

channel below the main draft arm angles,

there being no stop lugs on these cheek

plates. The coupler horn was allowed to

strike as in the previous test, the striking

casting, Jiowever, being of malleable iron

instead of cast steel. The load on the draft

arms at the center line of the coupler was

thus limited, as before, to the resistance of

the two Class G springs.

These cars were given tests at successive

speeds of 5, 6, 10, 12, 14 and 16 miles per

hour.

At 10 M.P.H. the coupler heads were

scaling and this scaling continued through-

out the test. At 10 M.P.H. also the ends of

the center sills began to droop slightly and

at the end of the tests had drooped Yg in.

on car A and % in. on car B. No bulging

of the ends occurred during this test, al-

though the drooping of the sills appeared

to result from a straightening of the trans-

verse corrugations of the ends.

At the 16 M.P.H. run one of the cast

steel body bolsters was broken transversely,

one center sill was broken on car B and

both center sills broken on car A. The

center sill breakage in each instance oc-

curred over the bolster, the crack develop-

ing from the top of the sill. No slippage

of cheek plates occurred, but the draft

arms as a whole moved an average of i/g
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in. with respect to the center sills. The
coupler carrier irons were bent down -^ in.

and the striking castings moved -^ in. on
the draft arms.

The performance of the cars in both the

foregoing tests was unexpectedly good. In

each instance after the 14 M.P.H, test both

cars were fit for service, the breakage of

sills and bolster occurring at the 16 M.P.H.

run. The fitting up of the wood draft sills

was an especially good job and it is quite

probable that extended service would pro-

duce looseness, which would not be the

case with metal draft arms. In the limited

number of tests made it was observed that

neither type of construction had an especial

advantage over the other. No pulling tests

were made, nor was it practical to make a

considerable number of lower speed im-

pacts, which unquestionably would have

produced failure. The comparative merits

of the two types of construction, however,

are believed to be indicated by these tests

at regularly increasing speeds.

The results of these tests show the fol-

lowing :

1. That metal draft arms do not offer

any noticeable advantage, in bufSng, over

properly applied wood draft arms if the

latter are kept tight.

2. It should be observed that the sill

breakage occurred in each instance over

the body bolster, although the application

of the present A.R.A. rule would indicate

that the unreinforced wood center sill be-

tween the bolsters is of less value than the

same sills reinforced over the bolster.

3. That it is permissible to allow the

coupler horn to strike in wood car con-

struction and probably so in steel cars with

wood end sills.

4. That there is a pronounced downward

force at the coupler carry iron and an up-

ward force at the bolster which may result

in deformation or breakage at both points.

As both these forces must be added to the

static load, cars should b& constructed with

bolsters rigid enough to resist the upward

tendency, and the end sill and carry iron

should be securely tied to the end of the

car.

Test No. 3

—

Draft Attachments with

Central Stop Casting

For this test two 70-ton U.S.R.A. low

side gondola cars were used, P. & R. car

7378 being car A and P. & R. car 7379

being car B. These cars have fish belly

center sills with steel sides. Steel plates,

drop ends and wooden floor. Each car was

loaded with sand to give a total gross load

of 184,000 lb. per car, the sand being

partly frozen in the cars.

The cars were new and had been equip-

ped with Farlow 2-key draft gear attach-

ments, T. H. Symington Company's Print

F-2437. Flat face dummy couplers were

used instead of the regular couplers. There

being no coupler horns, the entire blow was

taken through the draft gear attachments.

Steel blocks of 54 sq. in. cross section were

used instead of draft gears, the full load

being taken through this block and being

delivered upon the back stop casting

through the intervening parts of the at-

tachments. The second key had ^ in.

clearance in the cheek plate key slot. The

coupler shanks were made of an extra

heavy design so as to reduce as far as prac-

ticable the deformation and failure of this

part. The net areas of the several parts in

buffing are as follows:

Dummy coupler shank, back of head, 24

sq. in. cast steel.

Dummy coupler shank at key slot, 171/2

sq. in. cast steel. (Note—For reference,

the type D coupler has an area of 16.9 sq.

in. back of the head, and 13.4 sq. in. at key

slot.)

Front follower block, 17^4: sq. in. mal-

leable iron.
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Rear follower block, ITYg sq. in. mal-

leable iron.

Yoke, 114 in. x 51^ in. (section), 33%
sq. in. bearing area against back stop.

Back stop casting, 19J/2 sq. in., cast steel.

Back stop casting, 38 rivets through

center sills and 4 rivets through bottom

bolster tie plate, all rivets y^ in., total of

25.2 sq. in. in shear.

Keys, iy2 in. x 6 in.

Malleable iron cheek plates, fourteen %
in. rivets each.

The cars were given tests at successive

speeds of 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 miles

per hour.

At 6 M.P.H. the couplers started to scale

and deform at the key slots, this deforma-

tion continuing throughout the test. At 8

M.P.H. the front portions of the back stop

castings showed slight scaling. At 10

M.P.H. this scaling became pronounced

and continued throughout the remainder of

the test. At 10 M.P.H., also, three rivets

at one diagonal brace sheared off and

others of these rivets had loosened.

At the conclusion of these tests the fol-

lowing conditions were found:

Condition of Cars

The opposing drop ends of the cars had

bulged out, both at the top and bottom. In

car A the bulging amounted to 3^4 in. at

the top and 2^4 in. at the bottom. In car

B it amounted to 1% in. at the top and %
in. at the bottom. On both cars the comer

posts, which are formed of heavy bent

plates and serve as stops for the ends, were

bent from the impact of the load. The up-

standing legs of the end sill angles were

also bent out from this same force.

On both cars the body bolsters at the

opposing ends of the cars were bent down

at the ends, equivalent to the centers of

the bolsters being forced upward. In car

A the center sills were also bent slightly

from this same condition. The entire ends

of the cars were down 1^^^ in. for car A
and -3^^ in. for car B. The end sill of car

A was bowed inward % in. and that of car

B, 1 in. Neither of the end sills were

bowed down.

On car B one of the diagonal braces was

sheared and torn loose and all diagonal

braces were either scaling or had loose

rivets. The floor boards of both cars had

shifted iy2 in. and the floor clips were dis-

placed. These floor clips began to drop off

early in the test and do not appear to be a

satisfactory type of construction. The floor

boards of both cars were crushed at the

bolsters and at the end sills from shifting.

One intermediate wood sill of car A was

shattered from the same cause.

At two points on the bolsters of car A
cracks developed at rivet holes through the

flanged bolster webs. These cracks re-

sulted from the horizontal bending of the

bolster when the sides of the car attempted

to run ahead of the center sill. No spread-

ing of the center sills occurred.

Condition of Coupler and Draft
Attachments

Dummy Couplers, cast steel— Shank

bent both vertically and laterally, and

upset and deformed at key slots. Short-

ened an average of % in. each.

Cheek Plates, malleable iron—No fail-

ure or injury of any kind. Second key had

been bearing slightly, indicating momen-
tary elastic compression of parts.

Back Stop Castings, cast steel—Slipped'

on rivets 3/64 in. Front end upset 7/64
in. Not injured perceptibly and removal

or repairs unnecessary, except that two

rivet heads jumped off at the final run.

Yokes, wrought steel—No failure or in-

jury of any kind.

Coupler Keys, wrought steel—Not bent

or injured.
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Second Keys, wrought steel—Bent an
average of ^ in. each. Serviceable with-

out repairs.

Front Follower Blocks, malleable iron

—

Shortened ^ in. Not injured perceptibly.

No repairs necessary.

Rear Follower Blocks, malleable iron

—

Shortened ^ in. Not injured perceptibly.

No repairs necessary.

In this test the cars suffered more than

the draft gear attachments. It is noticeable

that not a single part of the attachments

was damaged to an extent requiring re-

moval or repairs during this test, and that

the draft gear pockets had elongated but

/j in. each.

The car damage was greater to car A
(striking car) than to car B (standing

car) . The back stop castings of the attach-

ments first beginning to scale at 8 M.P.H.

this point is taken as the comparative crit-

ical speed for these attachments, and a

value of 64, or the square of 8, is accord-

ingly set for these attachments.

Test No. 4— Attachments with Sep-

arate AND Independent Draft Lugs

Two of the U.S.R.A. 70-ton low side

gondolas were used for this test, the cars

being new and having the regular U.S.R.A.

cast steel yoke and draft gear attachments.

P. & R. car 7381 was used as car A and

P. & R. car 7380 as car B. Each car was

loaded with sand to give a total gross load

of 184,000 lb. per car, the sand being

partly frozen in the cars.

These cars have the regular front and

rear cast steel draft lugs riveted to the cen-

ter sills, the rear lugs each having twelve

% in. rivets and the front lugs ten % in.

rivets, and three % in. rivets each. The

rear draft lugs, from the drawings, extend

to within 1/4 i"- °f the bolster center cast-

ing, which has twelve % in. rivets through

the center sills and four % in. rivets

through the bottom bolster tie plate. The

same steel blocks of 54 sq. in. cross section

were used instead of draft gears, as in the

previous test, there being the regular 21/4

in. followers in front of and behind these

blocks, bearing upon the stop faces of the

draft lugs. The net bearing area of the

followers upon the two lugs, in buffing, is

50 sq. in. The lugs are ribbed to support

this bearing surface. A tie plate extends

across the bottom flanges of the center sills

beneath the draft lugs to reduce the spread-

ing tendency of the sills from the eccentric

loading upon the lugs. Dummy couplers

with flat buffing faces were used in these

tests, these being duplicates in every re-

spect of those used in test No. 3. The full

buffing force was delivered as before,

through the steel block to the rear stops.

The cars were given tests at successive

speeds of 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 miles per

hour.

At 6 M.P.H. the dummy couplers began
to scale at the key slots, and scaling and
deformation at this point continued

throughout the tests. At 8 M.P.H. the op-

posing ends of the cars were bulged. At

10 M.P.H. the body bolsters were bent

slightly.

At 5 M.P.H. the rear lugs had slipped

Yg in. on the sills and the stop faces had
begun to deform. At 6 M.P.H. the lugs

had bent and pulled away from the center

sills Yg in. and the draft gear pockets had
elongated /ir in. This bending and defor-

mation of the draft lugs increased as the

test proceeded, and at the 14 M.P.H. run

both of the lugs of car A, and also the

bolster center casting, were sheared off and

driven back between the sills; the truck

center pin also sheared off. From this

failure the dummy coupler of car A was
also driven back, bending the carrier iron

and carrier iron bolt, and breaking the

striking casting. The coupler key was bent

and the front draft lugs broken away, the

key being driven back through the webs
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of the center sills for Sy^ in. On car B
one of the rear draft lugs broke at the 12

M.P.H. run, but these lugs were not sheared

off, although they slipped on the rivets l^

in. each. At 8 M.P.H. the rear followers

had bent % in. each, bending the draft lug

faces also and slightly deforming the webs
of the center sills.

At the conclusion of the tests the follow-

ing conditions were found:

Condition of Cars

The drop ends at the opposing ends of

the cars were bulged, that of car A being

bulged 3 in. at the top and 2% in. at the

bottom. In car B this bulging amounted to

4 in. at the top and 1% in. at the bottom.

The corner posts were bent as in test No. 3,

as well as the upstanding legs of the end

sill angles. The ends of the bolsters were

bent downward 3^ in. in car A and j^ in.

in car B. The sills were slightly bent in

front of the bolster, the effect being as

though the center of the bolster was forced

upward. On car A the bolster center cast-

ing was driven back and on car B it had

slipped Yg in. on the rivets. The end sills

were not bowed downward, but were bowed
inward an average of % in. The center sills

were pushed through the cars an average

of ^ in., the diagonal braces being in bet-

ter condition than in test No. 3, although

they showed evidence of failure and loose

rivets. The floor boards shifted as in the

previous test and the floor clips loosened.

The center sills of car B were buckled

% in. at the bottom flange near the rear

draft lugs, those of car A being buckled 1^

in. The sills were spread an average of /^
in. at the rear draft lugs. The bending of

the body bolsters reduced the total side

bearing clearance of each of the trucks at

the opposing ends of the cars by -^ in.

During the test the draft gear pocket of car

B was elongated % in. and that of car A
was entirely destroyed.

Condition of Coupler and Attachments

Dummy Couplers, cast steel— Shanks

bent both vertically and laterally, and
upset and deformed at key slots. Short-

ened an average of % in. each.

Front Draft Lugs—Destroyed in car A.

Not injured in car B.

Rear Draft Lugs— Destroyed in both

cars.

Cast Steel Yokes—Not injured. (Note

—These yokes do not come into action in

buflSng.

)

Coupler Keys—Badly bent in car A; re-

quired to be burnt out. Not injured in

car B.

Front Followers—Not injured.

Rear Followers—Bent % in. in car B.

Badly bent in car A. Can be repaired.

Bolster Center Casting—On car B slip-

ped Ys in. on rivets. On car A sheared off

and bent. Can be straightened and reap-

plied.

Truck Center Pin—Sheared off. Cannot

be used.

Striking Plate—Broken. Can be used.

Carrier Iron—Bent. Can be used.

Carrier Iron Bolt— Bent. Cannot be

used.

In test No. 4 the greatest injury was to

the draft gear attachments, the majority of

parts requiring removal and renewal. Both

cars were in bad order after the tests. The
damage to the attachments was greater for

car A than for car B, while the car damage
was probably greater for car B.

The rear lugs of this form of attachment,

having begun to deform at 5 M.P.H. and to

actually bend away from the sills at 6

M.P.H., the greatest critical speed that can

be set for them is 6 M.P.H., or a relative

value of 36, as compared with 64 for the

Farlow attachments used in test No. 3. In

basing relative values upon the square of

the speeds, it should be remembered that

the energy is proportional to the square of

the speed, or, in other words, that a car
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moving at ten miles per hour will roll four

times as far as one moving at five miles per

hour. An experienced car rider has an in-

stinctive knowledge of this fact in its rela-

tion to the kinetic energy of the car, as

exhibited by the force with which he ap-

plied the brakes under varying speeds.

In these tests, as in tests Nos. 1 and 2, it

is unquestionable that a repetition of im-

pacts at lower speeds would have produced

failure, but, as before, it is believed the

results obtained in these tests represent the

comparative value of the two forms of at-

tachments, namely, that the Farlow attach-

ments as tested showed approximately

twice the buffing value of the cast steel yoke

and lug attachments:

From the results of the test it is apparent

:

1. That the buffing force should be dis-

tributed to the car sills through a back stop

casting bridging between the sills, rather

than upon independent draft lugs riveted to

each sill.

2. That if the draft gear is to be pro-

tected by allowing a front key to strike,

there should be substantial members on the

sills for stopping the key.

3. That in car construction it is neces-

sary to give consideration to the results of

impact when designing the body bolster for

vertical loads.

4. That it is important properly to

anchor the car floor and superstructure to

the center sills in order properly to impart

motion to the lading from the center sills.

5. That in cars with wood floors, or open

type floors such as hopper cars, particular

attention should be given to the diagonal

braces in order that the car sides and center

sills may be held from independent move-

ment.












